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When you write a book during a pandemic, it seems like the writing of it belongs 

more to the people (and nonhuman kin) that helped you along the way than to 

you. And so first and foremost, this book belongs to the barn swallows, to the 

chimney swifts, and to the bobolinks whose bodies and absences kept me com-

pany and inspired so much of the thinking behind Nestwork. This book also 

belongs to the land on which I live and work, governed by the Haldimand 

Treaty of 1784, belonging to Six Nations of the Grand River, and those who 

work to care for the lands of Ontario that house and support all of the humans 

and nonhumans written about here. This landscape has thought through me.
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enabled the writing of Nestwork. I am also grateful for the support and collabo-

ration of the Contemporary Art Forum of Kitchener and Area (CAFKA), as 

well as the rare Charitable Research Reserve, Birds Canada, and Bird Ecology 

and Conservation Ontario for their support of this research. I also wish to 

acknowledge with gratitude the journal enculturation, which published a prior 

version of chapter 1 and gave me permission to reprint here.

 I am indebted to all of those who helped guide me throughout my fieldwork 

and those who were generous with their time and expertise about the birds of 
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Kathryn and Michael Boothby, Diane Hood and Bill Ferguson, Victoria 
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this book a work of magic for me during a time that felt dusty and isolated.
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It is midwinter in Ontario; the day is cold and clear. I have heard that there is a spot 

in Riverside Park on the Mill Run Trail where, if you hold out your hand with a little 

birdseed in it, a chickadee will perch there to feed. I’m not a fan of the cold weather, 

though the sun is bright, and I dress in layers to combat the chill that makes my eyes 

water. When I get to the park, I see that they have built an eight- hundred- foot 

wooden boardwalk that crosses over the Speed River and into the wetlands of the 

Whitney Trail. I don’t quite know what I’m looking for, so I walk awhile, taking care 

to avoid the most slippery of the planks still in icy shade. I see a stump with some 

birdseed still on it, so I hold out my hand to the air, hopefully, but there is nothing, 

only silence and cold hands and the occasional curious squirrel. I walk further down 

the boardwalk, where I finally hear the frrp! he- he- he- he of what I assume are chicka-

dees, a familiar backyard chirp that I wouldn’t have otherwise noticed. I stop again 

near the railing, take off my glove, and hold out my sunflower- seed- filled hand to the 

air. To my surprise and delight, a black- capped chickadee alights on my fingertips to 

pick through the seed, mostly shaking off seeds too big for its beak in haste to find a 

seed just right for taking to a nearby bush and cracking against winter- hardened 

bark. While it perches on my fingers, I am aware of its tiny, scratchy feet, how they 

grip my fingertips like a perch. How delicate and light they are. How used to pass-

ersby these birds have become, enough to pick and choose their way through leftover 

piles of birdseed frozen to the ledges in favor of these sunflower seeds from my autumn 

garden. We stay like this, me afraid to move, two or three curious chickadees who 

return, again and again, to rummage and eat from my hand. After a while, I feel 

myself getting colder, red- nosed with one gloved hand in my pocket and one bare hand 

of sunflower seeds in the freeze. One of the chickadees who has been particularly curi-

ous returns again to my hand, picking through the assorted seeds. It mistakes the thin 

crescent of my pinkie nail for a seed and pecks once, twice, grabs hold with a small 

tug—enough to make my eyes open wider. I am so close.

Introduction | Turning Otherwise
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I open with a story about proximity. About the ways, as Sara Ahmed suggests, 

as humans, we are “touched by what we are near” (2010, 30). About the ways that 

humans want to touch nonhuman animals through other objects. About the 

ways that humans try—and often fail—to get close to the nonhumans that they 

find themselves near. And about the implications of this failure in a time of 

biodiversity loss, what some scientists are now calling the sixth extinction. What 

you will read in these pages looks to the agency of those small species who, over 

the course of our lifetime, will disappear: the barn swallow, the chimney swift, 

and the bobolink. It also draws attention to the infrastructural efforts that 

humans build, make, and are attuned to—much like the boardwalk built for the 

chickadees—as part of the material arguments that humans, nonhumans, and 

things cocreate. Through site- based rhetorical fieldwork, this book urges us to 

think differently about the singular autonomy of human agency and the reli-

ability of a human- centered rhetoric during an epoch marked by rapid species 

decline. This is a book about illogic, and about peculiarity. This is a book about 

how humans and nonhumans are affected by one another, how they are per-

suaded by one another—or not!—through the capacities of built objects. This 

is a book about getting so close, and also a book about loss. This book is a call for 

new material rhetorics of the nonhuman, of an acknowledgment of precarity 

that surrounds all who exist in the Anthropocene.

 Nestwork: New Material Rhetorics for Precarious Species joins scholars work-

ing at the nexus between rhetorical ecologies (Edbauer 2005; Stormer and 

McGreavy 2017; McGreavy et al. 2018), ecological and environmental rhetorics 

(Killingsworth and Palmer 2012; Gottschalk Druschke and McGreavy 2016; 

Jensen 2019; Shivener and Edwards 2020), and posthumanism (Barad 2003; 

Braidotti 2016, 2019; Haraway 2016). It turns to the work of both rhetorical new 

material scholars (Rickert 2013; Propen 2018; Gottschalk Druschke 2019) and 

critical new material scholarship of Alison Ravenscroft (2018), Veronica Strang 

(2017), and Zoe Todd (2016) to imagine both rhetorical and ethical ways 

through the Anthropocene. It does this in two ways: theoretically and method-

ologically. Nestwork engages a theoretical framework that privileges an attun-

ement to environs and decision- making beyond the rational or logocentric, 

assuming an “underivable rhetoricity” (Davis, 2014, 536) as a starting place for 

persuasive being in the world. Thus, a primary turn in ecological- rhetorical 

thinking here is acknowledging the affects that circulate among all bodies, 

human and nonhuman, when they are caught up in rhetorical being together—

in the narrative above, me, the boardwalk, the birdsong, the birdseed, the weather, 
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the chickadee, the desire for closeness. Elsewhere I have called this a new mate-

rial environmental rhetoric (Clary- Lemon 2019b), a framework that provides a 

particular thread for interdisciplinary scholarship that draws together elements 

of the ecological, the rhetorical, and the posthuman. In this case, I extend such 

a framework to account for, as Booher and Jung (2018) note, what “posthuman-

ist rhetorics bring to the conversation: frameworks for theorizing rhetoric in 

terms of interactions between meaning and matter wherein nonhuman ele-

ments actively participate alongside symbol- using animals to effect change” (29). 

For Nestwork, then, I ask that readers allow both built structural elements and 

bird- based persuasion as central actants in a particular ecological milieu.

Strange Birds: Thinking Rhetorically, Thinking Ecologically

In rhetorical studies, acknowledging posthuman models of thinking that attend 

concurrently to both the discursive and, as Diane Davis (2017) has it, the “bio- 

zoological” accomplishes the difficult work of, as she says, “respect[ing] the radi-

cal ruptures and infinite heterogeneities between and among human, animal, 

vegetal (and more) ways of thinking and being” (438). For Davis and many oth-

ers, this means respecting the addressivity and affectability of beings participat-

ing in a rhetorical situation and the relations between and among them as 

constructing particular messages of suasion or meaning. A widening out from 

humanist assumptions of rhetoric that rest on human exceptionalism—that 

humans are the only symbol- using, persuading creatures—is a marked change 

from the way that rhetoric has historically thought of itself (see Kennedy 1992). 

Yet such a dependence on the Great Chain of Being to define rhetorical sensibil-

ity, as Davis suggests, is nearly resolved when confronted with current research 

about plants and animals’ own rhetoricity: the ability to investigate, use tools, 

engage in goal- directed behavior, have memory, adapt to their environment, 

show intent, and communicate across generations and in various ways (2017, 

436–38). It becomes impossible to think that plants and animals are not rhetori-

cal, though perhaps in a different way from humans.

 Some of these arguments are captured by the ecological turn in rhetorical 

studies, which, as Dan Ehrenfeld (2020, 307) notes, gathers together not only 

scholars working with rhetorical ecologies but also those in circulation studies, 

network and complexity theories, composition studies, and posthumanism more 

generally. Ecological thinking is dependent on expanding notions of agency in 
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complex systems and noting their interdependency on one another. As McGreavy 

et al. (2018) argue, rhetorical- ecological approaches turn our attention to the artic-

ulation between rhetorical elements (as opposed to imagining them as separate 

and static) and to transhuman ways of meaning- making, often drawing from 

processual and systems- thinking stemming from contemporary movements in 

composition studies (5). It is also characterized by a turn beyond the linguistic 

and toward the material- discursive and affective that underscores the impor-

tance of bodies, objects, and matter in acts of suasion. This turn is reflected in, 

as McGreavy et al. note, “engaged rhetorical practice” (5) that uses fieldwork spe-

cifically as a site of rhetorical being- in- the- world. More than this, however, eco-

logical rhetorical study underscores the notion of ecological care in turning 

focus to potentials for “change, ethics, and justice” (5), which I take up in this 

book’s concluding chapter.

 In turning attention to processes and articulation between rhetorical ele-

ments in service of ecological care, I have found Nathan Stormer and Bridie 

McGreavy’s (2017, 2) ecological notion of rhetoric most generative for thinking 

about an expansive notion of a new material rhetoric that includes nonhuman 

others. Their work builds on Jenny Edbauer’s (2005, 9) scholarship on rhetori-

cal ecologies to reframe the rhetorical situation in terms of “affective ecologies 

that recontextualiz[e] rhetorics in their temporal, historical, and lived fluxes.” 

Stormer and McGreavy build upon the work of both Edbauer and Rickert 

(2013) by moving out from traditional components of rhetor, audience, message, 

and context to a focus on rhetoric as an emergent phenomenon sensitive to its 

environs—what they term rhetoric’s ontology. As such, Stormer and McGreavy 

work to shift the notion of rhetorical agency and its force or impact toward 

rhetorical capacity, “emphasizing the ecology of entanglements between entities 

over the abilities that are inherent to humans” (2018, 5).

 Rather than a focus on rhetorical agency always via the specific participants 

involved, a focus on rhetorical capacity shifts focus. Relations, rather than 

agency, situate an attention to discourse as “the performance of addressivity 

rather than as signification” (McGreavy et al. 2018, 8). In any situation deemed 

rhetorical, then, an assessment of the rhetorical capacity of various actors in a 

fluctuating ecological system begins by examining addressivity rather than sig-

nification. This turns attention to the “aesthetic, creative, performative affor-

dances of a rhetoric” in addition to the invariable focus on the meaning- maker, 

aligning a rhetorical- ecological ontology with both the affective and the distrib-

uted (7). Such a shift aligns with Davis’s focus on the underivable rhetoricity of 
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beings while making room for posthuman accounts of the rhetoric of nonhu-

mans, and resonates with Rickert’s call for an ambient rhetorical attunement to 

“memories, networks, technologies, intuitions, and environments” (2013, 67). It 

also makes available for nonhumans much of what has always been reserved 

exceptionally for humans, as well as making room for the “strange,” as Stormer 

and McGreavy (borrowing from Morton 2011) have it (9).

 Notably, for Nestwork, such a framework also asks that readers align them-

selves with accepting rhetoric not as a discursive thing in the world but instead 

as a “worldly capacity that all life and all cultures respond to and develop” (Rick-

ert 2020, 415). As Rickert argues, this requires an attunement to survival and an 

acknowledgment of environs, and an attunement to such environs as open and 

changeable. But it also requires an acknowledgment of relationships that bal-

ance one’s need to survive and one’s practices of dwelling and world- building 

with others in ways that allow for mutual flourishing (417). In a time when 

“extinction obituaries” are written in newspapers to contend with an extinction 

rate up to ten thousand times the natural rate, both survival and flourishing may 

be at odds with living in the Anthropocene (Sullivan 2022; Ritchie and Roser 

2021). Still, as Rickert asserts, “when one being is able to communicate to other 

beings in some fashion, or otherwise turn or transform the situation—then . . . 

we have rhetoric” (417). And as Vinciane Despret shows in Living as A Bird 

(2022), bird worlds themselves show us something of the kinds of birdy rhetoric 

humans must attune themselves to in order to dwell better with them in future; 

indeed, this book is about revealing the ways that we have not yet learned to 

think, act, respond, and dwell well with birds.

 Although Despret is a philosopher and not a rhetorician, nonetheless she 

makes a clear case for the ways that paying attention to birds, specifically, allow 

for a concurrence of “acknowledging the way other beings are themselves atten-

tive” (2022, 5). In Despret’s analysis of over one hundred years of ornithological 

controversy about who humans assume birds are, specifically around the issue of 

territory and territorialization, she reveals that indeed, bird behavior across spe-

cies is fundamentally rhetorical. An individual example of such rhetoricity is 

captured by the recent work of Cynthia Rosenfeld (2021), who notes in a 

detailed analysis of the bowerbird’s use of visual rhetoric that individual species 

can engage in aesthetic object selection, use of perspective signifiers, and color 

composition (80–81). In examining the nuanced ways that birds respond to one 

another, to space and place, and to human intervention, Despret (2022) shows 

the varied ways that they communicate in fundamentally rhetorical ways: not 
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only are they consistently acting, playacting, territorializing, expressing, and 

learning, but, as Despret argues in her detailed research on a variety of bird spe-

cies’ particularities, they often make choices so complex that humans don’t 

understand them at all (148). Nestwork captures some of these misunderstand-

ings and points to ways that we, as humans, might try harder and better to dwell 

with birds, given our current role as harbingers of their demise. It also allies 

itself with Despret’s call for why we must pay different kinds of attention to small 

creatures: to “intensify other dimensions, create new relationships, demand that 

other things be heard (silences and chords), other things be experienced (emo-

tions, rhythms, forces, the flow of life and moments of calm), other things be 

savored (things that are more intense, that carry the most importance, the differ-

ences that matter)” (148). Nestwork is a book about which differences matter, and 

how much, and for how long. It is about, as Stéphan Durand says in the after-

word of Despret’s book, what happens when differences “are invited to speak for 

themselves” (2022, 168). It is about making a different kind of attention.

 For some, the allowance of a rhetorical sensibility for birds is perhaps an 

easier stretch of the imagination than allowing for a rhetorical sensibility of 

things. Scholarship that accompanies the place of things in our notion of the 

rhetorical is often seen as at odds with such capacity; if abiotic things (objects, 

minerals and metals, materials, weather) can be said to have any rhetorical 

capacity, it is that of the object- oriented withdrawal of the “strange stranger” 

(Morton 2011, 165). Yet some of the work done in the rhetoric of things seeks to 

make more porous the boundary between biota and abiota, in part by focusing 

on how “things depend on other things” (Hodder 2012, 40) and, I would add, 

other- than- human beings (see also Barnett and Boyle 2016). This blurring of 

the boundary between animate and inanimate and their respective capacities for 

addressivity is played out on the pages of Nestwork, particularly in examining 

the nonhuman worlds that exist between birds and human- made structures, as 

discussed in chapters 1 and 2 of this book. Such an approach, examining what 

rhetorical scholar Amy Propen, borrowing from Karen Barad (2007), terms 

“agential entanglements” (Propen 2018, 1) shows how far the posthuman turn 

has come into rhetorical studies.

 A situated, affective view of space has similarly been taken up by scholars in 

geography, most notably by Nigel Thrift (2004), who draws on both a Deleuzian- 

Spinozan theory of affect and contemporary affect theorists Eve Sedgwick, 

Brian Massumi, and Martha Nussbaum to make the case that the affective realm 

is a “form of thinking” (60) arising from (among other things) the encounter and 
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relations with built spaces. Urban communication scholars Greg Dickinson and 

Giorgia Aiello (2016) extend Thrift’s work by pointing attention to the impor-

tance of bodies, materiality, and movement as key to understanding more fully 

the ways that urban spaces produce suasion (1294–96), noting that viewing 

photographic images or films of cityscapes and buildings is an entirely different 

experience of such structures than moving within and through those same 

structures. Both Thrift and Dickinson and Aiello rely on the central notion of 

presence—what Caroline Gottschalk Druschke (2019) notes as physicality in ser-

vice of the ecologically situated, trophic rhetorician—to provide some degree of 

specific and affectual knowing both about place and about other- than- humans 

that is otherwise unrecoverable through textual or visual means. Here, the physi-

cality of presence, both human and non, is another node of communicative out-

put appearing throughout Nestwork that works to transform situations.

 Before turning to what I see as a fundamental methodological intervention 

into rhetorical new material studies, what rhetoric can offer the posthuman 

deserves close attention. As the discussion so far has shown, the tie of rhetoric 

to the posthuman is a strong one. Yet as important, and what Nestwork offers to 

posthuman scholars, is an explication of what an ecological, new material envi-

ronmental rhetoric can offer to posthuman accounts. Posthuman scholars 

habitually step around rhetorical studies in their haste to put their finger on a 

way in to posthuman analysis, often settling on narrative and literary reading as 

the most available. In part, this may be attributed to some posthuman scholars’ 

already literary background; for others, perhaps in some degree to rhetoric’s 

coupling with composition as the “poor cousin” of literary studies (Glenn and 

Carcasson 2008, 287), or perhaps rhetoric and composition’s American roots in 

an increasingly globalized world (Phelps 2014). In any case, the rhetorical is not, 

as a field, as seemingly available as either literary reading or narrative storying in 

helping posthuman scholars articulate communicative potentials inherent in 

intra- actions. Examples are readily available. Serenella Iovino and Serpil Opper-

man insist on the term “narrative agencies” to describe the rhetorical capacity of 

nonhumans (2014, 21); environmental philosopher Thom van Dooren uses 

“lively stories” as a way in to the entanglements of extinction (2014, 7); Alison 

Ravenscroft (2018) provides a postcolonial and posthuman analytic through an 

examination of Waanyi writer Alexis Wright’s novels; Rebekah Sheldon, a liter-

ary theorist, advocates “choratic reading” as a way to examine posthuman circu-

lation (2015, 214). Sheldon’s work perhaps gets at the crux of the rhetorical- literary 

tension in her assertion that it is a kind of reading that will help dissolve friction 
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between object- oriented ontology and feminist new materialism by diversifying 

scholarly approaches to the posthuman: “Choratic reading, by contrast [to the 

object- oriented method of Harman], begins from the assertion that acts of lit-

erature—very much including scholarly readings—are performed in material 

composition with the affordances of their media, the sensorium of their audi-

ences, and the deformations of dissemination as they transduce across and are 

deformed by the irruptions of the choratic plane” (2015, 216). Any rhetorician 

might read Sheldon’s appeal as a call for a rhetorical sensibility rather than a 

hermeneutic one. Yet Sheldon adds this approach as one of a number of possi-

bilities to diversify our research practices, placing such reading alongside Erin 

Manning’s SenseLab and Katherine Hayles’s (2012, 19) call for “practice- based 

research” for the posthumanities.

 It is my hope that combining text, field, and making, and providing a rhetori-

cal vocabulary with which to do so, will draw posthuman scholars’ attention 

more closely to Donna Haraway’s oft- cited claim that “it matters what stories 

we tell other stories with” (2016, 12). Such a claim suggests that it is not only 

narrative production or diffracted reading, per se, that calls for the attention of 

the posthuman, but rhetoric. Nestwork offers to posthuman scholars what a cur-

rent emphasis on narrative is lacking—the critical storying about stories, or a 

turn to the rhetorical as another way to imagine posthuman analysis. As schol-

ars in technical communications insist, ecological crises themselves do not per-

suade humans into action (see Ockwell, Whitmarsh, O’Neill 2009; Spoel et al. 

2008). And as Val Plumwood (2002) suggests, we have reached the limits of the 

rational for having difficult conversations about biodiversity loss that engage 

bottom- up approaches to communication that might result in action to mitigate 

ecological crises. Thus, the movement away from pure narrative and toward 

examining the components of those stories we make stories with—about pre-

conceptions about conservation, about persuasive nonhuman agency, about 

material- discursive structures on landscapes, about rationality itself—offers a 

rhetorical vocabulary that is clearly missing from contemporary posthumanism, 

even as posthuman theorists yearn for it.

New Material Rhetorics, Ethical Worlding,  
and Indigenous Knowledges

What must also be recognized as missing from many posthuman and new 

material accounts is the consideration that many of them rely heavily on white, 
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Eurocentric philosophies with which to make their cases to the exclusion of 

worldviews that have long held together a holistic cosmology of natureculture, a 

critique that many Indigenous scholars take up (see Hokuwhitu et al. 2021). In 

part, then, the role of an ecological approach to a new material environmental 

rhetoric is to acknowledge outright those thinkers and scholars who have 

pushed against the trend to cite Eurowestern philosophers to the exclusion of 

Indigenous ones. As I point out elsewhere (Clary- Lemon, 2019a), this move is 

being spearheaded by Indigenous scholars in social anthropology, geography, 

and sociology but is only recently being engaged explicitly in rhetorical studies 

(see Gries et al. 2022; Clary- Lemon and Grant 2022; Ruiz and Arellano 2019; 

Ruiz, 2021). To that end, it is not my intention to engage in “Columbusing 

knowledge” (Arola quoted in Sackey et al. 2019; Arola and Rickert 2022) by for-

warding a collection of Eurowestern voices that emphasize the new in new 

materialism. Indeed, the theoretical framework articulated here is shaped as 

much by the critiques proffered by Indigenous and Black scholars of new mate-

rialisms than predominantly white scholars of new materialisms themselves. I 

take seriously the critiques of new materialism by scholars such as Kyla Wazana 

Tompkins (2016), Zakiyyah Iman Jackson (2015), and Alison Ravenscroft 

(2018), who point out that these theories not only ignore the ways that meta-

physics are racialized but also risk “leaving the Western liberal human intact, 

making the ‘human’ in ‘post- human’ stand in for all of ‘us’ ” (Ravenscroft 2018, 

354), without an acknowledgment of the huge role that, for example, whiteness, 

privilege, and settler colonialism have in determining not only what is human, 

but which humans on earth cause the most damage in the Anthropocenic moment 

(see also Shomura 2017).

 Thus, part of the goal of Nestwork is to engage both methodologically and 

practically with what scholars might think of as theoretical allyship between 

new materialist and posthuman thought, and Indigenous theories, cosmologies, 

traditional ecological knowledges, and practices. A “theoretical alliance” between 

Eurowestern theories and Indigenous knowledges, as Matthew Whitaker (2022, 

151) reminds us, is not without difficulty, nor is it meant to brand this particular 

book as a decolonizing force. Instead, such a move sits to problematize how all 

of us think through species precarity by encouraging a close connection to the 

situated forces of where they take place and whom they most affect—and rec-

ognizing that these cannot be separated. It takes seriously Christina Cedillo’s 

(2022) call that to center Indigenous knowledge- making at all requires a recog-

nition of “stories as embodied epistemologies and temporality as material” (102). 

Threaded throughout Nestwork you will read about the variety of interventions, 
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both historical and contemporary, that global Indigenous peoples from Cali-

fornia to Ecuador to New Zealand have made into thinking and acting rela-

tionally with nonhuman others. You will also read about the specific people 

and struggles for land rights happening where this book takes place, in south-

ern Ontario—because land, thinking, and creatures are bound up in relation to 

one another.

 To that end, Nestwork makes three main moves of theoretical allyship in ser-

vice of what Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang term “settler harm reduction” (2012, 

21), or what Andrea Riley Mukavetz and Malea Powell (2022) note as the action 

of echoing and affirming Indigenous knowledges as part of such harm reduction 

(209). The first lies in choosing theoretical vocabulary from both Eurowestern 

traditions and specific Indigenous traditions while considering the colonizing 

work that local and federal governments do in shaping contemporary environ-

mental policy outcomes. Thus, I reflect on the role of similarity and difference 

in defining species precarity with the use of the Greek prefix alloios (chapter 1), 

I consider the role that colonial violence plays in shaping the baselines for 

human interaction with nonhuman species (chapter 2), and I consider ontologi-

cal notions of temporality that acknowledge the Greek notion of pheno as fully 

immersed in global Indigenous conceptions of nonlinear time (chapter 3).

 The second move of settler harm reduction is a close consideration in each 

chapter of specific field sites and the contemporary Indigenous peoples of 

southern Ontario whose lives and livelihoods are intimately connected to cur-

rent frontline policy arguments about land use planning, treaty rights, and polit-

ical movements—and thus environmental conservation. I am indebted to the 

Six Nations of the Grand River (the Mohawk, Seneca, Oneida, Cayuga, Onon-

daga and Tuscarora nations), the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation, and 

specifically, the Anishinaabe scholars of Ontario who have helped contextualize 

treaty rights, cultural sovereignty, and linguistic imperialism in regards to the 

local species in this book, especially Leanne Betasamosake Simpson (Michi 

Saagiig Nishnaabeg, Alderville First Nation), and Joseph Pitawanakwat (Ojib-

way, Wiikwemikoong Unceded Territory on Manitoulin Island). In drawing in 

current fights for treaty rights happening on the lands and animals that sur-

round field sites in Nestwork, I hope to draw readers’ attention to the notion that 

both Indigeneity and Indigenous knowledge are not only local and specific (see 

also Gross 2021) but tied intimately to the land and creatures that inhabit that 

land. To consider land rights in tandem with negative environmental impact 

brought on by settlers makes real Cedillo’s assertion about Indigenous peoples 
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that allies itself with posthumanism, the new material, and better ecological 

consciousness: “nature is culture when one lives with the land rather than on it” 

(98). Finally, including treaty rights in case study considerations of species 

decline makes clear that much of the collective action taken on behalf of the 

nonhumans living on the land to decrease human impact, both local and global, 

is often spearheaded by the knowledge and practices of Indigenous people in 

fights over self- governance and land rights.

 The third move of settler harm reduction in Nestwork is in methodologically 

affirming the importance of embodied stories, told through the consideration 

of nonhuman beings and things and the way we might consider difference to 

speak through them, and acknowledging the centrality of attunement to alter-

nate models of time through which to view the stories that we privilege about 

conservation action. As Ravenscroft (2018) reminds us in bringing together 

non- Indigenous and Indigenous theories and practices, to do this work also 

means “to see Indigenous materialisms as part of the field through which new 

materialism has itself been materialized” (354). Thus, I urge my readers here to 

examine the new material, the stress on rhetorical ecologies and ecological 

models, and the examination of the posthuman as settler ways into conversa-

tions that Indigenous people have already reconciled as ways of being, and that 

often Indigenous and Black scholars reject such models as a powerful strategy 

of “decolonial refusal” (King 2017, 164). To that end, while I amplify in particu-

lar work done by Indigenous new material scholars here, noting the ways that 

they have shaped this project, I also acknowledge that for many scholars, new 

materialism’s critiques outweigh its usefulness in providing an embodied, 

humane philosophy for all.

Nestwork: A Note on Methods

I turn once again here to my introductory narrative, which to a reader is a 

simple storied snapshot of a person’s intentional encounter with a common 

North American songbird, Poecile atricapillus, the black- capped chickadee. Yet 

it may also be seen as a particular rhetorical situation, an act of persuasion on 

both sides of the glove, and the affordances and capacities that all agents in the 

situation bring to bear on the circumstances. We might examine the capacity 

of each element—human, bird, boardwalk, birdseed, weather—to meet, inter-

rupt, or extend particular capacities or desires, whether the desire to be in close 
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proximity (human), or the desire for a preferred meal (chickadee), or the desire 

to expand and contract (boardwalk). To extend such a lens further, when for-

warded as a lively moment in rhetorical fieldwork, such a situation moves 

beyond a static sense of observation, instead becoming, as Candace Rai and 

Caroline Gottschalk Druschke (2018, 2) have it, an “ecological, emplaced, mate-

rial, and new material” perspective. I would add to such a perspective that field-

work that brings with it rhetorical sensibilities situate both “being there” (1) 

and “being through there” (Dickinson and Aiello 2016, 1294) as circumstances 

that privilege a profound physicality, and as Gottschalk Druschke notes (2019), 

urge us to take seriously “a physicality of relationality,” or an affectability that 

nonhumans inspire in humans (see Gries 2020) that is central to conceptions 

of the new material. We each, the chickadee and I, have particular relations 

with, for example, the boardwalk structure, the kind of seed, the frigidity of 

winter elements that affect what is possible in the exchange. While conven-

tional rhetorical study may be seen to tie itself traditionally to texts, more 

expansive, new material rhetoric that imagines rhetoric in vivo instead, as Rai 

and Gottschalk Druschke note (2018, 1), “enhances the capacity to understand 

and observe rhetoric as a three- dimensional, situated force.” Such a force privi-

leges bodies, haptics, sensuality, and affect as and where they take place (see, for 

example, Ramírez 2022). It gives rise to stories as gifts from birds, to be sung 

through human rhetors.

 I have taken up both Gottschalk Druschke and Dickinson and Aiello’s call to 

emplace rhetoric by choosing rhetorical fieldwork as a method here; however, 

the method is more than a simple pairing of an appropriate tool for a particular 

theoretical framework. What I call nestwork is a layered approach to method: it 

is a making and a traveling and a storying through both words and things in 

service of affirmative ethics, in Braidotti’s (2011; 2017) terms, and in doing so, 

it begins to build knowledge- worlds more ethically, to align itself with more 

“response- able coexistence” (Gries 2020, 302). In privileging storying and mak-

ing, nestwork also echoes A.  I. Ramírez’s (2022) assertions about stories and 

about making: through both, ideas are given light—dar a luz (122)—or birthed. 

Nestwork calls to mind, as Marilyn Cooper (2019) suggests, the connections 

between writing and making at the point at which technē (making) meets mētis 

(a knowing or intelligence borne in practical life) (77). While Cooper focuses 

specifically on writing as making, nestwork turns to the metaphor of the nest 

not only to embody writing made of practical and embodied knowledge but also 

to underscore the importance of technē, as Tim Ingold (2000; 2013) does when 
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he turns to bird nest making as a model for human making and infuses it with 

ecological care.

 Ingold, like Cooper, maintains that the movement together of disparate 

parts employed in making, whether a house, a watch, or a nest, at some point 

yield to a particular form created out of “attentive engagement” with those 

materials (2000, 354). What changes inanimate twigs and grass and mud and 

feathers to a nest is not simply the movement of an individual bird with an 

assortment of materials, just as this book is not a conglomeration of a kind of 

writing and a kind of fieldwork and a kind of theory giving rise to a couple 

kinds of things. As Ingold notes, “The key to successful nest building lies not so 

much in the movements themselves as in the bird’s ability to adjust its move-

ments with exquisite precision in relation to the evolving form of its construc-

tion” (359). This book of nestwork has not only relied on an ability to work 

through theory with my own body or bird bodies or structure bodies or textual 

bodies, or blending narrative with theoretical exposition, or acknowledging 

Western and Indigenous approaches, or waiting on bird time to grant me 

opportunities to observe nonhuman others or build structures or build stories, 

or gathering writing, observation, and being- through- places together to create 

public interventions into extinction events. Instead, it has relied on the inter-

mingling of all of those with an ethic of care, a bird’s rhetorical sensibility not 

only to find the right material and wait for what appears but to consider its 

placement in the whole as the whole emerges—and to be attuned to that whole 

as it may change or fail. Nestwork is a kind of crazy love and ecological care, a 

rhetorical technē in a strange present.

 Such a framework must, if it seeks to explore a posthuman ethic of “zoe- 

egalitarianism” (Braidotti 2013, 103), pay attention to embodied and material 

movements of humans and nonhumans in its collection of data. It is one thing 

to call traveling to a particular place an environment or “field” within which a 

researcher does research. It is another thing altogether to recognize the land- 

based politics of that field: who has cared for it over time; who currently lives 

on or occupies it; who returns to it, year after year; who changes it, and by what 

means; who is responsible for it; who tells its stories through their bodies. 

When we practice this recognition, it is impossible to come to the “field” with 

anything less than knowing how colonial relationships work, whether in 

human access and ownership to land and water rights, or in human coloniza-

tion of the nonhuman other. It changes the focus of a project from “things”—

textual manuals, animals, buildings—to, as Cedillo (2022) has it, recognition 
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and relationship (122). Such a position creates not only a yearning to get so 

close; it also helps construct a critical and ethical sensibility, particularly for 

settler scholars, to do better.

 Yet to think critically about colonization and its effects requires backing up 

from those immediate- seeming outcomes of reintegration and reconciliation. It 

instead takes first steps toward truth- telling and accountability in our account 

of the field itself, or, as de Castro (Skafish 2016, 404) suggests, “It’s a matter of 

who sees whom as what in which situation: who is human here, who is human 

now?” This is how researchers begin the ethical and potentially decolonizing 

work of the posthuman—to know that sometimes we are meant to get close, to 

turn toward; sometimes we are meant to be kept at a distance, to turn other-

wise; and in every case, that we examine closely who “we” are.

 Such a contradiction is arguably the work of any study that seeks a way 

through the Anthropocene among small, disappearing critters. Nestwork is 

done through both its discursive elements—emails and interviews with govern-

ment employees, nonprofit environmentalists, engineers, planners, scientists, 

and citizens; maps and site plans; environmental impact assessments, reports, 

white papers, and legislation—and its structural/material and nonhuman ele-

ments.1 It is done through traveling, listening, observing. It may seem small or 

rather obvious to some that to spend time with nonhuman species one must go 

to where they might be; yet in in the case of precarious species or species at risk, 

the emphasis is on might, on waiting, on time. While presence might be said to 

depend on the literal encounter of, say human and bird, in the case of species 

whose numbers are dwindling year after year, often presence takes forms that 

extend beyond the proximity of the bodies of humans and birds. Nestwork 

examines those other- than- human forms that speak: human- built structures, 

the latent nest, the waiting, the season, the space that absence takes up. It looks 

to those affects that stick and circulate among humans and nonhumans and the 

rhetorical capacity nonhumans have to move us, to attune us to time and season, 

to force us to cope with grief and with privilege—even if such capacity offers up 

“contradictory, complex, shifting, and recalcitrant conditions” (Rai and Gott-

schalk Druschke 2018, 2). Unlike a text or an image, there is no imagining a nest 

into being where there is none. There is no replay of dusk when waiting for 

swifts to roost. There is no way to recreate the feeling of the air moving against 

your face when a swallow gets close enough to touch, or the sting of one hun-

dred mosquitos while you wait for something, anything to happen. And there is 

no way to construct out of nothing the feeling of despair that emerges out of 
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each absence, or the way that absences pile up inside one another. I believe that 

these reminders of movement, time, materiality, and bodies all speak to the com-

monalities between seemingly disparate methodologies emerging from posthu-

manism, geography, Indigenous studies, and rhetorical study, but I also see them 

as attending to what is still possible.

 As Stephanie Springgay and Sarah Truman (2017, 1) ask of this kind of meth-

odological reflexivity, “If the intent of inquiry is to create a different world, to ask 

what kinds of futures are imaginable, then . . . [we] need attend to the immersion, 

friction, strain, and quivering unease of doing research differently.” This is nest-

work. I firmly believe that it was the being- through- there in the variety of sites 

and with other- than- humans that similarly gave rise to seemingly nonrhetorical 

conclusions to this book, which sit at the aesthetic, creative, and performative 

(Stormer and McGreavy 2017, 7) juncture between rhetoric, arts- based research, 

making, and care. It brings together method and methodology to create worlds 

in which “how we make things affects the things we make” (Sheldon 2015, 214).

Places of Persuasion, Places of Precarity

In figuring field sites as central to the work of posthuman accounting for “both 

kinship and ethical accountability” (Braidotti, 2013, 103) that characterizes a 

naturecultural approach, I turn here to a short discussion of some of the main 

actors in the chapters ahead that shape the nature and culture of these respec-

tive environments. I do this to attend closely to Rai and Gottschalk Druschke’s 

argument that in such an ecological, emplaced, material, and new material per-

spective, “the places of persuasion become not only heuristics for locating and 

enacting the available means of persuasion, but also the tangible places in 

which rhetoric as capacity and constellation reveals itself ” (Rai and Gottschalk 

Druschke 2018, 2). In other words, I seek here to provide background on bits of 

the constellation that affect all species in this book, in order to later elaborate on 

how and why human encounters and entanglements with them perhaps emerge 

as they do.

 The first contextual item that bears a closer look is the notion of species 

precarity. In North America, precarity is humanly determined by two sets of 

legislation: in the United States, The Endangered Species Act (ESA, passed in 

1973; see US Fish and Wildlife Service 1973), and in Canada, the Species at Risk 

Act (SARA, passed in 2002). Both acts supply criteria by which species might 
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be listed as endangered, list those species in danger of extinction, lay out defini-

tions of levels of precarity or threat, offer directions for recovering habitat, spec-

ify guidelines for implementations of recovery plans for threatened species, and 

legislate punishments for those not following the respective acts. In the United 

States, species who are in decline may be listed as either “endangered” or “threat-

ened”—either in danger of extinction, or likely to become endangered in the 

foreseeable future (ESA 1973, 2–4). In Canada, species in decline are given one 

of four designations, in levels of precarity: extirpated (species that no longer 

exist in Canada but do exist elsewhere), endangered (species facing imminent 

extinction or extirpation), threatened (species likely to become endangered if 

nothing is done), or of special concern (species likely to become threatened or 

endangered based on identified threats) (Environment Canada 2019).

 It should be emphasized that despite the fact that many species in decline 

either do not observe borders or migrate across them, they are not listed in tan-

dem on both acts, and they can move between classifications as they are periodi-

cally assessed. Thus, even to consider the species in this book as precarious is an 

act of rhetorical savvy: neither the barn swallow, chimney swift, or bobolink are 

listed as threatened in the United States, despite their worldwide average decline 

of over 50 percent in the last fifty years (Cornell University 2019). Unlike the 

common chickadee, which opens this book, all three species have been listed as 

threatened in Canada; the chimney swift since 2009, and the barn swallow and 

bobolink since 2011 and 2010, respectively (Government of Canada 2020).2 In 

some respects this draws attention to the different processes by which species 

are listed across borders; in the United States, a species must be listed through 

a candidate assessment program of either the Fish and Wildlife Service or 

National Marine Fisheries Service, or petitioned by an individual or organiza-

tion. In Canada, species are adjudicated by the Committee on the Status of 

Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), which writes an assessment 

report that must then be evaluated by the minister of the environment before a 

species is placed on the Species at Risk listing. It is possible that the recent claw-

back of environmental protections throughout the United States in recent years 

has to some degree impacted the regulatory bodies that are charged with assess-

ing endangered species. In 2019, changes to the ESA maintained that the process 

of assessment include a consideration of economic factors in determining pre-

carity, as well as determining what precarity into the “foreseeable future” means 

on a case- by- case basis (Aguilera 2019). Although these changes were repealed in 

2022, they point to the very notion of species precarity as a bureaucratic problem 
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that sits between who gets to determine population decline and whether or not 

there are human economic gains and losses to be had in that determination. 

Here, precarity is rhetorical for humans, unlike their avian counterparts.

 Because of these recent changes to the ESA, because population decline of 

species is not arguable, and because I live in one of the hearts of species decline 

of these three species (Nebel et al. 2010), I turn to the Species at Risk Act 

(SARA) as a powerful actor and moderator of species precarity in North 

America. As a social determinant of precarity, SARA gives rise to the actions 

that each province must mandate to its citizens about how to engage with pre-

carious species. Once a species is listed on SARA, not only does it become ille-

gal to harm the species, but its “critical habitat” must be protected on any 

occasion where human development or encroachment might affect it—on pri-

vate land as well as public (Government of Canada 2021). Deemed “recovery 

strategies” or “action plans,” such mitigative strategies take many forms and are 

legislated through provincial action until specific federal actions are listed on 

SARA. These mitigative strategies are commonly invoked and undertaken in 

cases of human development (construction and demolition projects, infrastruc-

ture design) and are applicable to all species in SARA (plant and animal).

 Both the barn swallow and chimney swift may be said to be parallel species 

to human beings: the primary nesting habitat for both birds are human- built 

dwellings, and historically their numbers have increased with human develop-

ment. Human development, in the case of these two birds, provide attractive 

options for nesting beyond the traditional. Instead of cliff faces and river edges, 

barn swallows prefer old barns, eaves, culverts, boathouses, garages, and bridges 

(COSEWIC 2011); rather than seek out an old- growth hollow log in the few 

remaining forest preserves, chimney swifts choose urban living inside brick 

chimneys, wells, silos, barns, and tobacco curing sheds (COSEWIC 2007). 

Given the burgeoning human populations, then, and the common tandem living 

these species do with humans, one might think that contemporary bird popula-

tions would reflect this similar growth. However, in the last thirty years, both 

species have seen large declines in numbers (for barn swallows, 38 percent in the 

United States and 67 percent in Canada; for chimney swifts, 67 percent in 

the United States and 95 percent in Canada), which matches the general 

decrease in the family of aerial insectivores of which both species are a part, 

which has declined approximately 73 percent since 1970 (Rosenberg et al. 2019; 

Spiller and Dettmers 2019; COSWEIC 2007; 2011; Brown and Brown 2019). 

To that end, these species are naturecultural ones: tied to human structures, 
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for these species “critical habitat” means human buildings, not some pristine 

wilderness area. Thus, habitat destruction or decline means not only conserv-

ing wilderness areas but preserving historic buildings or bridges, in many cases.

 It is when such preservation cannot be done that things get really interesting 

when it comes to mitigative action plans legislated by SARA. For all species on 

SARA, a disturbance of critical habitat by humans requires the conservation, 

protection, or provision of at least that much habitat in return. In the case of 

tearing down an old bridge or historic chimney, SARA requires the construc-

tion of human- built structures that mimic these habitats: for barn swallows (see 

chapter 1), the erection of artificial nesting structure buildings and nesting cups; 

for chimney swifts (see chapter 2), the erection of artificial chimneys (which 

may be attached or unattached to nearby buildings). The field sites in this 

book—visitations to artificial nesting structures, encounters and nonencoun-

ters in old barns and chimney stacks—are thus both places of persuasion and 

precarity. In the case of these artificial nesting sites, I have sought to examine 

such infrastructural mitigations as nonhuman arguments about the capacities 

of rhetoric to circulate among actors in these interspecies entanglements.

 Although not an aerial insectivore but a grassland bird, the case of the bobo-

link (see chapter 3) shows many similarities to declines in barn swallows and 

chimney swifts, particularly in number—a loss of nearly 88 percent in Canada 

over the last forty years and 74 percent in North America (COSEWIC 2010; 

Rosenberg et al. 2019). Major contributors to declines in all migratory bird pop-

ulations are listed as habitat loss, human development, insect decline due to 

pesticide use, and unpredictable weather attributed to climate change that effect 

breeding environments and nestling mortality (see COSEWIC 2007; 2010; 

2011; Saino et al. 2011; Rosenberg et al. 2019; Cox 2018). The bobolink, too, has 

modified its breeding and nesting behavior to coincide with anthropogenic 

development: over time, its primary habitat has shifted from tall- grass prairie to 

“surrogate habitat” (COSEWIC 2010, 10) of primarily row- crop monocultures, 

in particular, hay. This puts bobolinks closely on the radar of farmers, who grow 

and harvest hay at precisely the time that bobolinks tend to nest, and who are 

increasingly harvesting crops more often because of the augmented use of fertil-

izers and pesticides (USDA [US Department of Agriculture] 2010, 1). The 

SARA- based mitigations of the bobolink come down to acceding to bird time: 

finding a solution between the forty- two- day nesting cycle of the bobolink with 

an extra ten days needed for fledglings to avoid harvesting machinery, and the 

thirty- five-  to forty- two- day cycle of harvesting hay (5). The mitigation and 
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story of precarity and entanglement in this case is the “hay delay”: convincing 

farmers to delay haying by sixty- five days to let the bobolinks complete their 

breeding cycle. Such arguments take place in fields, in bird bodies, and in forage 

harvesting machines, and they represent the tensions emergent between humans 

and other- than- humans when precarity, through SARA, is an operative term 

that shapes decisions about both economic and physical livelihood.

Nestwork: New Material Rhetorics for Precarious Species

Each chapter of this book devotes its attention to one singular species. What 

each species, and each chapter, offers readers are small and pointed ways in to 

the problem of a biodiversity loss so big that it is unfathomable. As biologist 

Bruce Wilcox (1988) observes, “For every species listed as endangered or extinct 

at least a hundred more will probably disappear unrecorded” (ix), a sobering 

reflection when paired with the statistic that current biodiversity loss exceeds 

one thousand times the historic rate (Pimm et al. 1995; Diaz et al. 2019). What 

we might gain from an examination of the entanglements between human and 

nonhumans via a new material lens is not, to be clear, a solution to an ecological 

problem but a rhetorical understanding of nonhuman difference in a time of 

crisis. Nestwork offers a glimpse into the ways that humans and nonhumans 

work to create those small moments of possibility and of vulnerability in a time 

of endings, whether through mud, spruce two- by- fours, brick, or grass; beak or 

hammer or delay.

 Chapter 1, “Barn Swallow,” or “Infrastructural Mitigations and the Dull Edge 

of Extinction,” introduces readers more closely to the habits and dwelling of 

Hirundo rustica. It examines a variety of sites in southern Ontario, one of the 

North American centers of barn swallow decline, and examines the infrastruc-

tural mitigation of the erection of “barn swallow gazebos” and artificial nests as 

a SARA- mandated recovery strategy for the barn swallow. Endangered species, 

with good reason, often remain invisible to scientists, engineers, and construc-

tion workers throughout development decision- making. Instead, often they 

make themselves known through governmental building plans, human- based 

discursive accounts, and site- based artificial (human- made) nesting structures. 

Thus, chapter 1 of this book makes Rosi Braidotti’s (2019) notion of presence, 

and the strange present, central to determining rhetorical capacities of nonhuman 

encounter. In examining a variety of barn swallow structures and their affective 
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and rhetorical function on various landscapes, I observe the barn swallow miti-

gation structure as a particular kind of nestwork, a peculiar new material argu-

ment that determines how humans and nonhumans interface now, and will in 

future, on a species- reduced landscape.

 In chapter 2, “Chimney Swift,” or “Building Precarity with Fake Chimneys,” I 

examine the rhetorical ecologies, agentive factors, and affective tensions at work 

among chimney swifts, SARA, insects, climate, humans, and artificial chim-

neys, the legislated infrastructural action required in the case of chimneys 

that are torn down or capped. These empty simulacral mitigations, refused by 

the swifts, serve as monuments to both the absence and presence of species 

extinction and to the difficulty of approaching alterity affectively—getting close 

enough, for example, to mark either loss of species or desire for future reconcili-

ation. Drawing on rhetorical scholarship that emphasizes the materiality and 

movement of bodies in service of memory work (Blair 2001; Dickinson, Blair, 

and Ott 2010; Dickinson and Aiello 2016), I examine field sites at the border of 

naturecultural tensions and human loss, from public parks and family farms, to 

failed artificial chimneys on the roofs of university buildings, to mass roosting 

inside a decommissioned nuclear reactor chimney. The artificial structures, as 

complex architectural superpositions of the zoe and bios (Braidotti 2006), pro-

vide sites for intervention and reflection on the Anthropocene.

 Chapter 3, “Bobolink,” or “Being on Bird Time,” turns slightly away from the 

focus of chapters  1 and 2 that home in specifically on physical infrastructure. 

Chapter 3 turns toward time, invoking the concept of pheno, or an attunement 

to what appears. Here I examine the case of the bobolink, or “rice bird,” known 

to feed primarily on grain, and the complex rhetorical entanglements repre-

sented by the bobolink’s interaction with standard governmental mitigations of 

the “hay delay” in monoculture crop farming. Recognizing the tensions between 

the economic efficiency privileged by farmers and government and the bobo-

link’s right to nest between May and July, I survey the potential for a different 

kind of attunement when humans are forced to reckon with bird time. Taking 

readers through three farm field sites in southern Ontario, I speculate on the 

success of such mitigations that often equate compliance with financial incen-

tive by closely examining field- based human- bird relations around decision- 

making, property ownership, and generational time. To do so, I situate bird time 

against notions of chronos and kairos (Peters 2015), placing it within Indigenous 

phenological notions of time that frame it though nonhuman being (Reid and 

Seiber 2016): pheno.
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 While the last chapter, “Conclusions for Irreconcilability,” revisits the ways 

that nonhumans turn us otherwise toward and against their being- in- the- 

world through the examination of both infrastructure and time, it also extends 

potential interventions that offer a reworking of tensions between zoe and bios. 

Working from Isabelle Stengers’s assertion that “we need researchers able to 

participate in the creation of the responses on which the possibility of a future 

that is not barbaric depends” (2015, 73), I conclude with practice- based possi-

bilities for human response to the Anthropocene that move beyond govern-

mentally mandated mitigations in consideration of species decline. The first is 

the creation of research/art objects, represented by my cocreated art installa-

tion of a barn swallow mitigation structure designed for human use and reflec-

tion. The second is an act of care, represented by the lengths an individual 

farmer goes through to peaceably cohabitate with barn swallows who share the 

spaces in which he works and lives. I close by advocating for the possibilities of 

honoring alterity and its agential capacity by the use of both creative and rec-

onciliatory human measures.

 It is my hope that if you are reading Nestwork, much like me and the chicka-

dee, you are curious. Curious about your own rhetorical capacity, curious about 

your entanglements with more- than- human others, curious about your own 

vulnerability in the Anthropocene, curious about seeking alternative ways 

through dualistic thinking long privileged by Eurowestern philosophies (and 

even new materialism itself ). It is my hope that Nestwork will help you stay with 

your curiosities, stay with our collective troubles, and help move you to act in 

ways that may, for the moment, seem peculiar—to turn otherwise for a compli-

cated future.

Turning Otherwise

My argument in this book is that these entanglements of human and other- 

than- humans, mitigated by discursive legislative acts, shape human attunement 

to small and uncharismatic species at risk in weird ways and tell stories about 

human impacts on species decline. To entangle in these ways is risky on both 

sides, and these entanglements demonstrate mutual rhetorical vulnerabilities, 

what Stormer and McGreavy say “requir[e] being at risk in varying passive- 

active relations” (2017, 13). Of course, the risks inherent in these entanglements 

are far riskier for the animals involved than the humans. Yet I argue that through 
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these mitigations’ failures, they nonetheless have the capacity to help humans 

develop new attunements to time and space in service of conservation. This is 

characterized perhaps most materially by the failure of those immediate and 

large infrastructural relations represented by barn swallow structures and artifi-

cial chimneys, but also in being forced to reckon with the seasons of plants and 

animals that may only be reconciled with human action. Thus a main examina-

tion of these entanglements is to ask of them what rhetorical capacity is given rise 

to in each, how proximity, contiguity, and absence function, and to what end. 

Perhaps the best thing we have is the possibility for different and strange rela-

tions through these vocabularies, a “wish to make contact with the other” (Sutton 

and Mifsud 2012, 228) in whatever shapes that may take, with whatever misun-

derstandings such contact offers: a fake chimney, a bird gazebo, a late- cut hay 

patch refuge in the middle of a field, a story, a piece of art. Such relations allow 

for turning otherwise, in the end—not only toward, not only away, but headed for 

the peculiar, the nonlogical, the strange, the vulnerable, the eccentric.

 To that end, what I hope readers of this book take with them is the capacity 

to do their own bit of nestwork: to examine the precarious species around them, 

to engage with the histories of the places they share with others, to honor the 

knowledge of their local areas gifted to them by Indigenous folks doing the dif-

ficult work of fighting for sovereignty, to build better worlds with theories and 

practices that acknowledge, holistically, lived knowledges that underscore the 

reality that “we do not only ‘live as earth’ or have it within us—we are earth” 

(Cedillo 2022, 97). I hope, as a reader, you will gift this work to others; to remem-

ber Ursula Le Guin’s carrier bag, what Despret (2022) calls “that antidote to the 

epic poison of victorious man, creator of weapons” (111). Le Guin calls on all 

of us to write—to make—stories, “those precious and fragile objects which 

enable us to keep, transport, protect, carry something to someone. . . . The things 

which keep beings and objects safe” (Despret 111). Le Guin (1989, 166) gives us a 

list of such spaces, to be held in books and stories and words: “a leaf a gourd a shell 

a net a bag a sling a sack a bottle a pot a box a container. A holder. A recipient.” I 

give you this one more, to hold close: a nest.



Between April and June, I set out to three different mitigation sites to get closer to 

the strange structures that I had seen repeatedly on the sides of highways in 

Ontario: something like advertising kiosks, but not; something like tiny houses in 

progress, but not; something like small wooden bus shelters, but not. By reading the 

Species at Risk Act, I find out that these are structures built to persuade barn swal-

lows to nest in them when humans destroy already- existing nesting habitat for the 

birds, such as tearing down a barn or rebuilding a bridge. Sleuthing around online 

led me to environmental assessment reports of barn swallow nests discovered in 

Dashwood on an old bridge slated to be rebuilt an hour away. A second “feel good” 

online engineering report about two swallow structures built on a farm field and 

monitored seasonally by Bird Studies Canada clued me in to structures on Townsend 

Road, within another hour’s drive. After reading press about Townsend Road, I 

contacted one of the leading biologists in charge of monitoring those structures. He 

tells me he is no longer working with swallows, and that “most authorities are hesi-

tant of providing any locations of species at risk.” But in the case of the barn swal-

low, he says, “There are tens of thousands of nesting sites across the province and 

the presence of these nesting structures being built all over is no secret to the public.” 

He gives me the coordinates of the Townsend structures and says there are two 

structures within a five- minute drive from my house, right next to Vista Hills, a 

subdivision that will soon boast over two thousand homes, each selling for between 

eight hundred thousand and one million dollars. It is early spring, and the province 

has closed schools, businesses, and universities because of a global viral pandemic. 

Armed with GPS, written permission from the university to travel for fieldwork- 

related purposes in case I am stopped by the police for leaving my home, steel- toed 

boots, and a reflective vest, I do the only thing permissible in this terrible spring: 

get in my car and drive.

Barn Swallow | Infrastructural Mitigations and the  
Dull Edge of Extinction

1
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This is nestwork, a mode of inquiry that hinges on the naturecultural. It depends 

on an attunement to time and to season and to hope. To view the barn swallow 

mitigation structures at the three sites I’ve located—Vista Hills subdivision, 

Townsend Road farm field, and Dashwood Bridge—requires imagining myself 

as somehow able to get close to the birds that may or may not be present to use 

them, and imagining the stories behind why they were built. Before attending to 

the structures or birds, I think and read about them both, what they are each 

trying to accomplish. I learn about the Migratory Birds Act and SARA, the 

specifications of each structure and how they are supposed to be built to attract 

barn swallows. I learn that despite government- mandated monitoring of struc-

tures, barn swallows will “prospect”—do a flyby, as it were—but will rarely nest 

in them (BECO [Bird Ecology and Conservation Ontario] 2015; Campomizzi, 

Lebrun- Southcott, and Richardson 2019). What I don’t learn in my research is 

how it feels to walk next to these strange nonbarn, nonbridge spaces, looking for 

nests, looking for swallows. What I don’t learn until later is how these structures 

work to defamiliarize landscapes and small flying creatures; how they promote 

confusion and curiosity across species; how this disidentification may help, as 

Rosi Braidotti suggests, unseat “anthropocentric thought” and “human arro-

gance” (2019, 388); how traveling among structures is synecdochic of a global 

pandemic already predicated on the unequal relation between humans and non-

humans (Morris 2020).

Hirundo Rustica, SARA, and Nonhuman Entanglements

Known to live on every continent but Antarctica, before European colonization 

barn swallows (in Latin, hirundo, “swallow” and rustica, “rural”) nested in caves, 

holes, and crevices and have been recorded nesting on historic Native American 

and Canadian First Nations wooden structures (COSEWIC 2011, 9). A long- 

distance migratory bird and aerial insectivore, the barn swallow breeds and 

nests in northern locations before overwintering in southern, warmer climates. 

Barn swallows’ longstanding ties to humans are discursively represented in 

human historical and contemporary record, as the small sampling of Indigenous 

names for Hirundo rustica suggest: in Anishinaabemowin, zhaashaawanibiisi; 

in Cree, mīscaskosīs; in Iñupiaq, tulugagnasrug. ruk; in Yaqui kutapapache’a and in 

Tepehuán pipídamuli; in Wayampi masuwili; and in Sami láhtospálfu. Such nam-

ing is echoed in South America (where North American swallows overwinter); 

in Europe and Africa (where European subspecies overwinter), and in Asia and 
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India, Indonesia, and Australia (where Asian subspecies overwinter). When 

listed as threatened in Canada, the species was not yet listed in either the United 

States or the United Kingdom as threatened or endangered, which situates 

them, at present, in similar ways to the house sparrow, which currently appears 

on the IUCN “Red List”1 but are not otherwise threatened globally (Whale 

and Ginn 2017). In their article “In the Absence of Sparrows,” Helen Whale and 

Franklin Ginn (2017, 93) ask of this small declining species at home but not 

elsewhere, “If birds are evocative of place, what happens when birds disappear?” 

Further, what happens when the notion of precarity is argued across borders, 

but the decline of one subspecies of bird (the aerial insectivore) is globally in 

decline? The barn swallow, while still abundant in some places in the world, 

nevertheless acts as a kind of canary in a coal mine for aerial insectivores as a 

whole. Given their rhetorical perch in the conversations of precarity, they are 

also species that attune us specifically to place and landscape as they disappear.

 Blue- bodied, red- throated, white- bellied, and easily cupped in the palm of a 

hand, barn swallows have been associated in myth and superstition with luck, 

protection, and healing and have been said to carry magical stones of red and 

black in their bodies that, when placed under the tongue, are “able to sway peo-

ple with . . . eloquence” (Webster 2008, 247). From the Bible to Pliny to Shake-

speare, swallows have been associated with the oncoming of spring, freedom, 

and the love of and fidelity to home (Columbo 2003). Because of their long-

standing mythological status as a magical bird, barn swallows have often been 

treated with caution or otherwise protected by humans. Folklore had it that to 

destroy a swallow’s nest on a farm would mean a decline in yield (Columbo 

2003). Yet this is not the case in contemporary farming, in which swallows are 

often seen as pests because of the messiness and perceived unsanitary nature of 

their nests and guano. Thus, swallows and humans have been bound up with 

one another in complicated and contradictory ways over time that involve both 

human story and human development. Today, swallows prefer to build their 

nests on almost exclusively human- made structures and rough surfaces, like 

wood, because mud (their primary nesting material) does not stick well to 

smooth surfaces, such as steel. Like bobolinks, they are known to shadow large 

farm machinery for the insects such threshing evokes and thus often settle quite 

closely into domestic farming routines (Cocker and Mabey 2005, 316). Perhaps 

because of their size and ubiquity, the barn swallow, as a small nonhuman body, 

does not carry significant persuasive weight about species decline, whether it is 

absent or present. In Jamie Lorimer’s words, species like the barn swallow lack 

nonhuman charisma, that quality of persuasive, affective being- in- the- world 
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formed from both ecological proximity and corporeal—visual or textual—

understanding (2007, 917–18). Compared to the iconic cuteness of the panda 

or the familiarity of the orangutan as endangered species, the barn swallow 

barely stands a chance.

 The barn swallow might be said to have three notable embodied conditions, 

or what Jakob von Uexküll would term an umwelt (an understanding of both 

animals and their worlds as a complete and inseparable whole; see Buchanan 

2008). They are: close ties to human structural development, susceptibility to 

temperature changes around breeding and migration times in the north (Saino 

et al. 2011), and dependence on insects as a food supply (particularly flies, bee-

tles, moths, bees and wasps, and ants; this diet also affects nestling growth) 

(McCarty and Winkler 1999, 286). It is perhaps no surprise, then, that the 

Government of Canada notes the barn swallows’ decline along these parallel 

lines in its SARA species profile (2011): “The main causes of the recent decline 

in Barn Swallow populations are thought to be: (1) loss of nesting and foraging 

habitats due to conversion from conventional to modern farming techniques; 

(2) large- scale declines (or other perturbations) in insect populations; and (3) 

direct and indirect mortality due to an increase in climate perturbations on the 

breeding grounds.” In other words, the other persuasive bodies that interact 

with the barn swallows, contributing to their movement across landscapes and 

their decline, are entanglements: the small family farm (complete with barns) 

converting to the steel behemoths of industrial farm buildings, the decline in 

flying insect biomass reaching 75 percent in the last twenty- five years, in large 

part due to human poisons (Hallmann et al. 2017), and weather in any given 

year remaining unpredictable because of anthropogenic changes to global cli-

mate. A further discursive and material recorder of these entanglements, and 

thus a persuasive and agential body, is the Canadian government and their 

reach through SARA.

 A legislative document since 2002, SARA governs the conservation of all 

endangered species in Canada. Although a bid was made to list the barn swal-

low on SARA as early as 2011, it was not until 2017 that Hirundo rustica was 

officially approved as a threatened species by Catherine McKenna, the minister 

of environment and climate change. Although the barn swallow, as a migratory 

bird, has some protections under the Migratory Birds Convention Act of 1994 

(which protects the bird itself ), its listing on SARA both extends to critical 

habitat conservation (beyond the bird to its habitat) and qualifies the barn swal-

low as an “individual” with a “residence.” SARA describes such residences as
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a dwelling- place, such as a den, nest or other similar area or place, that is 

occupied or habitually occupied by one or more individuals during all or 

part of their life cycles, including breeding, rearing, staging, wintering, 

feeding or hibernating [s.2(1)]. . . . A residence would be considered to be 

damaged or destroyed if an alteration to the residence and/or its topog-

raphy, structure, geology, soil conditions, vegetation, chemical composi-

tion of air/water, surface or groundwater hydrology, micro- climate, or 

sound environment either temporarily or permanently impairs the 

function(s) of the residence of one or more individuals. . . . Under SARA, 

Barn Swallows have one type of residence: the nest. (Government of 

Canada, 2019, 1)

Under “damage and destruction of residence,” SARA lists moving, damaging, 

disturbing, or blocking access of a nest regardless of occupation. With this lan-

guage, SARA uses a metaphor of human similarity with its qualification of barn 

swallow nests as “residences,” though it lamentably asserts a false individualism 

to the birds, who settle in breeding pairs and have historically been known to 

roost in groups up to one hundred thousand (Turner 2006, 48). Because barn 

swallows often commit to the labor- intensive build of over one thousand flight 

returns to gather mud for just one nest, they also often return to the same nest-

ing area for many years, only abandoning a nest once faulty or parasitic (Lan-

glois 2005). Because of this site fidelity, the destruction of a nest by human 

intervention often means the loss of nestlings in any given year.

 SARA mitigations recognize that the main human threat to barn swallows 

lies with the overt destruction or tampering of habitat in the forms of resi-

dences/nests followed by similar anthropogenic destruction of insect species 

or an impact on climate that affects the swallows’ umwelt and attendant spe-

cies decline. This humanistic appeal to the conflation of nests with residences 

is a much easier action to practically legislate (to individuals and companies) 

than a wholesale attempt to stop or mitigate the rather mysterious conflation 

of decline—the additive or synergistic effects of changing human- modified 

habitat, prey availability and foraging habitat, and climate on a temperature- 

sensitive species.

 The turn by SARA to nests- as- place, which builds on the body- only protec-

tions of the Migratory Birds Act, is an important one, and a key for human 

grappling with the disappearance of a species from a landscape. As Whale and 

Ginn note in their turn to the ways that humans sense place, “Place arises 
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through presence” (2017, 94), a presence that is often dependent, for humans, on 

a place remaining unchanged, an “impossible demand” (95) on any landscape. 

Whale and Ginn turn to Nigel Thrift, who argues that “place, in this sense, is a 

slippery becoming that ‘can never be completed’ ” (Thrift 1999, 317, quoted in 

Whale and Ginn 2017, 95). “For Thrift,” Whale and Ginn suggest, “to get a grip 

on an ‘ecology of place’ is to recognize that ‘places are “passings that haunt” us,’ 

forever slipping out of reach” (ibid., 310). Whale and Ginn turn our attention 

specifically to the problematics of place in conservation by using the work of 

geographer Steve Hinchliffe, who studies the conservation efforts around the 

endangered black redstart bird as political ecology. He notes that conservation 

itself is concerned with resisting such becoming, instead hoping to “revea[l] 

presence and rende[r] the present eternal” (Hinchliffe 2008, 88; see also Bowker 

2004). We expect species to always be with us, always waiting to revel them-

selves, just outside our gaze.

 This attunement to the ‘long now,’ dependent on physical presence, repre-

sents a complex tension and problem- making for conservationists in particular, 

because “while nature ‘has to be present’ to be saved, many species resist the 

reductive binaries of absence and presence, defying the static spatialities of 

modes of recording, protecting, and sheltering” (Whale and Ginn 2017, 97). Per-

haps there is no better case of this presence/nonpresence than the ivory- billed 

woodpecker, declared extinct in 2021 after being last seen in 1944, but whose 

ghost has been revived by reported sightings throughout the 1980s and 1990s 

and most notably, in 2022—enough for one news source to declare them “back 

from the dead,” based on trail camera images (Milman 2022; see also Cokinos 

2009). In other words, the presence of place depends on what humans can 

detect and assess, and often the “signs” of precarious species are subtle and shift-

ing. In trying to preserve an eternal present, human ability to closely track non-

human presence, to attune themselves to what appears, is compromised. In the 

case of human destruction of infrastructure in which nonhumans also dwell, 

this is a peculiar kind of slippage.

Coming into Becoming: The Strange Present and Posthuman Affects

On the one hand, the slow disappearance of any species posits a problem seem-

ingly too complex to halt—it is not just the nest, or the swallow; it is the insect, 

the farm field, the change in climate, the resistance to invasive species. On the 
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other, human conservation efforts depend on the places and presence of these 

precarious species with which to monitor and decide their fate, constructions 

that depend on an environment’s seeming unchangeability over time. It seems, 

then, that contending with species precarity in part requires an ability by 

humans to sit with both mutability and absence while striving for invariability 

and presence. For the critical posthumanities, these tensions need not be con-

structed as incommensurabilities. As Braidotti (2019) suggests, the tenets of 

posthumanism argue that “man” is no longer the “allegedly universal measure of 

all things” and embrace a postanthropocentric being in which “species hierarchy 

and human exceptionalism” are myths (32). She argues for critical cartographies, 

maps- as- ways- through these new sensibilities, which articulate “what kind of 

knowing subjects are we in the process of becoming and what discourses under-

score the process” (32). In constructing such cartographies, Braidotti turns to 

“in- between” states of assemblages that “displace the binaries” inherent in bifur-

cating, for example, “nature/technology,” “local/global,” and “present/past” (33). 

The move to examine knowing subjects through these middle states is worth 

quoting at length (2019, 33): “These in- between states defy the logic of the excluded 

middle and, although they allow an analytic function to the negative, they reject 

negativity and aim at the production of joyful or affirmative values and projects” 

(Lloyd 1996; Braidotti 2011). In other words, Braidotti (invoking Genevieve 

Lloyd’s reading of Spinoza) recognizes that to split up the world this way gives 

many invested in dismantling unequal power differentials points of analysis and 

critique. However, Braidotti’s cartographic framework asks that scholars move 

out from this critique, using the middle spaces offered between terms as a 

potential space for joy and/or affirmative ethics.

 In the case of species decline in the Anthropocene, Braidotti’s call can be  

a tall order. There is nothing joyful or affirmative about what van Dooren  

terms the “dull edge of extinction” (2014, 13). Indeed, Braidotti acknowledges 

that often the pendulum of examining the posthuman and postanthropo-

centric swings between mourning and celebrating, apocalypse and euphoria 

(2019, 36). Similar swings are notable in van Dooren’s examination of the dis-

appearance and conservation efforts behind the whooping crane, which he 

notes are beset with “violence and care,  .  .  . coercion and hope” (2014, 13). 

Rather than situate an examination of species decline at either one of the 

anxiety- provoking poles of violence and mourning or hope and celebration, 

both of which, to some degree, depend on either backward-  or forward- 

looking, I instead try here to situate a creation and analysis of the “knowing 
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subjects” of these bird- structure- human- SARA assemblages as products of a 

particular present that only occasionally relies on presence.

 Braidotti draws on Deleuze and Guattari (1994) to articulate the notion of 

the present time as process, which I find central to moving toward reading 

human and other- than- human entanglements of precarity with affirmative eth-

ics in mind. However, it should be noted that an unseating of the present or a 

rethinking of linear time is not the provenance of Eurowestern philosophers; 

such conceptions of time are notably the domain of a variety of Indigenous 

people, who articulate time as seasonal, cyclical, unfixed, agentic, and nonlinear, 

as well as located both spatially and in artifacts (see Reid and Seiber 2016; see 

also chapter 3). Thus, while I draw upon Braidotti’s framing of the present here, 

I also recognize complications of linear time in discussion of the bobolink  

in chapter  3, which draws specifically on Indigenous conceptions of time to 

describe pheno, attention to what appears, to offer temporal alternatives to lin-

ear time.

 For Braidotti, who draws from vital materialism, the present is a complicated 

concept and force because, as she says, “it does not coincide completely with the 

here and now” (2019, 36). “Approaching the present,” she argues, “produces a 

multi- faceted effect: on the one hand the sharp awareness of what we are ceas-

ing to be (the end of the actual) and on the other the perception—in different 

degrees of clarity—of what we are in the process of becoming (the actualization of 

the virtual” (36–37). When we consider the case of a species in decline (which 

suggests a certain inescapable future), the present is indeed a complex force of 

ceasing to be and becoming something else, embedded in both past and future. 

In particular, as Kyle Powys Whyte (2017) points out, such an inescapable 

future has already come to pass for many Indigenous people, a current dystopia 

forecasted by their ancestors (2). For now, I’ll call this the strange present, to 

distinguish it from other conceptions of space- time and to treat it as a container 

for holding precarious species who are both here and not- here. Such time holds 

a present that is both stopping and starting, a time that offers a particular pres-

ent that holds the in- betweenness of Braidotti’s critical cartographies and the 

present absences of human conservation efforts for uncharismatic species.

 As Braidotti notes, holding on to a strange present allows us to embrace 

contradiction, hold both “growth and extinction” in our minds at the same time 

(2019, 38). This is not to say that such an enfolding is easy or without resistance. 

Indeed, for many scholars, guilt, grief, and environmental mourning are key 

parts of considering and engaging with anthropocenic time (see Barnett 2022). 
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The collection Mourning Nature (Cunsolo and Landman 2017), of which the 

Whale and Ginn piece is a part, is a strong example of the ways these affects 

shape our ways of being and thinking the Anthropocene. While many of the 

pieces in that collection come to terms, in various ways, with environmental 

mourning and grief (what Braidotti [2019, 36] might term an “apocalyptic vari-

ant” of scholarship of anthropocenic anxiety), still others use such affects as 

generative turning points. On the one hand, scholars like Catriona Sandilands 

carve out a particular place for the grief for nonhuman others that comes with 

ecological degradation. As she says, “We have few public rituals for the loss of 

places, species, or ecosystems; in the face of everything from suburban sprawl to 

the Alberta Tar Sands, Judith Butler might call such losses ‘ungrievable’ ” (2004, 

quoted In Sandilands 2017, 151). Part of recognizing this loss, Sandilands asserts, 

is accepting of the idea of “crazy love” (Rose 2013, 164), emerging from “our 

capacity to respond generously to the Other.” Such crazy love is a concept that I 

draw on to frame the care by which nestwork must take place in the conclusion 

to this book. While Sandilands concludes that coming to terms with such gen-

erosity, loss, and love means we all to some degree embrace a “shared precarity” 

(Butler 2004)—what Braidotti might say is a “euphoric variant” of Anthropoce-

nic anxiety (2019, 36)—it is important to note, as Sandilands does, that often 

“loss connects us in ways that plenitude does not” (165), perhaps creating within 

us a capacity for a different kind of attention.

 I do not wish to throw away completely those immediate human affects that 

come with the contemplation of species extinction—this is not what anyone 

might call a “happy” subject. Yet like Braidotti’s suggestion of the generativity 

that may come out of the negative space of bifurcations of nature and culture, I 

wish to note the work that negative affective attention does for an analytic car-

tography of species decline. Many pieces in the Mourning Nature volume cri-

tique, in particular, Freudian concepts of environmental mourning that circulate 

around the human subject and ego even as they grieve objects of loss. One 

such piece by John Ryan offers an alternative posthumanist account to Freud-

ian melancholia that attunes humans to loss beyond the subject- object dichot-

omy. He articulates a posthumanist framework of such affect as one that 

importantly makes space for mourning networks beyond subject or object—

“interdependencies, connectivities, relationships—between living creatures and 

their living and non- living milieux” (2017, 121). Ryan articulates a posthuman 

theory of environmental mourning, drawing from Cary Wolfe (2010) and Karen 

Barad (2010), suggesting it is dependent on “bodily experience and sense of 
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place while counterbalancing anthropocentrism through the decentering of 

human subjectivity” (2017, 125). Ryan (2017) notes that such a posthuman theory 

of environmental mourning is both specific—involving specific species—and “is 

not simply a turn from anthropocentrism to ecocentrism (from culture to 

nature), but rather a return to a sense of relationality between species as the 

essence of mourning” (127). The specificity of looking at individual flora or fauna 

(rather than general feeling of sadness over a nebulous term like environment), 

for Ryan, foregrounds completely “the emotional and material connections 

people develop” with those individuals and thus attunes us to the “relational 

quality of loss” rather than loss itself (130). It is this relational quality to loss 

that draws us closer to the disappearance of small nonhuman species like the 

barn swallow, the chimney swift, and the bobolink, precisely through the mate-

rial interventions and propositions we cocreate with them, as I discuss in depth 

in chapter 2.

 Ryan’s articulation of shifting our affects not to loss of subjects or objects but 

to loss of relations is a significant one, for three reasons. The first is that it reso-

nates with Indigenous calls to honor relations as the connection between 

humans and nonhumans, as represented by Cedillo’s (2022) call for an attention 

to relationship and relations as “felt and lived” as the starting place for ethical 

worldmaking (100). The second, for the purposes of this project, is that a species 

in decline like the barn swallow is in the process of being lost. That is, the barn 

swallow is at the point both of dying in larger numbers year after year (and is a 

grievable loss of material bodies in the present) and is also not yet gone. It is 

both absent and present, gone and also sometimes not gone (or even in abun-

dance). The third is that such a species captures the in- between moment of the 

strange present, both an end to the actual (a ceasing to be) and an actualization 

of the virtual (a process of becoming less; a process of imagination), in Braid-

otti’s terms (2019, 36–37). In this strange present, the barn swallow, as precari-

ous species, does not share in human precarity—we are not exactly euphorically 

“all in this together” in the same way. Instead, the barn swallow joins us in the 

strange present in a place where we can examine becoming- loss alongside 

already- lost, to think and feel and live alongside the swallow as a creature with 

whom human relations are changing. Thus, a species like the barn swallow, who 

is both here and not- here, is one specific creature—alongside the chimney swift 

and the bobolink—whom we might examine as an agent who provokes specific 

human responses to a strange present.
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 The mitigation structure sites that I examine here press on those human 

responses beyond the polarities of hope and hopelessness, present and past, 

nature and technology. They turn attention to the relations between human and 

more- than- human and attune human attention to possibilities for action that 

may to some degree still embrace an affirmative ethics—by a turn to specific 

practices over descriptions, by an acceptance of the strange and the contradic-

tory, by an embrace of curiosity and distinction over the privileging of human 

control of our own melancholia.

Turning Otherwise: Alloiostrophos

As I have suggested, the strange present allows for the contemplation of embrac-

ing the contradiction of species decline, both the here and not- here. This is cen-

tral to the contemporary human response to barn swallow decline by the 

government mandate that when humans threaten barn swallow habitat—tear 

down old barns, build new bridges or convert old bridges to culverts, or rebuild 

old wharfs—they must provide at least as much replacement habitat for the 

birds. Unlike other mitigations that may mandate, for example, the purchase 

and conservation of additional wetland when encroaching on a threatened spe-

cies’ habitat, “replacement habitat” in this case means constructing additional 

human- built mitigation structures. While specific best management practices 

(BMPs) for species recovery vary from province to province in Canada, most are 

similar in terms of critical stewardship, monitoring, research, communications, 

and management when it comes to specific species. Where species like the 

barn swallow differ from other threatened species are in BMPs that require 

the replacement of any barn swallow nest with an artificial (human- made) nest-

ing cup, and the replacement of a nesting site with an artificial nesting structure 

(OMNRF [Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry] 2016). Such 

mitigations are suggested by SARA, but until they are federally mandated, rest 

in the hands of provincial bodies to implement and monitor. In Ontario, where 

barn swallow populations are most at risk, the construction and monitoring of 

artificial structures for barn swallows is carried out through the Government of 

Ontario’s Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (OMNRF), who man-

date such BMPs through the Ontario Endangered Species Act (OESA). While 

much of the work to protect common species like the barn swallow is done by 
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traditional conservation activities such as research, educational outreach, and 

stewardship—statistical analysis of the Breeding Bird survey, public workshops, 

stakeholder interviews to gauge landowner attitudes—the construction of new 

structures stands out as a different kind of conservation practice altogether.

 Through OESA, Ontario provides specific how- to conservation manuals to 

build barn swallow nesting structures. A Nesting Structure Design model by 

the Ministry of Transportation shows that these structures must be built of 

specific swallow- approved materials (rough- cut hemlock, barn board, galvanized 

fasteners, cedar shake shingles), be of a specific height and dimension, and come 

with preinstalled nesting cups to lure barn swallows to this habitat. As material- 

discursive plans, such models hearken to the description of SARA’s categoriza-

tion of nests- as- residences with their inclusion of a “maximum privacy” option 

complete with vented gables and raccoon guards (OMNRF 2016, 13). As recov-

ery strategies, contracted design plans such as these are specifically tailored to 

SARA- mandated government regulations: for every nest destroyed, a nesting 

cup must be installed; for as much nesting habitat destroyed, a greater amount 

must be created; and the provision of “suitable nesting conditions” must be 

accounted for in the form of appropriate horizontal or vertical ledges, accessible 

entry, exit, and spacing, and sound structure that minimizes predation (2). Yet 

the finished products that arise out of these parallels, as my field sites show, are 

not only less barn-  or bridge- like (as any passerby would attest to) but also 

appear to the uninitiated to be a human- focused structural anomaly. For exam-

ple, they cannot be climbed by children (as in other kinds of public equipment), 

they offer very little shelter (as in other kinds of gazebos), and they are not 

particularly aesthetically appealing (as in other kinds of “nonpurposive” public 

art). As barn swallow nesting structures emerge on the landscape, they exert a 

persuasive, illogical, and loud material agency, telling us something about the 

peculiar moment in which we are living and the creatures we are (or are not) 

living with. Rather than offer simple problem- solution format (if you build it, 

they will come), these structures, I argue, function alloiostrophically on the land-

scape, at once making strange and making curious.

 Just as posthumanist cartography turns to the in- betweens as generative 

places of becoming, I argue that these mitigation structures act in a similar way 

to underscore human- nonhuman entanglements in a strange present. Scholars 

in rhetorical theory, communication studies, and geography are noting the cre-

ative shift that paying attention to material sites, places, and spaces lends to 

rhetorical thinking (see, for example, Marback 1998; Blair 1999; Dickinson et al. 
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2010). Concomitantly, nonrepresentational theory is gaining ground in geogra-

phy, and with it, an attention to the “onflow of everyday life” of humans and their 

surrounds, made up of material schema, practices, the vibrancy of things and 

their dispositions (Bennett 2010), and the role of affect and sensation (Thrift 

2008, 5–12). This has given rise to scholarship in critical infrastructural studies 

and elsewhere that examines the role of material bodies such as sidewalks, water 

pipes, and buildings in city spaces, and how such assemblages encourage human 

movement, awareness, and feeling (Dickinson and Aiello 2016, 1296; McFarlane 

2011, 162; Star 1999; Liu 2022). However, such human- focused scholarship does 

not generally examine the role of other- than- human actors along with humans, 

nor does it account for rural or nonurban structures not built for human use. As 

neither barn nor bridge nor art nor gazebo, the mitigation structure is a physi-

cal, material intervention of the in- between of nonhuman difference in a rhe-

torical ecology: it is propagated by barn swallow decline, mandated through 

SARA and OMNRF, and mediated through both barn swallows and human 

beings. Together, these persuasive bodies build rhetorical capacities by perform-

ing a particular kind of addressivity—one that promotes an allowance of differ-

ence by inviting curiosity—the alloiostrophic.

 As Jane Sutton and Marilee Mifsud (2012, 222) note, alloiostrophos does not 

appear as a classical rhetorical trope the way that metaphor or metonymy do 

in ancient texts but instead is found in adjectival form in Greek lexicon. The 

authors consider this absence an “invitation to theorize” about what is possible 

beyond the rhetorical tradition of making comparisons and drawing on similar-

ity to make arguments (222). While Sutton and Mifsud acknowledge the cen-

trality of metaphor to create human meaning in order to “render the unfamiliar 

familiar by asserting a similarity in a difference” (H. White 1978, 5), they also 

acknowledge that metaphor’s domination of human tropology is a reduction of 

linguistic resources. Beyond arguing that increasing such resources is an enrich-

ment of human argumentation, Sutton and Mifsud argue that “metaphor inserts 

all that is familiar into difference, thereby making it difficult to make contact 

with difference as difference. In metaphoric systems, difference enters the realm 

of understanding in the form of the self- same” (2012, 224). In other words, 

given human propensity to view everything around them as somehow similar 

to their own experience, the discursive resources we have for considering the 

different, the strange, or the unfamiliar is limited. Such limitation certainly 

resonates with Jackson (2015), Tompkins (2016), King (2017), and Braidotti’s 

(2016, 381) critique of “the humanist vision of the subject,” in which humanist 
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norms “embody difference as pejoration, and . . . differences get organized on a 

hierarchical scale of decreasing social and symbolic worth.” To imagine new pos-

sibilities for tropic difference, then, is to also offer discursive- material opportu-

nity to rethink humanist subjectivity in which difference is always equated with 

depreciation and disparagement (or alternatively, as always inclining toward 

similarity). As both Tiffany Lethabo King (2017) and Armond Towns (2018) 

point out, this is particularly the case for Indigenous and Black lives, in which 

the difference of othered black and brown bodies via Western white suprema-

cist ideologies is both castigated and nullified, as Chad Shomura (2017, 3) puts 

it. Turning otherwise, allowing difference to speak and listening to what it might 

say rather than rushing to metaphoric or metonymic calls for similarity or con-

tiguity, is central to ethics in the posthuman project.

 Alloiostrophos draws our attention to what it might mean to turn or bend 

(strophos, turning/twisting/bending) otherwise (alloîo- , otherwise/differently). 

The alloîos, as Sutton and Mifsud note, orient us both toward the strange and 

toward change or alteration, as the term alloiôsis (alteration/change) suggests. 

However, Sutton and Mifsud’s (2012) main claim for alloiostrophos, a turning 

other wise, is that it functions metonymically—“signifying relations through 

contiguity” (227)—rather than metaphorically. “We see this distinction readily 

through rhetorical effect,” they argue, “with metaphor producing assimilation, for 

example, rendering two distinct phenomena the same; and with metonymy pro-

ducing association, for example, juxtaposing two phenomena rendering them 

distinct” (2012, 227). Thus, rather than a mitigation structure existing on the 

landscape as, say a “birdhouse” (a metaphor), such an object may instead function 

on the basis of contiguity—a “structure” that allows for both peculiarity (a non-

house and nonbarn) as well as bending toward infrastructure, what Star notes as 

a “fundamentally relational concept” (1999, 380). As Star argues, “One person’s 

infrastructure is another person’s difficulty” (380), always seen in relation to 

existing practices. A mitigation structure nears infrastructure but requires some-

thing else in its interpretation, and that something else is an inclination toward 

difference as difference.

 As Sutton and Mifsud (2012) argue, alloiostrophos sits outside the logic of the 

first, next, conclusion telos of the classical tropes of strophos and anistrophos. 

Instead, the telos of alloiostrophos is one of possibility, as it serves an aggregative 

metonymic function (as opposed to an assimilative, metaphoric one) (227). Yet 

unlike metaphoric argumentation, they suggest, which wishes to “secure assent” 

in contact with the Other, an alloiostrophic rhetoric “wishes for a contact that 
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would recognize and attend to the complexity of other possibilities as well as 

diversity and difference” (228). Such a possibility for persuasion not only fits 

well with a rhetorical- ecological lens, which depends on the rhetorical capacity 

of a variety of humans and nonhumans, but again points us back to the useful-

ness of specificity for such a task: alloiostrophic rhetoric, they say, “is configured 

in the idiosyncratic and particular lived reality of alterity” (229). Thus, a focus 

on specific species like the barn swallow (or chimney swift, or bobolink) and 

their lived reality, and not just extinction in general, becomes a way to examine 

“emotional and material connections” between humans and nonhumans central 

to theories of posthuman mourning (Ryan 2017, 130; see also Barnett 2022). 

Such an attunement, with its focus on specific loss, may increasingly be a pri-

mary modality of relation in the Anthropocene.

 While it is clear that Sutton and Mifsud (2012, 2019) are tracing the history 

of human communication, they also offer up alloiostrophic rhetoric as an invita-

tion to think differently about discursive possibilities in general, which can be 

extended in rhetorical ecologies that involve both humans and other- than- 

humans.2 Although their work, as they maintain, lies mainly in rhetorical the-

ory (that is, their aim is to historicize and complicate alloiostrophos as opposed 

to finding extended examples of such rhetorical moves), I argue that the action 

plans promoted by SARA can be understood as material models of such argu-

mentation. They help humans attend differently to nonhuman presence that 

conservation actions depend on. They force nonhumans to contend with new 

possibilities for dwelling. They also move both humans and nonhumans toward 

an opening, toward curiosity, rather than a closed telos of conclusion or finality. 

As Hinchliffe offers, such opportunities may help humans “engag[e] with poten-

tials, including likely presence as well as differentiated presences” (2008, 94).

 In bringing the potential for mitigation structures, artificial chimneys, and 

bird time to act suasively on humans and nonhumans to the fore in this book, it 

is to ask readers to sit with polaric tensions—being here and not- here—such 

ecologies bring to human thinking. In the next section, I turn specifically to field 

sites of barn swallow nesting structures that exemplify these tensions while 

examining the rhetorical capacity of humans and more- than- humans as they 

contend with presence, absence, and a striving for proximity. Turning to specific 

species who both have been and are in the process of being lost because of 

human destruction of ecosystems—while striving to mitigate such damage—

suggests a complicated vision for environmental concern, one that is caught 

between self and other. Hinchliffe (2008) draws on Steven K. White’s (1990) 
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vision of a postmodern ethics to think through such tension. White relies on 

Heideigger and postmodern ethics as a way to frame, like alloiostrophos, “experi-

encing otherness such that it remains other” (White 1990, 93). “Attentive con-

cern for otherness,” contends White, “means that the gesture of nearing, bringing 

into one’s presence, into one’s “world,” must always be complemented by a letting 

go, an allowance of distance, a letting be in absence, thereby bearing witness to 

our own limits” (94). Yet Hinchliffe (2008) does not simply rest with this ten-

sion, or use it as a reflection on human finitude, as White does with Heidegger’s 

terminology. Instead, he turns to “a more careful political ecology,”—and, I 

would argue, an affirmative one—that questions conservation efforts as only 

those that exist to fix presence and create “shelter” (Hinchliffe 2008, 95). Shift-

ing from sheltering as a paternalistic and “smothering” move between humans 

and nonhumans, instead Hinchliffe acknowledges that human conservation 

efforts often require “letting go as much as bringing together,” mixed with a curi-

osity and openness that allows for “a gathering together that is not too tight” 

(95). Human mitigations for the specific species in this book, then, are parts of 

rhetorical ecologies that gather together in one place fragile and oftentimes 

failed efforts to allow difference as difference. Yet they also help us recognize 

limits to our understanding, helping us attune ourselves better to the loss of 

relations between self and very specific, small, nonhuman others. Such attun-

ements gather together in physical, emplaced sites of haptic and embodied 

encounter, as I next detail.

Vista Hills: The “Prospect” of Suburban Sprawl

The Vista Hills subdivision is in the midst of being built on the western edge of 

Waterloo, Ontario. It is being built on a parcel of the German Company Tract, 

part of sixty thousand acres of land bought by a group of Mennonites from 

Richard Beasley, who purchased it in 1796 from Joseph Brant (Thayendanegea), 

a Mohawk leader of the Six Nations. As a negotiation for Six Nations people 

fighting on the side of Loyalists during the American Revolutionary War, Brant 

was gifted by the British Crown six miles of land on either side of the Grand 

River, in an agreement known as the Haldimand Treaty (Treaty 3).3 Because 

the province of Ontario is governed by over forty land treaties with First 

Nations, because those treaties guide the development of land throughout the 

province, and because the histories of those treaties are those filled with fraught 
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negotiations and outright trickery, a care for the colonial legacy of the landscape 

here is very much tied to the degeneration of species due to human develop-

ment. It should be noted then, that “human development” here means settler 

development that is guided by the Canadian government and various bureau-

cratic offices, and those guidelines have carved out a particular version of the 

landscape and the creatures who live within it, as well as dictated how settlers, 

descendants of enslaved Africans, and Indigenous people can use or develop it. 

Subdivisions in particular in Canada have a long history of contributing to both 

spatial and racial separation and redlining of urban, suburban, and rural living 

(see Harris and Forrester 2003). As various posthuman scholars have pointed 

out, those responsible for the making of the Anthropocene are not a kind of 

“universal man,” but a particular Eurowestern capitalist human (see also Yusoff 

2019; Malm and Hornborg 2014). To understand the story of declining spe-

cies, then, is also to grapple with colonial legacies that have shaped, and con-

tinue to shape, relations in these ecologies. It is about considering how and 

where “we” dwell.

 Vista Hills is being built as a suburban oasis, equally close to the town 

Costco and the town landfill, and borders a hydroelectric corridor to the east 

before hitting agricultural land. It is a new build, close to both the center of 

town and large suburban corridor streets that are home to big- box stores and 

other low-  to medium- density suburban developments. Follow traffic- calming 

roundabouts and you will find yourself entering the development, now with its 

own elementary school within its borders, along streets such as “Cinnamon 

Fern” and “Wild Calla.” To the north, houses are still being built, and the sounds 

of backhoes and Caterpillars backing up and piling dirt in all directions is easily 

seen and heard. To the east is the main arterial street that, if you follow it for 

two miles, will land you at the city’s universities. To the west, Vista Hills has 

most of its lot homes already constructed; those are the houses that back up 

against Columbia Forest and the largest open space trail system in the city; this 

open space houses wetlands and rare plant species and is home to a variety of 

migratory bird species. If you walk through the construction debris and layers 

of spring trash blown in from the landfill, through knee- high brush that will be 

someone’s move- in- ready backyard very soon, you will see the area between the 

subdivision and the forest, a corridor that will eventually hold paved walking 

paths that allow residents of Vista Hills to access the forest trails. It is this line 

between development and forest that gave rise to the two mitigation structures 

in the Vista Hills subdivision. Prompted by the demolition of a historic apple 
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cider farm and mill a little less than a mile away, the corridor between subdivi-

sion and forest was deemed the ideal site for the building of replacement habi-

tat, as it was within one kilometer of the old mill and within two hundred 

meters of appropriate foraging habitat, as dictated by the OESA. To walk the 

narrow corridor that houses the structures is to walk the anthropogenic line 

between nature and culture; forest behind you, rows upon rows of identical 

housing in front of you (see fig. 1).

 The two structures at Vista Hills are similar, but not identical, to each other: 

they each have dimensions of three feet by fourteen feet, containing sixteen 

nesting cups apiece; they each have their four posts covered in galvanized sheet 

metal to act as predator guards; they each are covered in metal roofing and have 

a four- by- eight inch “window” hole cut in their narrow ends. Yet there are small 

differences: small wood “perches” that jut out from one structure that are absent 

on the other; one structure has wire mesh between the soffit and rafters and the 

other doesn’t; one is a home to a small wasps’ nest; one has a landing platform 

near its metal feet that the other is lacking. When I visit the structures for the 

first time in April, I don’t see any swallows (nor do I expect to, since it is still 

Fig. 1 | Barn swallow structure in Vista Hills subdivision. Photo: author.
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barely above freezing and the swallows have not returned to their northern 

breeding sites). But I do see that one structure has a total of five nests in various 

states of development, while the other structure has six with one nestled in cross- 

hatched beam supports. I am excited, as most of the research I have done up to 

this point has suggested that swallows do not use the structures that humans 

build for them.

 It is not until I return in May, after I have visited the Dashwood and Townsend 

locations, that I realize that my excitement has been completely unfounded and 

my powers of observation not even in the budding bird- watcher tier. I realize 

that the nests I’ve taken to be swallows’ nests are in fact what SARA has already 

noted as a habitat threat: the nests of other kinds of birds, or what COSEWIC 

calls “interspecific competition for nest sites from invasive species”—usually the 

house sparrow or the American robin (2011, 26). At first glance, I was convinced 

there were swallows using the structures—because the nesting cups had nests 

in them, I assumed they were swallows’ nests (if you build it for swallows, swallows 

will come). With more exposure to swallow habitat, over time I came to realize 

these nests were made of grass and leaves and ribbons of Tyvek gathered from 

the construction lots, and not, indeed, mud. I feel foolish for getting excited over 

robins. While I was disappointed that my assumptions were proven to be incor-

rect, I was also reminded of how incomplete my own human knowledge is 

between the smallest of distinctions between mud and grass and wonder just 

how far such an incompleteness extends, not only for me but for other humans 

sharing their space with small creatures.

 The thing I notice most when I visit these structures are their absolute still-

ness. While the construction noise echoes on one side and blackbirds, crows, 

geese, and small songbirds gather together their voices from the forest tree line, 

the structures themselves attract no movement or sound. While their presence 

juts out, unignorable on the landscape, the absence of activity around the struc-

tures is noticeable. There is nary a house sparrow in the vicinity, even as I sit for 

hours and watch these structures, even as I arrive during a prime time for nest-

ing and breeding for a variety of birds, swallows or not.

 The structures are not in any way labeled or accompanied with signage. 

While they are closely accessible by foot when the leaves have not yet branched 

out in early spring, by midspring I have to tromp through thorny bush with 

knee- high wellies on and pray that I’ll come out tick- free on the other side of 

my observations; in other words, I spend time wondering what the neighbors 

on Ladyslipper Drive think of these structures, if they try to get close to them 
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or leave them be or even wonder about them. While I often see pedestrians walk 

the yet- unpaved dirt trails- to- be in Vista Hills, none of them approach the 

structures. Instead, they sit, immobile, as everything around them moves.

 As Carole Blair notes of public memorials, these structures echo her attri-

bution of “recalcitrant presentness” (1999, 17). They cannot be stored after they 

are “read,” or put away once one has finished looking at them. As she suggests, 

such material rhetoric must be examined for what it does as well as what it is 

supposed to do—posthuman scholars might encourage us to examine this 

doing from other- than- human perspectives, or as de Castro suggests, to con-

sider in every case who is human here, who is human now (Skafish 2016, 404). 

While Blair’s analysis of material rhetorical texts is specifically based on the 

human—how material texts act on people (1999, 30), the attention she pays to 

material- discursive texts’ durability, preservation, and reproduction, and conti-

guity to other texts and sites (and I would add, nonhuman others) is a useful 

heuristic with which to read mitigation structures that appear in liminal natu-

recultural spaces. Too, material objects tell us about social and cultural condi-

tions that surround them as part of a particular rhetorical ecology of humans 

and nonhumans. They reveal particular interspecies encounters grounded in 

an ecology of materiality, bodies, and movement (or lack thereof ) (Dickinson 

and Aiello 2016), inclusive of texts such as SARA, human builders, and con-

struction materials. When applied to the Vista Hills site, it is easily noted that 

the structures are not functioning as they are “supposed” to—there are no swal-

lows nesting within them. So what do they do? How do they engage a strange 

present?

 Mitigation structures interrupt the landscape, both in terms of where they 

appear—in spaces proximal to both human development and natural flora and 

fauna that would otherwise attract specific species—and, through their durabil-

ity, they promote a noticing of how they fail. Though the structures do not gen-

erally attract swallows, they both act on other species (robins, for example, or 

wasps) and remain durable and immobile over time, though they are changed by 

the animals that build within them. Thus, they act as both suasive agents to a 

variety of fauna as well as reminders to humans about what they are not doing: 

acting as substitute habitat for nesting barn swallows. Despite the fact that miti-

gation structures are built to specifications, barn swallows do not prefer them 

and rarely use them, to the extent that researchers are using swallow decoys and 

sound recordings to attract the birds (BECO 2015; Campomizzi, Lebrun- 

Southcott, and Richardson 2019). Thus, what appears to be a simple solution 
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based in equivalency is made far more complex by the energy of the encounter, 

the assemblage of actors, and the refusal of the barn swallow body.

 In the case of the Vista Hills structures, human activity circulates around the 

structures but does not directly engage them (in that hikers use the trail system 

nearby and construction workers are in motion around them). While the struc-

tures otherwise fail to attract swallows to the extent that they build nests, they 

still act on the landscape as an object of curiosity. For humans, they clearly stick 

out as not- houses and not- trees on the landscape. And as I sat watching a struc-

ture in May I heard the unmistakable “veet- veet” sound of barn swallows nearby. 

As I sat and held my breath hopefully, two barn swallows flew from the tempo-

rary construction fencing toward the structure in figure 1, skimming its rooftop 

and landing inside to perch on its cross- beams before disappearing. What I wit-

nessed, in Campomizzi, Lebrun- Southcott, and Richardson’s (2019) terms 

(beyond ecstatic personal feeling of finally seeing what I was “supposed” to be 

seeing) was swallows’ “prospecting” behavior—swinging by mitigation struc-

tures to see what they’re all about, but otherwise not choosing them to build 

nests within. The swallows, after prospecting, likely determined that the struc-

ture was not- barn, and ultimately, not- home. Nonetheless, to see the swallows 

engage with the structure, however briefly, changed the structure on the land-

scape. It changed in an instant its particular present, when it ceased momen-

tarily to be a not- barn, and engaged, for the tiniest of seconds while the birds 

alighted within, in a process of becoming something else.

 Prospecting is a kind of curiosity on the part of swallows. We might even 

allow such inquisitiveness or interestedness as allowing a similar “occasion for 

joy and humbleness” on the part of humans, as Rickert (2013, 244) says of the 

propensity to dwell in entanglements with the Other while still allowing them 

to withdraw. Curiosity and withdrawal on the part of both swallows and 

humans, as I next take up in the discussion of the Dashwood Bridge site, are 

central affects that circulate around swallow mitigation structures and are key 

to determining specific arguments that structures make on the landscape. That 

is, swallows’ curiosity changed the Vista Hills structures from static monu-

ments to enlivened objects of interest, awareness, and concern for humans, if 

only for a few minutes.

 It seems, in the case of Vista Hills, the swallows, the structures’ builders, the 

site’s developers, and I were all engaged in prospecting behaviors to some degree, 

mitigated by SARA instructions for action. Each of us, in different and spe-

cific ways, were engaged in a kind of searching, some prompted by curiosity (the 
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swallows, me), some by necessity (the swallows; the developers; the builders), 

but all of us were engaged in the process of surveying and scouting for some-

thing, whether obeying a government mandate, monitoring success or failure, or 

looking for a suitable place to raise young. All of this activity and movement, 

whether flying, prospecting, or territorializing (swallow), observing, reading, 

researching, building, reporting (human), or legislating, confronting, authoriz-

ing, memorializing (SARA), are taking place in and around these structures, as 

they stand part of this rhetorical ecology, enabling and performing this strange 

present. As Jane Bennett would say, the structures have their own “trajectories, 

tendencies, and potentialities” (2010, 9). They allow the humans and other- than- 

humans who closely gather with them, though not too tightly, to sit with differ-

ence: the not- house, not- trees, not- barns, not- homes. Yet this difference, too, 

allows for disengagement by the residents of Vista Hills subdivision. Perhaps 

the activity that the structures most promote and embody in Vista Hills among 

all actors is echoed in the call of both swallows and suburbanites alike: we 

search, looking hard to settle.

 And settlement is the operative word here, the damning indicator of both 

colonial legacy and human development. As both rhetorical and geographical 

scholars note, the suburbs themselves, which “depend on, reinforce, and demand 

private consumption,” emerged with a distinct tie to capitalism (Hayden, 2003, 

18; see also Stewart and Dickinson, 2008). Thus, it matters that the structures 

are built on the narrow corridor between suburban backyards and forests, a 

wayward curiosity for those settlers seeking, as Robert Topinka has it, particu-

lar zones of use that “prop up the market as if on stage,” “funnel[ing] almost all 

movement toward consumption” (2012, 72). Topinka, borrowing from Henri 

Lefebvre (1991), notes that the suburbs function as a kind of “abstract space,” an 

“overdetermined spac[e] that attempt[s] to crush any agency” (Topinka 2012, 

66). It’s no wonder that the structures on this landscape prompt no engagement 

from human passersby. The force of the suburbs on the mitigation structures of 

Vista Hills is a strong one, despite the swallows’ occasional inquisitiveness. 

These structures in particular, unused by swallows, overarchingly stand as par-

ticular monuments to development, to absence, and to a capitalistic worldview 

that asserts that somehow a three- by- fourteen- foot structure will easily trade 

for a barn, or for a wetland.

 These structures also echo such strange and unfair “trades” this land has seen 

over time and is reminiscent of the unequal access to property rights, owner-

ship, and justice that characterize both the birth of the Canadian nation and its 
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current struggles over Indigenous and settler land ownership. The structures’ 

iconic position between the Vista Hills subdivision and Columbia Forest sits a 

little over four miles from O:se Kenhionhata:tie, an “Indigenous queer and 

trans space” of encampment, also known as Land Back Camp, which has occu-

pied land in the area’s city parks for the last two years, demanding access to land 

for Indigenous ceremony as well as an urban hub for Indigenous gathering, 

among other calls to action (O:se Kenhionhata:tie 2022). The anachronism of 

the Vista Hills structures, unused in a subdivided landscape, paired with the 

requests of O:se Kenhionhata:tie, embody the disenfranchising worldview that 

artificially separates “ ‘social’ and ‘environmental,’ ” or culture from nature, as artic-

ulated by Veronica Strang (2017, 2). Issues of engagement, refusal, and with-

drawal that bind human and nonhuman here close the gap between meaning and 

matter, helping unseat the Eurocentric commonplaces of dualism that separate, 

for example, human from animal, culture from nature, subject from object, or 

mind from body. If we are to understand that the land and the body are insepa-

rable, we get closer to a naturecultural understanding of precarity.

 While all of the mitigation structures studied here have been purposefully 

built in naturecultural spaces very close to human development, those spaces, 

and the affordances and constraints they offer the humans and more- than- 

humans around them, do differ in kind. That is, other elements of rhetorical 

ecologies come into play at different mitigation sites: at varying times it is loca-

tion; invasion or competition from other species; weather; bugs; time of year; 

proximity to water; preservation of prior years’ nests; deterioration of struc-

tures; human design. These differentiations encourage rhetorical capacities 

beyond, for example, simple choices of either engaging with the prospect or 

bypassing curiosity. They urge different responses, from refusal to engagement.

Dashwood Bridge: Curiosity, Refusal, and Nonhuman Propositions

Off of Highway 83 on the way toward Grand Bend, Ontario, where the banks 

of Lake Huron lap at the feet of Torontonians out for a day’s drive, sits a new 

bridge that was built over the Ausable River, which flows on Treaty 29 land of the 

Anishinaabe and empties into Lake Huron. Verdantly green in midspring with 

burdock, ragweed, wild garlic, lamb’s quarters, and Joe- pye weed, the bridge is 

neighbored by a farm and is home to more than a few ranging cattle. Near the 

farm sit what look to be scum- covered ponds but are, I discover, the Hay Swamp 
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Provincially Significant Wetland. When I first visit the Dashwood Bridge, it is 

because I have read the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) that has said 

that over eight species at risk were predicted to be affected by the building of a 

new bridge, that thirty- six bird species were known to the area, and seventeen 

barn swallow nests were found on the underside of the old bridge (Archer, 

2016, 5). The new bridge, nondescript but for side railings that indicate that the 

highway itself is passing over water, replaced a seventy- year- old T- beam bridge. 

The “T”s are made of horizontal flanges and vertical webs, perfect for making a 

ledge for mud nests. Despite the presence of seventeen nests on the old T- beam 

bridge, the EIA suggests that the proposed new bridge would provide suitable 

nesting habitat with its concrete undersides and thus does not propose any fur-

ther mitigations.

 Yet in the face of the advice of the EIA that suggests no new habitat need 

be provided, when I pull over on the side of the highway and don my bright 

yellow safety vest to cross the road, vibrations rippling from the pavement 

through my body with cars passing at 75 miles per hour, it is because I am 

curious that a five- by- three- foot barn swallow structure unexpectedly sits 

about eight hundred feet southwest from the bridge’s underside (see fig. 2). As 

I flatten grasses to get to the bridge itself, I perhaps see why: despite the EIA 

claiming the new bridge will provide enough nesting habitat to replace what 

has been lost by the demolition of the old bridge, there are no barn swallow 

nests under the concrete Ls of the new bridge, though there looks to be the 

destroyed remains of one mud nest crumbled into the hardscaping fill of river 

rock underneath. Because SARA requires monitoring of development sites 

for up to five years, I deduce that the nearby structure was likely built a year 

or more after the new bridge was complete as a secondary mitigation, once it 

was found that swallows were not returning to nest under the new Dashwood 

Bridge.

 The structure itself is much smaller than those I’ve familiarized myself with 

in Vista Hills; it sits on two six- by- six pressure- treated spruce posts with angled 

wood two- by- four braces acting as post supports on the shoulder embankment 

of the highway, which gives the whole structure the look of a lean- to. On the 

underside of the structure, there are no nesting cups, but four small two- by- 

fours act as nesting ledges to try to attract swallows. This structure has no metal 

predator guards surrounding its posts, though it shares other architectural fea-

tures with the Vista Hills structures. However, as I observe in both April and late 

May, its design really doesn’t matter: there are no swallow nests built inside, nor 

prospecting barn swallows in the vicinity throughout my spring visits, despite 
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what seems to my uninitiated eye to be prime habitat: water, bank mud, and 

thanks to being bitten by a black fly, I know there are also plenty of insects. 

There are a few small sparrow nests on the ground, having blown out of the 

structure at some point, and one sparrow nest tucked into the southwest cor-

ner of the structure itself. In short, despite engaging the house sparrows, the 

Fig. 2 | Dashwood Bridge barn swallow mitigation structure. Photo: author.
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swallows have refused this particular mitigation, twice: once in the form of the 

new bridge, and a second time in refusing the mitigation structure.

 While the swallows have refused this structure, their absence is nonetheless 

tied to its erection, and they are thereby implicated in how this structure has 

both emerged and functions on the landscape. So, too, are human beings. When 

I first encounter the structure in April, workers are hosing down the bridge, 

which slows traffic to a few miles per hour. As I sit and take notes at the base of 

the structure, a red truck stops and rolls its passenger window down, and a 

woman calls out to me. “Excuse me,” she says. Pointing at the structure, she asks, 

“Do you know what that is?” I tell her it’s a barn swallow structure, and she 

thanks me while repeating what I’ve said to the driver. While I feel like I’ve done 

my Good Samaritan duty for the day, this exchange also fortifies what I’ve felt 

from the beginning of the project: that despite human conservation’s best efforts 

to appeal to birds, we continue to fail. And we also fail other members of the 

human public that might also have a stake and role in similar conservation efforts.

 Now, there is no mandate from the OMNRF to label or otherwise trans-

late what kind of ecological entanglement a mitigation structure has with 

humans on the often- Anthropocenic landscapes on which they appear—no 

requirement for signage or even a government logo. Of course, such indica-

tions would likely be moot, given that the large majority of barn swallow 

structures in the province appear alongside Highway 401, the busiest highway 

in the world. The stretch of 401 that runs from London to Windsor, where the 

majority of obvious structures stand, is known as “Carnage Alley” for the num-

ber of multicar crashes and fatalities that happen along that length of road. 

While the structures have made it into the news (CBC News 2016), they are 

otherwise publicly rather inaccessible. In short, under very few circumstances 

can humans—always, in these cases, as drivers—engage their curiosities 

about mitigation structures, since they emerge most often at the side of heav-

ily used roadways.

 For some species at risk who do not choose to nest around humans, this lack 

of human engagement might perhaps make a promising preservation of undis-

turbed “habitat”; yet for swallows, who are used to (and seemingly prefer) 

human buildings in use, this does not otherwise improve structures’ uptake by 

birds. While the structures themselves stand as a kind of monument of pursuit 

via a human urge to control swallows’ habitat, they are not generally successful, 

nor accessible to either humans or swallows, making them a strange Other—

and failure—on most landscapes. In the case of unused structures, as the 
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Dashwood Bridge structure models, I’d like to examine swallows’ refusal as a 

challenge to the proposition for use that the structures invite. Here, these struc-

tures exert an alloiostrophic force by, in Sutton and Mifsud’s (2012) words, failing 

to “secure assent” from the Other (228). Such refusal both invites a different rhe-

torical capacity of the structure—as an object of swallow refusal and human curi-

osity—as well as challenges the anthropocentric move in rhetorical posthuman 

and new material thought that suggests that humans are the only species who get 

to respond to conservation action, while nonhumans’ only option is to withdraw.

 This argument is taken up by Daniel A. Cryer’s (2018) “Withdrawal Without 

Retreat: Responsible Conservation in a Doomed Age,” in which he tries to rec-

tify the gap between rhetorical new material theory forwarded by Thomas Rick-

ert (2013) and Nathaniel Rivers (2015) and responsible conservation action that 

determines the line “between responsible intervention and irresponsible over-

reach” of human control over nonhuman actors (Cryer, 2018, 464). Conceptu-

ally, Cryer critiques the notion of nonhuman withdrawal, used by both Rickert 

and Rivers. Rickert (2013) uses a Heideggerian notion of the fourfold with 

which to frame withdrawal, and Rivers (2015) draws on object- oriented onto-

logical (OOO) and new material frameworks of Levi Bryant, Ian Bogost, Timo-

thy Morton, Graham Harman, and Jane Bennett to note that whether inanimate 

or animate, all objects and things “withdraw from other things in the world” 

(Barnett quoted in Rivers 2015, 423). On the one hand, Cryer (2018) acknowl-

edges the importance and value of the power of nonhuman withdrawal, as advo-

cated by Rickert. On the other, he contends that the notion of withdrawal—“the 

idea that all objects and lives, human and nonhuman, recede from our full grasp 

no matter how deeply we try to know them”—is best used as a lens through 

which we might read environmental texts rather than a way of “critiquing main-

stream environmental discourse” (460).

 In part, Cryer holds this view as a result of Rivers’s (2015) argument that 

acknowledging that nature is not separate from culture while at the same time 

valuing nature as a peculiar kind of other requires a degree of human ability to 

see nature both ways, or what Rivers terms “deep ambivalence.” Without this 

ability, Rivers argues, humans exist in a reductive contradiction, whether as an 

exploiter of natural resources or an environmentalist. Both sides, Rivers suggests, 

cast human beings as overly controlling and hubristic when it comes to nature. 

Cryer, on the other hand, suggests that there is more nuance in between these 

actions, even if the forwarding of solutions by environmentalists give us “the best 

among a series of wrong choices” (2018, 465). He suggests listening more closely 
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to nature in order to determine what messages the physicality of objects offer, 

drawing from Bruno Latour’s idea that nonhumans are “propositions” to the col-

lective in any assemblage of human and nonhuman actors (466). Here, Cryer 

pauses to make what I see as an arguable distinction between humans and non-

humans in any rhetorical ecological entanglement: he suggests that “ultimately it 

is humans, in all their incomplete knowledge who must listen and decide” to the 

propositions forwarded by nonhumans (466). While Cryer recognizes this 

anthropocentrism, he nonetheless suggests that the onus of the propositions of 

the Anthropocene is on humans to respond to them, for, he says “response- ability 

can never be reciprocal. The obligation to respond will always be on humans and 

never on nonhumans” (467, emphasis in original).

 I’d like to pause for a moment here to examine the case of the Dashwood 

Bridge structure, both in terms of the proposition the structure makes to both 

humans and swallows in this rhetorical ecology, and the primary response of 

refusal that the swallows make to such a proposition. While it might be said, 

following in the footsteps of Rivers’s use of OOO scholars, that each of these 

nonhuman others withdraw from human imaginations to truly know them, it is 

also true that although human- made, the structures themselves shift the “obliga-

tion to respond” from humans to nonhumans. Once the structures have been 

constructed, not only does the choice of response move outside the control of 

human intervention, but the engagement of barn swallows with the structures 

themselves constitutes a nonhuman decision that will lead to another kind of 

entanglement—the turning of the structure into, for example, a nesting place, or 

allowing the structure, by refusal, to remain an object of human curiosity. In this 

way, the absence of swallow bodies on both the underside of the new Dashwood 

Bridge and the mitigation structure nearby, brought about not necessarily by 

population decline but by refusal of human- made habitat substitutions, repre-

sent a challenge to Cryer’s assertion that humans bear the sole obligation to 

respond in such a rhetorical situation, that the “one- way responsibility is the 

ineradicable ‘bold line’ ” (467) between humans and nonhumans.

 I would argue that the one- way conceptualization of the responsibility 

between humans and nonhumans is less a failure of human imagination than a 

failure of Eurowestern philosophy to guide an approach for human- nonhuman 

interaction. As Leanne Betasamosake Simpson (2021) articulates in A Short 

History of the Blockade, Michi Saagiig Nishnaabeg people, among others, are 

quite comfortable living in reciprocity with nonhumans, recognizing that obli-

gation—and infrastructure—is a two- way street. Comparing the generative 

nature of both beaver dams and blockades in relaying Anishinaabe stories of the 
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beaver (amik), Simpson relays Kagige / Forever- Bird ( John) Pinesi’s 1919 telling 

of the story of the woman who married a beaver.4 The story conveys the recip-

rocal relationship between the Anishinaabe people and the beaver by acknowl-

edging the role each plays in maintaining a balanced relationship: the beaver 

may choose to give itself to the people so that they may be warm and fed, and 

in exchange, the people must offer human gifts to the beaver, give thanks via 

ceremonies, and return its bones to the water.

 As White (B. White 1999) notes, the beaver story is not just a story, and 

Pinesi’s retelling to a white outsider may have had its own aims of informing a 

settler about the reciprocal relations that Anishinaabeg expected with all their 

relations, including settlers. White (1999) acknowledges the following about the 

story of the woman who married a beaver: “Without gifts and respect, animals 

would not be so helpful to humans. They would hold themselves back and not 

allow themselves to be used by people. Without gifts and respect, the system 

would cease to function” (111). The beaver story changes, to use Cryer’s (2018) 

terms, the “propositions of the [A]nthropocene” (467). It suggests that should 

the beaver refuse to play along—withhold its body—that the results will be 

disastrous for humans. The beaver’s very presence in the lives of the Anishi-

naabe is an acceptance of a kind of proposition, as is the Anishinaabe’s promise 

to care for the beaver, not only through gift giving, but through the preservation 

of habitat.

 In the beaver story, beavers have the agency to “listen and decide” (466). If we 

imagine, for a moment, extending that same kind of capacity to barn swallows, to 

imagine that they are listening, gauging, and, finding new human- made structures 

wanting, deciding to refuse human- based control, this at once changes the nature of 

human- nonhuman relation decried by Cryer as one- way. Swallows’ absent bodies 

are a response, constitute a decision. And without swallow bodies, humans are 

faced with a different and ongoing set of challenges about living in a world with-

out swallows, a different set of propositions altogether. Humans themselves 

become removed from relation as their own capacity to respond becomes limited 

to that of the curious bystander and observer of something beyond their control. 

In this way, each element in this rhetorical ecology—swallow, structure, human, 

bridge, watershed, flora, fauna, season—has a degree of response- ability that, 

depending on flows and processes of movement, affects the relations with others 

around it. Here, the decision is not between human intervention and human over-

reach. Instead, the capacities for decision- making are relational. An unused struc-

ture gives humans another proposition of failure while still, as the red truck 

drive- by suggests, encouraging us to engage with potentials from unlikely to likely.
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 Finally, we may read swallows refusal beyond withdrawal as something that 

preserves the strange affirmatively, to use Braidotti’s (2019) suggestion. To allow 

for their refusal as a form of listening to us suggests, in turn, that we have to 

listen more closely to them, allow their bodies, like the beaver, to tell us the sto-

ries we have ignored. This kind of listening not only attends to the physicality of 

animal and thing bodies on landscapes, but it also sees them as bound together 

in a way that suggests that the human proposition is not if you build it, they will 

come. Instead, it is the system has ceased to function. It suggests a proposition of 

caring for the commonplaces underneath and around the infrastructure—the 

water, the air, the soil—that grounds the coming- to in a collective, reciprocal 

ethics. Listening differently, waiting for response, moves us beyond the box that 

withdrawal- as- default places around nonhuman others and perhaps points us 

to other, better ways of worldmaking that Eurowestern philosophy has long 

forgotten. It encourages us to turn otherwise, and, to invoke Simpson (2021), to 

give and receive different gifts. Until that proposition is accepted by humans, we 

will perhaps have only a limited capacity to creatively respond to species’ absence.

Townsend Road: When Structures Shimmer

Driving to Townsend Road sounds much like the name implies: close to the 

junction between Highway 74 and Highway 3, neither of which are more than 

one lane in both directions, the road is little more than a connector between the 

small towns of Townsend and Jarvis. This, too, is Treaty 3 territory, land of the 

Mississauga, who ceded three million acres of their land to the British crown in 

the “between the lakes” treaty, land that runs from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie. 

The Townsend Road structures are a fifteen- minute drive to the shores of Lake 

Erie, a twenty- minute drive from the Six Nations Reserve, and thirty minutes 

away from the heart of one of Canada’s most heated land disputes in Caledonia, 

Ontario. In Caledonia, Six Nations people dispute the confused claims of the 

Haldimand Treaty and protest, through blockades and occupation of a site they 

have addressed as 1492 Land Back Lane, the building of a new subdivision on 

McKenzie Road (APTN News 2020). By all accounts, McKenzie Road will 

look rather like Vista Hills when complete. Land Back Lane echoes the origin 

of O:se Kenhionhata:tie’s English name, Land Back Camp. Their name choice 

gestures to the “Land Back” movement, one that is spreading across North 

America, everywhere from Seattle to Massachusetts in the United States, and 

from British Columbia to Nova Scotia in Canada, prompted by Indigenous- led 
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resistance coalitions like Idle No More. As Ronald Gamblin, a coordinator for 

the 4Rs Youth movement explains of land back alliances for Indigenous people, 

“It’s about fighting for the right to our relationship with the earth.” (Gamblin 

n.d.) The occupation of 1492 Land Back Lane is yet another instance of what 

Naomi Klein has termed “Blockadia” (2014), a “new paradigm in mainstream 

North American environmentalism” (Chen 2021), in which the focus of inter-

rupting extractive and exploitive development—often serving the fossil fuel 

industry—falls on humans’ willingness to bodily occupy spaces while pursuing 

legal stoppage of industrial action. In effect, blockadian efforts, whether repre-

sented on access roads or highways (as the Wet’suwet’en road blockade or the 

blockage of highway 16A to Mount Rushmore), or farm fields (as Ponka corn 

planted in the way of the Keystone XL Pipeline) change the nature of the land 

on which they occupy, positioning attention differently, and focusing means of 

persuasion directly on bodies.

 I’m thinking about this pivot in mainstream environmentalism as I pull over 

to the side of the two- lane road, having first driven through a parking lot of an 

elder- care facility, which is the only development around for miles. The two 

Townsend Road structures sit close to the road, surrounded on all sides by farm 

fields in various states of muddy spring disarray when I first visit them in April. 

These structures are the biggest I’ve seen at sixteen by four feet, easily twelve 

feet high, and each has sixteen nesting cups and ledges for potential swallows to 

nest (see fig.  3). The structures are not identical, though they have the same 

cone- shaped metal predator guards and shingled roofline. One has about a foot 

of wraparound plywood extending from the roofline, while the other has at least 

four- foot plywood “walls” extending from its roof, complete with a square “win-

dow” on the long side and a round hole similarly cut in the short side. I spend a 

few moments wondering why on earth someone would bother cutting these 

holes, as they have not appeared on any ministry- mandated plans I’ve seen. I 

find out later that the structures have been built as part of a mitigation plan 

surrounding the demolition of an old barn in the town nearby but twinned as 

part of a 2015–17 study by Bird Ecology and Conservation Ontario and Bird 

Studies Canada to find out whether or not playing swallow sound- cues and 

offering swallow decoys attract the birds to the structures—like the Vista Hills 

structures, one structure was rigged with sound and decoys, and one was used 

as a control (BECO 2015).

 It’s a cold, clear day on my first visit, and I try to imagine what might attract 

swallows to the area. I see that the tilled cropland would offer foraging opportu-

nity, and nearby runs Nanticoke Creek, where swallows might find a source of 
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mud. As I walk under each structure, neck craned up to the ceilings, I see the 

first real evidence of swallows since the project began: mud nests, some half- 

built, some fully formed, in many of the nesting cups and ledges. A few nests 

hang on in the tiny cross- beams of the structures, and guano has collected on 

one of the metal cones. While April is still too cold for migrating swallows, I 

allow myself a moment of hope: maybe these swallows will return.

 It is when I return in late May to observe these structures that it seems like 

the whole scene has shifted: the dun- colored field stubble has given way to 

knee- high grass; the air is thick with insect humming, and bird calls are so 

numerous I can only parse out a blackbird from the rest of a chirping cacophony. 

When I get out of the car, I know something has changed. Instead of the usual 

stock- still structures, there are over a dozen red- and- blue bodies flying around, 

into, and nearby the structures. The sounds that the swallows make are much 

more complex than the “veet- veet” I have come to recognize: there are trills, war-

bles, and chirrups that echo loudly from inside the structures as I watch from 

yards away. For the first time I note the electric lines and poles that run along-

side the road that were simply a part of the background in April but are now a 

Fig. 3 | Townsend Road structures. Photo: author.
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perch for a half- dozen swallows as they intermittently rest before flying off 

again (see fig. 4).

 As I wander underneath the structures and look up, this time I see nests- in- 

progress being built, a variegated line between yesterday’s (or last year’s) dried 

mud and today’s wet mud, added flight return by flight return from Nanticoke 

Fig. 4 | Townsend Road structure (with swallows). Note one swallow flying into the round window and 

another silhouetted against the left front support post. Photo: author.
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Creek. I think about this nestwork, all the swallows I see, between nine and fif-

teen at any given moment, and how swallow pairs work collaboratively, some-

times even with junior fledglings, to build their nests so quickly in spring. I 

think about how in a few weeks, there will be eggs; in a month, fully fledged 

young. By the end of July, these nests will be empty again. Bird time here is 

quick, attentive, and fleeting. I think about swallow spaces, swallow time: how 

different these structures seem now that they are teeming with fork- tailed birds; 

how elementary, watching them flit in and out of the window holes cut into the 

walls, such a design is, as it so closely mimics derelict barn windows, long devoid 

of glass. I think about how swallow bodies have defamiliarized these structures 

that have become so familiar to me over time. While I know that the success of 

these structures is an anomaly, my being here during this time as a human wit-

ness on these nonhuman affairs makes me think of this entanglement as also 

an encounter, characterized by its motion, its liveliness, its time and season, its 

place, and its new propositions.

 As I sit, captivated by swallows, two children who I assume are brothers, one 

around ten and the other around sixteen, ride by on their bikes. Amid the loud 

clicks and chatter and zooming of the swallows, the younger says aloud to the 

older of the cacophony, pointing at the structures. “See those?” he says. “They are 

for birds.” The older gives a nod and a minimal response—“Oh?”—and the 

younger continues. “Yes. See? But only those kinds of birds.” I realize then that 

the swallows’ use of the structures and their teeming, careening presence does 

something else, something to captivate human attention that isn’t just my own. 

To listen to a boy explain these structures to his brother hints at how they func-

tion to move from confusion to a curiosity momentarily beyond the human. It 

temporarily moves all of us beyond “anthropocentric thought” and perhaps 

beyond our own arrogance about our relations to these species (Braidotti 2019, 

388). The swallows’ presence offers everyone who may witness them an aware-

ness situated in being, a kind of lesson. A lesson about habitat, about the dif-

ferentiation of swallows from others, about what counts as home, about what 

kind of relationship we have with the earth.

 To frame the Townsend Road structures, I turn to Deborah Bird Rose’s 

(2017) notion of “shimmer,” which she borrows from Howard Murphy’s anthro-

pological work with the Yolngu people in North Australia. The Yolngu term, 

bir’yun, which translates as “brilliance” or “shimmer,” denotes an aesthetic shift 

in art between what is roughly sketched and what is brought into brilliance by 

detail that adds a sense of motion, “much in the way that the eye is captured 

by sun glinting on water” (Rose 2017, G53). To experience shimmer, then, is not 
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just to notice an aesthetic shift but also to be “enraptured” by an ephemeral 

moment, to be lured into beauty in a surprising but utterly captivating way 

(G53). As Rose notes of bir’yun, to be caught up in shimmer, for the Yolngu (and 

for Rose, who was adopted by the Flying Fox people) is also to tune into ances-

tral power through tuning into “ecological pulses” emergent through perceptions 

of both dull and brilliant (G54). Given that my own ancestors lie somewhere 

between Butte, Montana, and Wales, I wouldn’t assume to try to locate or 

import Bird’s notion of ancestral power into this experience; however, the 

notion of shimmer is one that helps characterize the part that extinction and 

absence—or differentiated presence—play in one’s capacity to encounter it. As 

Bird notes, humans must be aware of the transition from dull to shimmer and 

back in order to attune themselves to the cyclical relations of the earth and our 

nonhuman kin. “For shimmer to capture the eye,” she argues, “there must be an 

absence of shimmer. To understand how absence brings forth, it must be under-

stood not as lack but as potential” (G54–55).

 The Townsend Road structures were transformed in latter site visits by the 

addition of the swallows’ movement, purpose, and flight as they met with and 

changed the structures’ physical being—in short, the structures began to shim-

mer. My early visits, and indeed, my experiences with the Vista Hills and Dash-

wood Bridge structures, gave me much to contemplate about the role these 

structures play on the landscape, with birds, and with humans. My field notes 

are filled with the usual rote notes of weather, temperature, nesting cup count, 

building description, and remarks on other flora and fauna. Yet compared to 

watching a dozen birds fly and build around the two Townsend structures, 

the structures I encountered without them now seemed dull. I am reminded 

of the jump in my belly at the prospecting swallows in Vista Hills, how the 

absence of nests but the presence of curious swallows casted this absence as 

potential, rather than lack. Yet to see swallows’ presence doesn’t enliven only the 

structures; I am caught seeing everything around me newly. The nondescript 

flying bugs that I’ve been swatting at, I realize, are the source of the swallows’ 

erratic flight patterns as they grab a beakful of insects; the electric lines near the 

road have shifted into perches; the nearby creek and its mud banks are invoked 

as building materials, even though I cannot see them. The occupation of swallow 

bodies in this structure has changed the landscape. The scene has shifted 

through the swallows, and with it, my attention.

 Even as I know that the Townsend structures’ “success” in attracting swallows 

is a nonexistent blip in the larger scheme of insect decline, habitat loss, and cli-

mate change, I cannot help but feel a shift in my own awareness, my own feeling, 
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for swallows—only those kinds of birds. The discourses underscoring the kinds of 

knowing subjects on the scene suddenly shift from planning and mitigation, 

success and failure, to shimmer, rapture, captivation—maybe even crazy love. 

As my rational mind recognized the miniscule impact these strange structures 

were having on barn swallow populations, my affectual one still changed, from 

curiosity to something else, a different kind of attunement to this particular 

rhetorical ecology. In returning to Townsend Road, I was aware of the struc-

tures as both dull and brilliant; I glimpsed their shimmer on the landscape as 

they engaged with swallows—they became at once more functional and also 

more strange. The structures, with this shimmer, became something else, turned 

otherwise toward possibility, the possibility that proximity to nonhuman others 

offers to human attentions. As Jan Zwicky reminds us in Learning to Die: Wis-

dom in the Age of Climate Crisis (2018), “Awareness reforms desire; or rather, it 

allows other desires—for the well- being of others, nonhuman and human—to 

become immediate and powerful. . . . We actively desire the health of the eco-

logical community to which we belong. We want to do what it takes to be at 

home” (56).

 Swallow bodies in the Townsend structures mark both futility and hope. 

They change desire and focus attention differently, toward an opening, toward 

curiosity. They allow a holding of both “growth and extinction” in our minds at 

the same time (Braidotti 2019, 38). Whether for me, for a ten- year- old child, or 

for scientists who study the “success” of these particular structures, the swallows 

engaging with them marks a gesture of nearing, of proximity, even as it reminds 

us all that the reason that this display exists at all is because of intentional 

human destruction of ecosystems, every Vista Hills or McKenzie Road. It is a 

push- pull to be invited into the swallow- structure proposition, a bringing 

together while letting go. Seeing the birds is an invocation of human desire, a 

desire to be closer, to consider human roles in stewardship, to gather lessons 

from the land, to imagine both swallows and structures as interlocutors in a rhe-

torical ecology (Cryer 2018, 476). It is a reminder that to do what it takes to be at 

home requires a completely different set of skills in thinking through conserva-

tion that must begin with both human and nonhuman equality: who is human 

here, who is human now? To answer those questions as part of an affirmative, 

posthuman project is to answer, learning from those who protect the water and 

the land, to hold the strange present gently, “holding open without reconciling” 

(Minche- de Leon 2020, 207). Who is concerned enough for this land to move 

beyond occupation and toward care? The swallows and their structures, with 
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their differentiated presence across the landscape, tell the stories of broken trea-

ties, unchecked development, and capitalism through their bodies. Swallows’ 

choices of selection or refusal, nestwork or seeking, abandonment or return, 

charge the Anthropocene. We might listen to what is being said by shifting our 

own rhetorical capacity: allowing ourselves to be moved by what appears, allow-

ing ourselves to turn otherwise, seeking better relations. We might follow their 

cues by attending to the notion of precarity, which is both theirs and our own.



It is dusk in late September in London, Ontario, and I am sitting on the sidewalk 

at the corner of Grey and Richmond Streets. After spending the summer traveling 

to find seven of nineteen empty artificial chimneys and swift towers in the southern 

part of the province, I am hoping for a last glimpse of roosting chimney swifts that 

have been reported to settle in the Labatt Brewery chimney from the spring to late 

fall. While the brewery has stood since 1828, the neighborhood is a bit forgotten, and 

the ambient urban sounds of night falling are all around: sirens, traffic, music from 

pedestrians’ pocket devices, phlegmy coughs of neighbors out on their apartment 

balconies enjoying the best of a balmy autumn evening. As the sun sets, some young 

people come out to have a cigarette on their porch and we strike up a conversation, 

as their backyard has a clear view of the three- story, round brick chimney beyond the 

twelve- foot fencing that surrounds the brewery’s industrial complex. I ask them if 

they’ve ever seen birds fly into the chimney in the evening, around sunset. They say 

that in midsummer they saw and heard bats go into the chimney around dusk, and 

I realize by the way that they are describing the behavior of flying creatures that 

they’ve seen chimney swifts. I thank them for the conversation and continue to wait 

as the night grows darker and cooler, my anticipation upon arrival settling into the 

disappointing realization that I am too late in the season. The swifts are gone, if they 

were ever there.

In trying to spot chimney swifts, I tell here a particular story of desire and 

attunement. Over the course of writing this book, I have gone from a person 

who would not know a chimney swift from a song sparrow or blackbird to a 

researcher of their habits, habitat, and natural history. In collecting textual evi-

dence of both their presence and disappearance on landscapes, I have realized 

that the real story of chimney swifts is a complicated one, predicated on their 

shadowy, secretive existence emerging commensally with urban development. 

Their Latin name speaks to both their looks and mystery, Chaetura for “bristly” 

Chimney Swift | Building Precarity with Fake Chimneys
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or “spiny tail,” and pelagica, which translates to “of the sea” but is thought to refer 

instead to the nomadic Pelasgi Greeks, underscoring chimney swifts’ enigmatic 

and dynamic behavior. Unlike barn swallows, which still seem for most living in 

North America to be “common,” flying around by day and into still- available 

rural areas to nest in barns and other structures, chimney swifts by their very 

design are elusive. Although also an aerial insectivore, swifts are in the Apodi-

dae—or “feetless”—family of birds, with legs so short that they cannot perch or 

walk on horizontal surfaces like other birds. Instead, swifts spend their entire 

lives in flight, stopping only to rest vertically on the dark hidden insides of 

columnar structures with appropriately rough surfaces for traction. In Anishi-

naabemowin, the chimney swift is known as memitigoningwegaaneshiinh (liter-

ally, “feathered tree wren”) or mizaatigoningwiisii. Mizaatigoningwiisii (“sewing 

wing/feather” bird) in particular, is a descriptor of chimney swifts’ unique biol-

ogy. Biologist and coordinator for Nature London Brendon Samuels notes that 

the etymology of mizaatigoningwiisii is likely “attributable to the shape of the 

chimney swift’s tail feathers. The tips of the rectrices (tail feathers) are rather 

spinose; part of the shaft of the contour feather is prolonged distally without 

barbs. This gives the feathers the appearance of having needle points at the 

end—hence the relation to sewing” (personal communication). I would venture 

to guess that for most of us, reading this book will be as close to a chimney swift 

as we will likely ever get. In other words, swifts, more than swallows, suffer from 

a kind of absenting presence, given their chosen habitat of the inside of tall, dark 

human- made columns when they are not in constant flight.

 From the very first sightings of swifts, humans have thought they were some-

thing else—swallows, martins, bats. Even today, the Vaux’s swift (Chaetura 

vauxi), a western aerial insectivore that is not currently listed as endangered by 

any international body, is often mistaken for the chimney swift, who migrates in 

the east and is listed as near threatened on the International Union for Conser-

vation of Nature’s (IUCN’s) Red List and threatened on SARA. Such confu-

sion has so surrounded exactly what kind of bird chimney swifts are that until 

1886, when an account of the swift was published in The Code of Nomenclature 

and Check- List of North American Birds, it was known by a variety of other 

names and given two separate Latin names. At first thought to be another kind 

of swallow, the chimney swift was known interchangeably as a house swallow, 

chimney swallow, aculeated swallow, chimney- bird, diveling, American spine 

tail, and American swift (Graves 2004, 303–4). Those first records of experi-

ences emerge steeped in the fact that, via the decimation and clear- cutting of 
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millions of acres of forests by European settlers to the Americas, chimney swifts 

became visible through their adaptation to urban sites by being forced from 

their originary habitat. As one of the earliest ornithological accounts of swifts 

naively states in its observations in 1776, “It is a natural question to ask: where 

did the swallows build their nests before the Europeans came and made houses 

with chimneys? It is probably that they formerly made them in great hollow 

trees” (Graves 2004, 303). While this account is correct, it also overlooks that 

what made chimney swifts visible to Eurowestern humans was their synony-

mous “emergence” with colonization. It was European colonization of North 

America that led to a nearly 100 percent overhaul in swifts’ breeding ecology. As 

Graves (2004, 300) observes, between 1672 and the late eighteenth century—in 

fewer than 150 years—chimney swifts, forced out of forest habitats, opted to 

nest exclusively in human- built structures, preferring instead historic columns 

built of roughly textured substrates, whether chimneys, silos, air shafts, tobacco 

sheds, wells, or concrete sewer pipes (COSEWIC 2018, 11). Today, there are 

fewer than two dozen known cases of chimney swifts roosting in trees in North 

America, to the point that when such behavior is noted, it is a cause for observa-

tion and scholarship (Graves 2004; see Hines, Bader, and Graves 2013). In other 

words, chimney swifts’ commensality with humans uniquely coincides with 

colonization. Or to think about it another way, Chaetura pelagica, the “spiny tails 

of the sea” or “bristly tailed nomad” or “sewing wing/feather” bird became chim-

ney swifts, became real to Eurowestern humans, during the act of colonization. 

Now, as they face imminent decline—over 90 percent in Canada since 1970 and 

53 percent in the United States—humans are forced to contend with a different 

kind of absenting that colonization without consent makes present.

 While we may consider acts of conservation and built mitigations specific 

kinds of hopeful activities, much as my waiting on a London sidewalk for swifts 

to appear might be, we also must contend with the creation of precarious sub-

jectivity that such mitigations construct. As Kathryn Yusoff argues, “Subjectiv-

ity declared through precarity prepares an ontological field for the subject in 

which dependence is already inscripted in the material conditions of emergence; 

the orangutan declared in the midst of deforestation is already an abandoned 

being. Its presence, its proximity, is a preparation for death” (2012, 586). Thus, it 

is the precarious nonhuman subject, the chimney swift, who gets constructed as 

rare through human action. This happens in acts of deforestation, the building 

of urban environments, and the subsequent construction of fake chimney tow-

ers. Humans are then forced to reckon with not only our own hopefulness, or 
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curiosity, or desire for proximity, or alloiostrophic relations with difference but 

also the complexities of human violence on nonhuman coopted subjects. In con-

structing swifts’ precarity as dependent on human relations, we are forced to 

reckon with even their fleeting presence as loss. This chapter examines a number 

of field sites of both chimney swift mitigation measures and already- existing 

chimneys as particular material arguments about constructing hope and holding 

species loss close, making loss and grief visible in particular ways. It also exam-

ines the ways that in this strange present, chimney swifts attune us to time, story-

ing the Anthropocene and its violence through their bodies.

Failure and Ambivalence: Material Arguments of Swift Towers

As an aerial insectivore, the reasons for decline in chimney swift populations are 

much the same as that of the barn swallow: human development, pollution, 

severe weather and climate change, and declines in insect biomass (COSEWIC 

2018). What stands out in the case of chimney swift decline is its close connec-

tion to human urban development; unlike primarily rural- dwelling barn swal-

lows, chimney swifts are even pickier about which structures they might choose 

to either nest or roost within. There is a difference between nesting and roost-

ing; the black- bodied cigar- shaped birds arrive to North America en masse in 

late April and gather together to roost in large groups (usually in large chim-

neys) to stay warm and find mates. They later break off into breeding pairs to 

nest throughout the summer, at which point each nesting pair will claim its own, 

independent chimney. Roosting sites are different from nesting sites, and both 

are significant habitat for the birds. Because chimney swifts settle so closely to 

urban humans, habitat disturbance and intrusion are listed as primary reasons 

for their decline (COSEWIC 2018, v). This might take the form of, in some 

cases, development and demolition of historic buildings. In others, it might take 

the form of capping chimneys to keep birds and other critters out of them. In 

still others such disturbance is the common fault of property owners or chim-

ney sweeps—although the birds nest in summers when chimneys are not usu-

ally in use, they may be disturbed either by the occasional off- season fire or seen 

as a fire risk and nuisance and destroyed if caught nesting in warmer months by 

chimney sweeps. Too, the changeover from fireplace to electric heat in the last 

century means there are far fewer chimneys that exist for swifts to nest in, and 

those that do often have been upgraded with interior metal liners that dissuade 
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the birds, are too small (smaller than twelve inches when the birds prefer at least 

twenty inches), or have been capped.

 Because of their primary choices of chimneys in which to roost and nest, 

chimney swifts are also far more likely to be exposed to contaminants and pol-

lutants than other birds. Similarly, temperature fluctuations inside chimneys 

represent a threat to the success of their nesting behaviors; below 55 degrees 

Fahrenheit, the birds will abandon nests, and above 108 degrees, nestlings will 

perish. As such, chimney swifts most prefer chimneys that are connected to an 

internal source of warmth, like a basement, to modulate the internal tempera-

ture of the stack itself (11). Like barn swallows, chimney swifts show extreme 

site fidelity and return to nest in the same places year after year. In other words, 

chimney swifts are demanding about where they roost and nest: they prefer tall 

stacks that extend upwards of nine feet above a roofline and have an internal 

area of about three square feet, making nonresidential chimneys their pick 

beyond smaller residential chimneys. They also want to return to the same 

chimney each year. Thus, the place one might find the contemporary chimney 

swift tends to be in large, older (usually nineteenth century) chimneys attached 

to factories, schools, and churches, like the Labatt Brewery chimney that opens 

this chapter. Other well- known roosting sites in Ontario are located in urban 

centers, such as Toronto’s Moss Park Armoury, and Pembroke’s Memorial 

Centre Arena.

 Despite the fact that chimney swifts are so choosy about their roosting and 

nesting habitat (that is, a chimney does not guarantee a chimney swift), none-

theless such structures are what SARA targets as critical habitat regarding the 

swifts. To that end, Birds Canada suggests that the preferred methods for habi-

tat preservation are first, to retain original habitat; that is, not to demolish his-

toric buildings and chimneys at all, or to allow for the demolition of buildings 

but leave chimneys to stand alone. The second option is to leave habitat unmod-

ified by not capping existing chimneys or removing existing caps and instead 

installing a rain cap (which lets birds access openings in the stack). In the case 

of modifying or upgrading heating systems, they also suggest leaving old chim-

neys attached to original structures while building a second metal chimney to 

serve as a heat- venting source (Hiebert 2020). It is only when those options are 

not feasible that the suggestion of artificial habitat and infrastructural mitiga-

tion is raised: either building an artificial chimney onto a building that has had 

its chimney demolished or otherwise modified, or building a freestanding arti-

ficial swift tower not attached to a building.
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 Both artificial chimneys and freestanding towers in Ontario have been mod-

eled after successful American versions put forward by Paul and Georgean Kyle, 

self- taught swift conservationists who donated ten acres of property to become 

the Travis Audubon Chaetura Canyon Bird Sanctuary. The couple literally wrote 

the book on how to construct swift towers (Kyle and Kyle 2005), building sev-

enty towers in the Austin area where they live, which have had remarkable suc-

cess in attracting nesting swifts. Their designs have spurred the building of over 

179 towers in the United States and Canada (Graham 2011). However, the simple 

act of exporting a tower design has not traveled well across country borders; in 

Canada they are generally failures. Across Canada, both artificial chimneys and 

freestanding towers have been built to try to attract chimney swifts; however, 

only ten known structures have attracted swifts across the country (two roosts in 

New Brunswick and Quebec, and eight nesting sites: one in Manitoba, one in 

Ontario, and six in Quebec) (Bumelis 2021, personal communication). Experts 

infer that it is the colder weather and the fluctuations in internal tower tempera-

tures that result in so much more success in the United States than in Canadian 

towers. Nonetheless, both artificial chimneys and freestanding towers continue 

to be built as mitigations for the destruction of habitat.

 Some of these mitigations have educational functions, as a stand- alone 

wooden tower in the Willow Park Ecology Centre in Norval, Ontario, does, 

which has signage attached to the tower that informs visitors about swifts and 

their life cycles. Another recently built masonry tower was created as a $125,000 

addition to a planned elementary school rebuild in Toronto (Bell and Rynard 

2021). Despite humans’ best intentions in these two cases, neither artificial struc-

ture has been occupied by roosting or nesting swifts, though often when new 

towers are built they are given quite a bit of hopeful press (Sheikh 2019). This 

offers quite the conundrum: where mitigations are the most successful (in the 

southern United States), chimney swifts are not listed as a threatened species 

and are generally more abundant. Where the mitigations are needed (in the birds’ 

northern migration routes where they are listed as threatened), they are not used 

and are generally considered failures (Finity and Nocera 2012). Yet structures 

continue to act as mitigations in the case of habitat destruction. It seems that in 

Canada, the propositions that these unused structures are making only ever 

result in one answer by chimney swifts, despite their varied approaches in man-

ufacture and location by humans.

 It’s difficult to say exactly what unused structures signify on these primarily 

urban landscapes. Like barn swallow structures, they stand out as a strange 
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other on a landscape—either a double chimney on a building or a stand- alone 

stack in the middle of an urban cityscape. Occasionally, like swallow structures, 

they invite some prospecting behaviors from swifts (Finity and Nocera 2012); 

however, swifts are far less likely than barn swallows to use the structures built 

for them. Because the failure of swift towers exists on a much grander scale, the 

proposition of their emergence on landscapes moves beyond the agentive right- 

to- refusal of the barn swallow. These structures have far more symbolic poten-

tial for humans than true utility for chimney swifts. They function instead as a 

kind of desire- object that organizes behavior and feeling—as Lauren Berlant 

would say, such towers offer “a cluster of promises we want someone or some-

thing to make to us and make possible for us” (2011, 23).

 In Cruel Optimism, Berlant (2011) suggests that optimism becomes cruel 

when objects of attachment promote ways of being that are unsustainable and 

damaging, but nonetheless artificially promising and affirming. Artificial swift 

towers are such objects because they sit somewhere between memorial and 

monument, somewhere between hope and despair. Given the 90 percent decline 

of chimney swifts in Canada over the last fifty years, each artificial chimney or 

stand- alone tower might symbolically stand in as a collective grave marker, or at 

least a place for “material solemnizing” for chimney swifts (Blair 2001, 279). Yet 

unlike true memorials, they resist what is necessary for mourning such loss 

because they avoid what public memorials do: give space and names for those 

deemed lost, missing, or unrecoverable (Blair 2001). The artificial swift con-

structions also resist a transparent semiotic monumentalizing; as Krzyżanowska 

(2016) notes, monuments exist as a “traditional carrier of collective memory in 

the material space of the city” (467). Without swifts to fill them, such towers 

have no referring subject to value, turn to, or commemorate—yet they are still 

objects representing this desire. Most monuments, reflecting “cultural, histori-

cal, and artistic values,” provide a public opportunity to justify those values through 

the “conservation and maintenance” of such objects (467). Artificial chimney 

swift structures may occasionally garner public celebration when they are first 

built. However, they are often not only oddly nondescript, but they also fall into 

disrepair after the three-  to five- year monitoring period passes without swift 

inhabitants and are often torn down or left to disintegrate. They may give lip 

service to conservation, but ornithological research suggests otherwise. They 

instead sit as structures of ambivalent attunement. In some cases, they continue 

the fantasy of the environmental “fix”; in others they allow humans to bear the 

disappointment of biodiversity loss; in still others they invite us to closely listen 
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to bird bodies in their complete absence. As you will read in this chapter, in 

some cases, swift structures can hold steady a middle capacity to rearticulate 

human- nonhuman relations embodied in Braidotti’s (2019) notion of knowing 

subjects—between nature and technology, present and past.

 I’d like to frame the mitigative approach to chimney swifts’ precarity—the 

building of artificial structures—as an ambivalent way of attuning humans to 

loss even while swifts’ bodies provide another narrative. In the three cases of 

artificial structures that follow, I argue that these mitigations are complex sites 

of competing public narratives about loss and the present, as well as loss in the 

future. In their ineffectuality, they juggle the tensions of visibility and invisibil-

ity. Through their durability, preservation, reproduction, and proximity to other 

texts and landscapes, they constitute a peculiar addition to rhetorical ecologies 

of humans, nonhumans, and things. They offer paths to monumentalize loss, to 

embody and make visible human grief through hope- practices, and to story 

nonhuman narratives about species disappearance. I close with a final discus-

sion of a currently occupied roost chimney on the site of a nuclear reactor as an 

object of cruel optimism, an anthropogenic site of attunement to both absence 

and presence that turns to Yusoff ’s question of biodiversity loss, violence, and 

colonization: “How do understandings of presence and making present those 

that are dead or soon to be dead mark the possibilities of both mourning and 

relating?” (2012, 579).

The Mississauga Tower: A Quasi- Monument

Mississauga, Ontario, is a city that rests on the outskirts of Toronto proper. 

Unless you are paying very close attention, there is very little indication of the 

marker between the suburbs of Mississauga and the sprawl that spreads out 

from the Toronto airport along Highway 401. Mississauga is bordered by the 

Credit River on Treaty 14 territory, the “Head of the Lakes” purchase in which 

the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation (or MCFN, one of six Mississauga 

nations) ceded over seventy thousand acres of land to the British crown in 

exchange for roughly £1,000 in trade goods. The Mississauga, or in Anishi-

naabemowin Missisakis (“many river mouths”), were seasonal travelers on their 

lands and were historically known to settle at the mouths of rivers (Geernaert 

2019; see also Praxis Research Associates 2018). This has made the Mississauga 

the focus of many colonial treaties that sought to claim water rights alongside 
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land and has given rise to the MCFN’s 2016 Aboriginal Title Claim to Water 

within their traditional lands that is still ongoing (Holmes 2015). This focus on 

the rights of the MCFN to the waterways on their land is also a focus on advo-

cacy “for a healthy environment for the people and wildlife that live within 

[their] treaty lands and territory” (MCFN “Title Claim”) and highlights the 

Credit River (Missinnihe, “trusting creek”), which the Timothy Street Park 

Chimney Swift Tower sits alongside. Because chimney swifts often stay close to 

water to feed on the insects it attracts, it is no surprise that the bank of the 

Credit was chosen for a stand- alone swift tower in Streetsville, a small neigh-

borhood in northwestern Mississauga.

 I travel to find the Timothy Street Park Tower because it is one of the seven 

towers that Birds Canada has given me GPS coordinates for. However, this 

tower was not built because a nearby chimney was destroyed. Timothy Street 

Park is a lot- sized residential greenspace located between a small multiunit 

housing development and some power lines, on the one side, and the Credit 

River, on the other. It was a donation to the city of Streetsville by a longtime 

resident, Chester Rundle, who lived across the street. Alongside the eighteen- 

foot- tall freestanding masonry chimney are other collectibles of Rundle’s: a 

decommissioned windmill and water pump with a memorial plaque about 

him; a set of wagon wheels, a small birdhouse on a pole, and seven boulders 

carted from Niagara, two of which have glued- in marbles for eyes. Upon first 

glance, the park reads rather as a mish- mash of a yard extension of the housing 

next to it, less a park than where someone has dumped their nice historic detri-

tus. In many ways, the greenspace is a memorial to a local resident who passed 

away in 1996. The chimney tower itself, however, has nothing at all to do with 

Chester Rundle.

 As a plaque on the chimney tells me, it is a testament to a local conserva-

tionist who noticed swifts inhabiting the nearby Streetsville United Church 

and lobbied the city to build an independent masonry swift tower (Stewart, 

2015). It reads, “Dedicated to Bill Evans and the Chimney Swift Action Team 

in recognition of their efforts to protect and conserve the chimney swift spe-

cies” (see fig. 5). I have to admit that when I come upon the Timothy Street 

Swift Tower, I am utterly confused. It takes me some time and research to 

parse out the park’s existence and the reason behind the erection of the tower 

itself, as I had previously assumed when I received the coordinates of the 

tower that they were only built as specific mitigations rather than citizen proj-

ects. Nonetheless, as I observe the well- built structure and put my ear up to the 
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iron cleanout (which has “Bill Evans 2012” stamped into it) in early June, it is 

absent of any interior scufflings that might indicate the presence of chimney 

swifts. Like the thirty- foot windmill to its right, the masonry tower is just one 

more item in the park’s strange collection, neither a home for swifts nor a work-

ing chimney.

Fig. 5 | Timothy Street Park chimney swift tower. Photo: author.
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 The Mississauga swift tower is a strange structure indeed. As the short write-

 up in a neighborhood paper asserts, it is a tribute to “one man’s struggle to save 

the chimney swifts,” storied by a lifetime resident of the city of Streetsville and a 

self- taught naturalist Bill Evans, who worked with a local conservation group, 

a former OMNRF conservation officer, a local councilor, and local apprentices 

at a masonry training center to erect the tower. As the local interest piece says of 

the tower, “There are not too many projects that you can say are 100 per cent one 

guy’s idea. But this one certainly was” (Stewart 2015). To encounter this particu-

lar swift tower is not so much about encountering a structure built for birds; it is 

instead a monument to men.

 I say this not to denigrate the work of committed individuals in conserva-

tion or the attention such a citizen- driven initiative might bring to the plight of 

a threatened species like the chimney swift—after all, swifts are “named” on 

this masonry chimney. Yet actions such as the Timothy Street Park tower 

embody current public narratives about species loss, in which focusing on 

problems of extinction are often future- oriented and terrifyingly dystopic, but 

reflections on current solutions are optimistic (Randall, 2009). In a turn 

toward the optimism of conservation in erecting a stand- alone tower, the rec-

ognition of the loss of chimney swifts as a species—the “efforts to protect and 

conserve”—are overshadowed by the celebration of the “dedication” of the 

humans that prompted the structure’s construction. Yet chimney swifts them-

selves, as absent from the structure, are propagated as both rare and mysterious 

in such absence. To return to Yusoff ’s (2012) assertion, the precarity of the 

chimney swift invoked by the tower’s construction already inscribes the birds’ 

dependence on humans in the material argument made by the structure itself. 

This particular structure redraws the capacity for swift agency in the ecology of 

this particular situation. In part, it does so because of its emergence on the 

landscape when it is otherwise uncalled for as a mitigation. It directs attention 

not toward the loss of chimney swifts, where it might have had an educational 

or memorial impact. Instead, the Timothy Street Park tower acts as a material 

object of epideictic rhetoric, a column of praise for human individuals doing 

the work of conservation, even as that work has very little known success. Such 

a celebratory object not only constructs nonhuman precarity—here the swift is 

already an abandoned being in favor of overdetermined human hubris and 

confidence in its preservation—but it also prevents real human acknowledg-

ment of species loss in progress.
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 In Rosemary Randall’s (2009) work with citizen action groups that focus 

on climate change, she suggests that solution- focused narratives of baby steps 

or green consumerism often are optimistically vague. Such positivity not only 

makes the present feel safe but also ignores loss as something to be projected 

into the future (119). The outcome, for Randall, are parallel narratives in which 

loss is split. Loss gets moved from the present into a version of a horrific future, 

while current, real, and lived losses become impossible to both recognize and 

mourn. What we are left with, as in the case of the Timothy Street Park tower, 

are ineffectual monuments to optimism that do not allow us to do the work of 

grief effectually, or as Randall claims (using the work of J. William Worden), 

will not provide us with mourning “tasks that can be embraced or refused, 

tackled, or abandoned” (121). The Timothy Street Park tower, as an optimistic 

solution, suffers from the kind of self- referentiality noted by Carole Blair 

(2001) of structures like the Gateway Arch in St. Louis: the tower refers only 

back to itself via the work of human volunteers and its own construction, 

doing little to truly recognize the nonhumans implicated by its presence or 

offer up cultural values that might intervene in their decline. Blair turns to the 

questions of such structures by invoking James Young, who asks “whether an 

abstract, self- referential monument can ever commemorate events outside of 

itself. Or must it motion endlessly to its own gesture to the past, a commemo-

ration of its essence as dislocated sign, forever trying to remember events it 

never actually knew?” (Young 1992, 54–55).

 When a passerby first comes across the Timothy Street Park tower, there is 

absolutely no way that they would otherwise know its purpose or intent, stuck 

as it is among the park’s other peculiar debris. It is in this way abstracted even 

further from its already abstracted purpose, given the abysmal success rate of 

independent swift towers in Canada, and dislocated from the real series of events 

that have led to biodiversity loss on a mass scale. As a self- referential abstrac-

tion, in Young’s words, the tower simply celebrates itself. The tower sits as a 

commemoration of human ingenuity without fully allowing engagement and 

recognition of a strange present, precisely because it withholds the truth of what 

is ceasing to be, in Braidotti’s (2019, 36) terms. Although the tower is strange on 

the landscape and whispers, perhaps, at alloiostrophos by virtue of its brick 

almost- chimneyness, in this case it still functions to underscore a metaphoric 

system: the chimney is at once like other useless structures on this landscape—

the windmill, the wagon wheel. Unlike barn swallow mitigation structures, the 
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tower does not even accidentally attract other nonhuman species. It fails to 

secure the assent of contact with the nonhuman other, itself a metaphoric prop-

osition, as Sutton and Mifsud (2012) remind us. Instead of opening up possibili-

ties, this tower closes them down, its nonhuman subjects already abandoned. 

Instead, it sits as an object of cruel optimism, urging passersby to maintain an 

attachment to it that is no doubt problematic. The Timothy Street Park tower, 

as quasi- monument, completely excises nonhuman loss even as it appears to be 

a conservation object.

 Neither an impossible future in which building a swift tower successfully 

attracts the birds (despite research suggesting otherwise) nor a present that sim-

ply erects freestanding masonry towers in the middle of a neighborhood green-

space allow for an acknowledgment of real loss. Without the ability to move 

beyond an intellectual acceptance of species extinction and instead toward a 

lived, emotional experience of the reality, humans are stuck in a kind of optimis-

tic waiting- place about our own, and others’, demise—one littered with cheer-

ily “eccentric” items (Stewart 2015). As such, the Timothy Street Park Swift 

Tower’s proposition on the landscape is not oriented toward swifts, who have 

already refused it. The tower, by virtue of its focus, doesn’t really even function 

as a memorial to biodiversity loss or the loss of the what- was- once- common 

encounter of humans watching swifts entering and exiting urban chimneys. 

Such a recognition would perhaps better represent the network of loss that 

Ryan (2017) notes as the “emotional and material connections” (130) that people 

develop to a variety of species. Instead, the tower’s existence is a simple monu-

ment to a man in a huddle of other monuments to another man, divorced from 

meaningful engagement with other humans and nonhumans, and devoid of 

acknowledgment of historic settlement and contemporary claims to Indigenous 

water rights.

 At best, the Timothy Street Park tower is an ambivalent quasi- monument to 

nonhuman loss, reading more to the uninformed as an obelisk dedicated to a 

human individual than a meaningful object of relation. Given its location on the 

banks of the Credit River, its construction and dedication read like a missed 

opportunity. What might have emerged as a counter- monument (Krzyżanowska 

2016) to the Eurowestern commitment to denigrate both species and nonwhite 

peoples—a moment, perhaps, to resist a simplified commemoration of individ-

uals and even critique the causes of biodiversity loss or reflect on the role of the 

Credit River, its protectors, and Indigenous- settler- nonhuman relations—was 

itself lost. Instead, the tower is left on the landscape as another symbol of the 
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rise of humanism and celebration of individual autonomy, as likely to be forgot-

ten or ignored as the windmill or wagon wheel. Or even chimney swift.

 Not all examples of swift towers are as reflective of monumentalizing human 

hubris as Timothy Street Park. As I next take up, some towers, even in their 

failure, represent hope- practices that encourage humans to turn otherwise, 

embodied devotions that recognize that the pain of species loss can also emerge 

as generative affective openings that grasp both disappointment and potential at 

the same time.

Fairnorth Farm: Practicing Hope

When I get into the car to make the one hour, fifteen- minute drive to Tillson-

burg, Ontario, I have no idea where I’m going. The GPS coordinates I’ve been 

given by Bird Studies Canada are just that—an Excel worksheet of coordinates 

in one column with the name of the nearest town in another—in this case, 

Langton, in Norfolk County, twenty minutes from the north shore of Lake Erie. 

In the middle of Mississauga land ceded by the Between the Lakes treaty, Till-

sonburg sits between Lakes Erie and Ontario. When I mention the name of the 

town to my collaborator, a longtime Ontario resident, they play me Stompin’ 

Tom Connors’s song “Tillsonburg.” The lyrics highlight the noteworthy history 

of the area: “A way down southern Ontario / I never had a nickel or a dime to 

show. / A fella beeped up in an automobile. / He said, ‘You’ll want to work in 

the tobacco fields of Tillsonburg.’ / Tillsonburg (Tillsonburg). / My back still 

aches when I hear that word!” (Connors 1989).

 Stompin’ Tom wrote of his work in the fields during the heyday of the Ontario 

tobacco belt from 1950 to 1960. Once producing over 90 percent of Canada’s 

tobacco (over one hundred million pounds a year), Tillsonburg was one of Can-

ada’s epicenters of seasonal farm labor. Such land- based labor tells the story not 

only of the replacement of the plant Nicotiana rustica with a cultivated Nicotania 

tabacum over its 1,500- year history but also of the rise and fall of a crop first 

known for its cultivation, trade, and ceremonial value for Indigenous people for 

over one thousand years. Today, these fields tell a different story, one of the 

boom- and- bust of the “green gold rush” (Dunsworth 2019, 48) and its commer-

cialization, and its downfall as a “sin crop.” Such fluctuation is inclusive of a 

racialized labor history that kept most of the wealth from the commoditized 

tobacco industry white, while disincentivizing Indigenous workers by requiring 
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registry to the National Selective Service, of which they actively resisted (see 

Dunsworth 2019; Stevenson 2001).

 Today, most Norfolk County tobacco farms have been monetarily encour-

aged to grow other crops—primarily soy and corn—after the government offered 

a three hundred million buyout incentive to switch to other cash crops ( John-

son 2017). This means that the roads to fifty- one- acre Fairnorth Farm, where a 

small stand- alone chimney swift tower sits, are littered with empty and dilapi-

dated red- roofed and green- sided tobacco curing sheds (or “kilns”). As I’ve 

begun to note as customary during these field visits, I’m again confused as to 

why anyone living near acres of farmland would erect a swift tower when they 

are known so prominently as urban chimney dwellers. It isn’t until I reread the 

COSEWIC details of chimney swifts’ preferred habitat that I realize that 

these tobacco sheds are prime habitat for the birds, even though they are other-

wise commonly sighted in cities.

 It is mid- July when I pull up to Fairnorth Farm, and the first thing I notice 

among the buzzing of deerflies and the heat of the day are the oddly shaped 

birdhouses that sit on telescoping posts eighteen feet into the air, each with a 

series of sixteen to twenty of what look like plastic gourds affixed to them. The 

gourd “apartments” are filled with the busy shimmer of at least thirty small birds 

that I later come to realize are purple martins, another relatively common aerial 

insectivore that is not yet listed on SARA, but which researchers often study for 

insight into the migration habits of all aerial insectivores. Like chimney swifts, 

purple martins are entirely dependent on human- built birdhouses for their 

nesting habitats, as their preference for old- growth hollow trees is no longer a 

feasible choice.

 I’m captivated by the martins, and they seem like a good omen for a structure 

built for swifts. I keep my eye peeled for the stand- alone tower, and I see it on 

the opposite side of the farm property from the martin colony, a tall, cream- 

yellow board- and- batten structure attached to the corner of an old concrete 

foundation that must once have been either an original farmhouse or barn but 

now houses a large pumpkin patch (see fig. 6). At the very top of the wood tower 

is a small rectangular chimney cap, but that is the only part of the tower that 

hints at its likeness to an actual chimney.

 After knocking on the farmhouse door to get permission to examine the 

swift tower, I meet Kathryn Boothby and her partner Michael, owners of 

Fairnorth Farm. Kathryn tells me about the martins in her yard, and I notice 

the signage nearby Fairnorth Farm designating it as a member of ALUS Canada 
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(Alternative Land Use Services), an organization dedicated to farmer- delivered 

conservation of “agriculture, wildlife and natural spaces” (ALUS 2021). I ask 

about the swift tower, and she tells me that she was inspired to erect it after the 

success of putting up the martin nests, which currently house thirty- nine breed-

ing pairs. Despite the success of the martins and the use of the Kyles’s Texas- 

based tower plans, I learn that the Boothby’s swift tower, erected in 2017, has 

never housed chimney swifts. Like the Timothy Street Park tower, it too is a 

failure. However, unlike the Timothy Street Park tower, the swift tower that sits 

on the Boothby property is less a quasi- monument and more a hope- practice, 

opening up possibilities rather than closing them down.

 In Hope and Grief in the Anthropocene, Leslie Head (2016) interviews climate 

scientists about the untenability of living “in the spectre of catastrophe” (1) while 

continuing to do the work in which they have been trained, and in many cases, 

love. Head argues that the modern subject living in the Anthropocene must 

move beyond a kind of “fix” mentality in order to both name and sit with the 

grief of real loss, to “experience the distress of not making a difference” (32). She 

Fig. 6 | Chimney swift tower at Fairnorth Farm. Photo: Marcel O’Gorman.
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sees a kind of productive potential in the work of mourning and situates hope 

not as an emotional antidote to loss but rather, borrowing from Ben Anderson 

(2006), as a practice and process that carries with it melancholy, grief, uncer-

tainty, and the risk of disappointment. Rather than a personal feeling associated 

with optimism, then, Head (2016) rethinks hope as “something to be practised 

rather than felt” (75), aligning well with Braidotti’s (2019) call for affirmative 

and joyful ethics in posthuman projects. Hope- practices, as I see them, are 

those undertakings that emerge from what she calls “moments of rupture”—

“contexts of change and uncertainty” (Head 2016, 77) that then prompt generative 

possibilities. Hope here is not an affective site of optimism but a working- 

through of grief, a way to “bear” our anxieties about biodiversity loss (see Wein-

trobe 2013). But to do so, as Head maintains, “in the mode of child- bearing . . . 

holding, articulating, bearing witness and rendering visible” (32).

 The failure of the tower at Fairnorth Farm is a hope- practice not because it 

seeks to fix a problem or performs metaphorically only to secure nonhuman 

assent of use, nor is it a hope- practice because it will be monitored and tended 

to as the materials begin to deteriorate. The Fairnorth Farm tower is a hope- 

practice because of the other conservation practices that the Boothbys have sur-

rounded it with that prompt possibility and opening—a way to bear witness to 

the decline of the chimney swift while recognizing that its otherness and capac-

ity for agency are supported by many other nodes in a rhetorical—and literal—

ecology. Rather than seeking to reveal nonhuman presence to render the present 

eternal, in Hinchliffe’s (2008) terms, the Fairnorth Farm tower instead makes 

peace with the ambivalence of swift presence. Making peace with, in Berlant’s 

(2011) words, the possibility of the “change that’s not going to come” (2) allows 

for a letting go and allowing for the distance between swift and human. A com-

bination of the tower with other conservation initiatives allows for attendant 

uncertainty and disappointment. Tower building as a hope- practice might sus-

tain the fantasy of a cure- all object, but when combined with other conservation 

efforts, together these practices offer multiple ways to make space for the poten-

tial of species abundance while allowing for species absence.

 I realize only after researching Fairnorth Farm upon my return home that 

the erection of their chimney swift tower is more than a nod toward individual 

citizen conservation action. The Boothbys are well known in Norfolk County 

for the range of restoration activities they’ve undertaken since purchasing the 

property in 2005. I’m astonished to learn that not only have they supported 

researchers as they’ve radio- monitored their colony of purple martins (Dubinski 
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2019), but they have an extensive list of restoration activities documented by a 

range of local conservation authorities: the Carolinian Canada, Long Point 

Basin Land Trust, Otter Valley Naturalists, Ontario Power Generation, Nor-

folk Stewardship Council, and the Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Asso-

ciation. Partnering with a range of these organizations, in sixteen years the 

Boothbys have removed 3.5 tons of garbage on their property, planted a prairie 

grass buffer between a ravine and stream on their property to address erosion, 

created a dug- out wetland habitat now inhabited by a variety of reptile and 

amphibian species, expanded eight acres of their woodlot with ten thousand 

plantings of native tree species, closed a drainage pipe on their property while 

maintaining amphibian habitat, created a forty- by- one- hundred- foot road-

side buffer along one of their fields by planting native trees and growing a 

pollinator corridor of native plants, created a prairie demonstration garden, 

installed two dozen nesting boxes for Eastern bluebirds and tree swallows, 

and installed a snake nesting structure that is currently being used by Eastern 

hog- nosed snakes (another threatened SARA species) (Bishop 2018; Carolinian 

Canada 2012). The Fairnorth Farm tower is not built for a public gaze and thus 

elides possibilities for monumentalizing or memorializing. Instead, its presence 

produces metonymic association: with the martin houses, with the prairie dem-

onstration garden, with new wetlands, with snake nests, with a range of nonhu-

man others.

 In other words, the failure of the Fairnorth Farm tower does not stand alone 

as an isolated yes- no proposition for nonhumans on the landscape, a singular 

object of cruel optimism. It is instead, like many other doings on Fairnorth 

Farm, a recognition that any hope- practice risks disappointment and refusal 

among the tasks of building and restoring habitat. The tower does not stand 

alone, isolated from its environment. Instead, it is one among a host of practices 

that recognize that the soil, the climate, the flora, the water work together as a 

proposition with human- built habitats. The Fairnorth Farm tower is just as 

idiosyncratic on the landscape as the Timothy Street Park tower, but as part of 

a larger ecology of bearing witness to failures of conservation action while 

standing among a variety of other hope- practices, it stands as a desiring human 

wish for contact with the nonhuman other while acknowledging that such 

others may have completely other wishes, wishes that might be borne better 

by other practices, whether by promoting insect abundance, water health, or 

native trees. Either way, this tower, set among other everyday care practices, 

stands as an opening proposition to the swifts that allows a range of responses. 
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As a mark on the landscape, it is a kind of witnessing. It also, as a failure, offers 

an opportunity for reflecting on loss—the encounter with the tower holds at 

once both disappointment (they are not here) and potential (they might come 

someday) without resolution.

 In part, what cemented the difference between Fairnorth Farm and Timothy 

Street Park towers so firmly in my mind was a culminating experience of my 

visits to Norfolk County. As I was leaving the Boothby farm, Kathryn suggested 

I drive down the road to a neighboring asparagus farm where, she said, her 

neighbor Ray Lammens had nestling chimney swifts in his barn. Unsure of 

what I had heard—chimney swifts in a barn?—I went from farm to farmhouse 

to farm again, where Ray, the owner of Spearit Farms, generously opened up his 

ancient barn door for me, moving aside a stack of propane tanks blocking a 

raccoon- chewed opening in the door (“Keeps out the cats,” he explained). Up 

the rickety wood steps in the dust and half- light I went with a complete stranger, 

my nose catching the scent of long- gone animals. And there, against the west 

wall of a dilapidated barn, the dim punctuated by streaming sunlight from a 

long since shattered window, was a tiny, crescent- shaped nest of sticks, glued to 

the wall, with four chimney swift nestlings awaiting feeding. Bald and sightless, 

as they heard me approach, they let out a terrible screeching racket, thinking 

that perhaps I was the mama or papa bird come to relieve them of their hunger, 

or a predator ready to do the exact opposite (see fig. 7). As I watched, a swift 

parent flew to the open window and watched me carefully before flying away. 

Ray explained he noticed the swifts five or six years ago, that usually there are a 

few nests, but that this year, there is just one.

 Seeing the baby swifts in an unexpected yet completely expected place, close 

to tobacco sheds and so near the Fairnorth farm that Kathryn Boothby joked 

about hoping her tower would “poach” Ray’s swifts, I was changed by this 

encounter. To experience these endangered birds for myself and watch their 

nestwork, knowing that even had they been common, to see them inside a dark 

human- made tower was already nearly impossible, felt like a small bit of magic. 

To be present to these birds was also to be in a moment of the strange present, 

to know that I was witnessing both what is ceasing to be—a small moment of 

thereness for a disappearing species—and what is in the process of becoming—a 

time when swifts will not return. The loss of swifts was, in that moment, not an 

intellectual one, but a real, lived one. I stayed to talk with Ray for some time and 

received quite an education about the difference between SARA- mandated 
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mitigations and the extraordinary everyday alternative acts of conservation that 

he committed to, which I discuss in the last chapter of this book. When I left 

his generous company, he urged me to take one nest from his small collection of 

swift nests with me, to remember.

Fig. 7 | Chimney swift nestlings on Spearit Farms. Photo: author.
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Queen’s University Chimneys: A Swift Story

Of course, as scholars of hope note, “the conditions that make it possible to hope 

are strictly the same that make it possible to despair” (Marcel 1965, 101), as my 

timing failure to view the Labatt Brewery swifts in the introduction to this 

chapter demonstrates. It is the threatened nature of chimney swifts that makes 

mitigation actions hopeful and possible in the first place, an “indeterminate, not- 

yet- become” (Anderson 2006, 733) state of complete extinction. As Anderson 

notes, and what guides analysis of my final swift chimney site, “Some types  

of hope can also feed back to continue relations that diminish even as we are 

attached to them” (743). The four artificial chimneys on two university buildings 

at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, substantiate such a claim. They are 

complex examples of what happens when we listen to the disappointment 

inherent in hope by allowing nonhuman bodies to story their own demise at the 

hands of humans. They are objects that invite us to think about what now seems 

impossible about the relationships invoked by the term commensality: that in 

living together, we harm none.

 Kingston (originally named Ka’tarohkwi by the Wendat/Huron people) is 

a small city of 140,000 people about a five- hour drive from me, on land with 

a complex history of being “purchased” from the Mississauga people without 

treaty documentation or transfer deed. The most specific descriptor of the 

size of the tract of land ceded is only recoverable in a handful of letters, 

described as “all the lands from Toniata or Onagara River to the River in the 

Bay of Quinté within eight leagues of the bottom of the said Bay, including all 

the Islands, extending from the Lake back as far as a man can travel in a day” 

(Shanahan 2018). Ka’tarohkwi was a traditional meeting place for the people 

of Six Nations; yet as McLeod (2019) documents of the transaction for 

present- day Kingston, “No reserves were set aside for the tribes, and the First 

Nations were eventually squeezed out of their beloved traditional territory.” 

Because there is so little documentation of the transfer, the record of what is 

known as Crawford’s Purchase is one that has been near forgotten and hard 

to recover discursively (Rupnik 2019). It is the nondiscursive nature of the 

same kinds of treaty stories that I’ve encountered closer to home—large 

swaths of land traded for a few goods like cloth and gunpowder—that stays 

with me as I make the long drive to Kingston, forcing me to think of the other 

ways humans collectively tell the story of cultural eclipse through their bodies 

and disappearance. Perhaps it is this thinking that colors my expectations as I 
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arrive at Queen’s University, the site of all four artificial chimneys in the down-

town core of Kingston.

 The four artificial chimneys are on the roofs of two separate buildings on 

Queens’s nearly one hundred campus acres, two chimneys located on the roof of 

Fleming Hall (home of administrative offices, campus security, IT, human 

resources, and marketing and communications), and two on Craine Hall (which 

houses the campus physical plant). The Queen’s chimneys are the only artificial 

chimneys on urban buildings—as opposed to stand- alone towers—of all of the 

coordinates I’ve been given by Bird Studies Canada. I know in advance from 

Chris Grooms, head of the Kingston Field Naturalists’ Chimney Swift Project, 

that like the towers I have already visited, the artificial chimneys at Queen’s are 

unoccupied and have never been used, so I have no qualms about waiting until 

early October to go observe them. When I arrive, Chris greets me on campus to 

act as my guide. I am grateful, as the huge campus and grand limestone and 

brick buildings of varying heights that compete with the smooth lines of new 

glass- encased high- rises makes it quite difficult to spot chimneys—artificial or 

not—among a host of rooflines. I am struck powerfully by both the inaccessi-

bility of the chimneys and the urban nature of the chimney swift for the first 

time, as my main mode of observation becomes craning my neck to the sky and 

trying to decipher one chimney from another. The reminder of swifts’ secretive 

existence—and my own distance from them—has never felt plainer as I strain 

and squint skyward.

 All four of the chimneys built on Queen’s buildings emerged from historic 

sightings of chimney swifts in a variety of campus chimneys since 1928 (Bow-

man 1952). The large populations of swifts were so noteworthy that the univer-

sity was a location of a large- scale swift banding initiative lasting over fifteen 

years and banding anywhere between two hundred and four thousand chimney 

swifts in a given year (Greer 2010). As of a 2012 Ontario Swiftwatch report, only 

one nesting/roosting chimney has been identified as active in Kingston (Bird 

Studies Canada 2012). These statistics suggest just how ambivalent an attun-

ement the Queen’s chimneys urge in humans: at once a site of both mass bird 

bodies and a functioning heating system, they now sit empty on both counts. 

While various campus chimneys have been capped and then uncapped in 

response to preserving swift habitat over the years as the species has declined, 

Chris tells me that this has resulted in only a few swifts nesting on campus in 

any given year—an average decline of 6 percent a year. Despite the fact that all 

four campus chimneys were part of a large research survey that monitored the 
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success of artificial chimneys in Canada (complete with twenty- four- hour video 

cameras wired through ethernet cables), in the five years of the study, no swifts 

were known to nest or roost in them. Now, Chris says, the artificial chimneys 

are falling into disrepair and will likely be removed as the campus responds to 

building maintenance.

 The Crane Hall chimneys are only observable from the fourth-  to sixth- floor 

stairwells from another campus building, but even then they are tiny rectangles 

from afar as I squint to get a good look. Because of campus suicides, Chris 

explains to me, the physical plant has changed all the locks to rooftop access 

routes, and so we cannot get any closer. The Fleming Hall artificial chimneys are 

a bit more observable, in part because at four stories the building is not as tall, 

and in part because Fleming Hall houses a huge original gray Kingston lime-

stone chimney, clear on the roofline, that once was responsible for coal- powering 

not only the Queen’s campus, but much of Kingston’s downtown and hospitals. 

While the large main stack has since been decommissioned, the building con-

tains a large amount of boiler infrastructure in the basement, which steam pow-

ers many nearby campus buildings. It is the slender, rectangular artificial 

chimneys that sit on either side of the large, cylindrical brick stack that contrib-

ute to a comparative sense of scale for swift habitat while showcasing the ten-

sion between visible structure and invisible appeals to swifts (see fig. 8).

 Built in 1904, Fleming Hall burned down in a fire and was rebuilt in 1933. 

From 1933 to 1993, the main chimney in the building was open to roosting and 

nesting swifts, and the chimney was capped in 1993. Based on the advocacy of 

biologists and naturalists, in 2009 the chimney was uncapped, and a few swifts 

began to roost in it the next year (PEARL, n.d.), though they have not regularly 

returned. When the Fleming Hall chimney was uncapped, workers found sixty 

years’ worth—over six feet—of chimney swift guano inside. Researchers work-

ing in paleoecological environmental assessment, usually reserved for sediment 

core sampling of soil and rock, were quick to see the guano deposit inside Flem-

ing Hall chimney as one with a story to tell. Each layer of guano showed a 

chronostratified change—a marking of time based on diet. Grooms was one of 

the researchers on the project, and as he tours me around the bowels of Fleming 

Hall, warm from the boiler still encased in the basement, he shows me the tight 

spaces those researchers working in the basement had to squeeze into to try to 

gain access to the guano in the chimney.

 What the researchers found in the sixty- year evidence of chimney swifts who 

returned, again and again, to this chimney, was not what I would have expected 
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(not that I would be trained to know what to expect from a historic pile of bird 

poop). The story that those droppings contained was a ghost story. It is an 

archive of the historic diet of chimney swifts, a story of insect remains. The 

researchers examined the guano for the remains of insects, pesticides, and car-

bon and nitrogen, and what they found was yet another story. Based on the 

concentrations of pesticides found in the guano and the amount of bug remains 

and beetle remains (beetles being one of the main sources of food for chimney 

swifts), the scientists found a major shift in the diet of the swifts between 1940 

and 1950, from beetles to bugs. The increase of bugs from beetles, as well as DDT 

and DDE measurements in the guano samples, coincided with large- scale 

DDT use in the late 1940s. DDT was known to have a disastrous effect on 

Coleoptera (beetles), yet beetles remain one of the chimney swifts’ primary 

high- calorie- value foods. While acknowledging that habitat loss and environ-

mental stressors no doubt are in part responsible for chimney swifts’ decline, the 

research team concluded that “their population declines are probably a product 

Fig. 8 | Fleming Hall artificial chimneys (left and right). Note original chimney in building’s center.  

Photo: author.
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of the general decrease in relative abundance of Coleoptera from the early 1970s 

to 1992” (Nocera et al. 2012, 5).

 This conclusion runs counter to a COSEWIC (2018) report on chimney 

swift nesting and roosting habitat, which stresses a decline in manufactured 

chimneys as a primary source of swifts’ drop in numbers. Yet this conclusion has 

been supported by other researchers of chimney swifts’ decline, particularly 

those who have inventoried the use of urban chimneys, artificial structures and 

relative populations of swifts. What has been found that runs counter to the 

building of the mitigations I observed is the fact that even suitable chimneys in 

urban areas lack swifts—there is a low occupancy rate (about 25 percent) even 

in the most suitable of original chimney sites (Fitzgerald 2014). Other factors, 

such as prey decline and climate change, seem so much more at issue that it led 

a separate research team to “contend that the effort and expense of construction 

of artificial towers in southern Ontario may be better directed elsewhere” (511). 

In other words, those who study swift decline and artificial chimneys have 

declared the mitigation an epic failure.

 The artificial chimneys and towers I’ve spent time with, I realize, are the 

perfect renditions of Anderson’s claim about hope, that “some types of hope 

can also feed back to continue relations that diminish even as we are attached to 

them (2006, 743). Conservationists and governments are enamored of the arti-

ficial chimney as the hopeful “fix” of species decline, and their monumental 

appearance can often do the feel- good work of attachment to resolution- as- 

species- return. Yet the relation itself—between human and swift—continues 

to diminish. The swifts are gone, if they were ever there. Such a relation suggests 

another kind of hope, one that Berlant frames from the work of Anna Pota-

mianou: “as a stuckness within a relation to futurity that constitutes a problem-

atic defense against the contingencies of the present” (Berlant 2011, 13). This is 

a kind of hope that we cannot bear creatively or hold uncertainty within; 

instead, it is a fantasy, a “set of dissolving assurances” (3) about the change that 

is not going to come.

 The Fleming Hall chimney, thus, is not just a story of chimney swift decline, 

though it clearly offers a powerful reflection on nonhuman withdrawal from 

human infrastructural propositions. In close proximity to the fake chimneys 

built on either side that tell of the swifts’ refusal, the Fleming Hall stack, through 

bird and insect bodies, shows us conditions of both hope and despair. The 

memory of up to four thousand birds returning yearly to this one place with 
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the hope that they will again, filled with centimeter- by- centimeter fecal narra-

tives of the use of human- made poison, sits side by side with empty wooden 

boxes still hooked up to abandoned ethernet cables. Here, at Queen’s, chimney 

swifts have given us an archive of their own demise, of the role of pesticides on 

their bodies and the bodies of their prey. These three chimneys, side by side, are 

less openings to possibility than they are a showcase of the “difficult relations of 

loss and violence,” as Yusoff (2012, 578) puts it. Here we are given an unfathom-

able scale of loss—up to 240,000 birds, millions more beetles, in a span of sixty 

years—seen both visibly (in the guano deposits in the large stack) and invisibly 

(in the absence cultivated by the swifts’ nonreturn to any of the chimneys avail-

able when they used to return en masse).

 Yet as Yusoff reminds us, thinking with such violence—colonial violence per-

petrated by humans with the use of DDT on a range of creatures—might allow 

us possibilities for “more nourishing ties” (580) with the Other. We cannot story 

the decline of the chimney swift as simply a matter of the destruction of historic 

urban buildings or the nebulous remembrance of long- gone old- growth forests. 

We must instead, as the Fleming Hall chimneys tell us, come to terms with the 

fact that humans’ main mode of relating to the swift and its decline has been 

through “invisible ties that bind us to violence as a primary mode of relating” 

(582). Swifts are declining not because they don’t have a place to roost, not 

because of climate change, not because their main food source has been deci-

mated. Chimney swifts—as barn swallows and bobolinks—are declining because 

humans’ main mode of relating to them has been, is, and continues to be, a vio-

lent one. While the Fairnorth Farm towers may show a degree of hope alongside 

other practices, the Fleming Hall chimneys are their Janus- faced counterparts. 

They serve as a powerful reminder of precarity, of cruel optimism, of the once- 

present and now absent, and point to the complexities inherent in the failure of 

trying to make nonhumans visible. As Yusoff contends, a human- focused strug-

gle for nonhuman visibility emerges “as a kind of haunting configured around a 

profoundly human sensibility” (585). In pointing to the possibilities for thinking 

with the violence inherent in such hauntings, Yusoff points again to turning our 

attention to “violence as part of the scene of our relations (so that we might 

work towards it being a less visible part of that relation)” (585). This scene of 

ghost birds is a violent one, but the violence is quiet and invisible and told 

through bones and sediment and isotopes and chemicals, another nondiscursive 

path of being squeezed out of beloved territory.
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Ghost Time: Thinking- With Violence, Thinking- With Hope, 
Turning Otherwise

I close this chapter with a final anecdote about a current chimney known to be 

a large roosting site for nesting swifts that I traveled to, another five hours from 

home, with the hope of seeing the kinds of swifts known to have once roosted 

in Kingston. I chose the site for two reasons: the first, I think, was because a 

site- in- use was a way to help me cope with my own sense of the scale of species 

loss. It was, itself, a site of cruel optimism, a “sustaining inclination to return to 

the scene of fantasy that enables you to expect that this time, nearness to this 

thing will help you or a world to become different in just the right way” (Berlant 

2011, 2). A chimney- in- use by swifts perhaps sustained, for me, this cruelest of 

fantasies. The second was because of the site itself; this particular chimney was 

in a decommissioned nuclear stack on the Chalk River. In part, the site appealed 

to me because I cannot imagine a clearer symbol of the naturecultural tensions 

of the Anthropocene: an abandoned nuclear reactor, left for birds. In part, it also 

appealed to me because this is the only place I have visited in this project that 

also occupies an in- process land claim, the Algonquins of Ontario Settlement 

Area, Ontario’s first “modern- day land treaty” that will assert Algonquin rights 

to twenty- two thousand square miles of their land (Government of Ontario 

2021). Driving the five hours through Algonquin Park to get to Rolphton, 

Ontario, an isolated, now- abandoned “ghost town” that once housed hydroelec-

tric dam and nuclear plant workers before both industries shut down (much like 

the contemporary tobacco industry), I’m thinking a lot about hauntings of peo-

ple and animals, of living with ghosts in towns and in fields, of who counts as 

human now. I realize that my searches for swifts through encountering struc-

tures built for them in many ways have been a rendering of their precarity and 

their absence. Yet my interactions and conversations with the humans who 

have tried to monumentalize them, invoke them, or care for them—Kathryn 

Boothby, Ray Lammens, Chris Grooms—have been nonetheless facilitated by 

swifts. In that way, perhaps, the birds demonstrate a far- reaching rhetorical 

capacity, an agency that extends past their bodies, into their shadows and ghosts 

and stories.

 My thoughts are muddled as I try to account for this particular trip—why 

am I going to an abandoned chimney in the middle of nowhere, to see what 

may or may not be there? Why am I researching a project about death, about 

disappearance? Why do I think it’s important for word- workers to attend to 
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extinction, as Gan et al. (2017) say, to examine “the violence of settler colonialism 

and capitalist expansion [and the ways that they] give rise to the ghosts of bad 

death, death out of time” (G7)? Perhaps I am thinking about death out of time 

and temporal frames of the other- than- human because this is nestwork, too. It 

is what forces me to reconcile the stories that our stories tell—through struc-

tures, through simulacra, through the occupation of land, through the shells of 

sixty- year- old beetle carapaces, through allying myself with new kinds of time 

that move with days and weeks and seasons rather than terminology and defini-

tions and semesters. Through nestwork, our other- than- human relations tell 

their stories, but not always through words, not always the ones we want to hear, 

and they tell them often on their own time. Here on these pages I have been 

persuaded to wait, to listen, and to tell them again, differently.

 When I traveled with my partner to find the Rolphton chimney, we were on 

a quick human clock. Most years, chimney swift counts sponsored by nonprofit 

agencies would have opened up this property for monitoring birds, as it con-

tains a large chimney as part of a deactivated nuclear reactor. The year of a 

pandemic, however, everything was closed down—no counts in a pandemic 

year. Still, perhaps stupidly, I looked at the calendar and looked at the last year’s 

swift counts in the area. May 16: 252 birds. May 22: 1,024 birds. May 30: 734 

birds. June 3: 4 birds. In a span of two weeks of bird time, they disappear, go 

from there to not- there. It was May 29 in the middle of this two- year- long proj-

ect, only a few days before the chance to see hundreds of birds shrunk to the 

chance to see a few. If I missed them, I would have to wait another year.

 Such an urgent press for time in the immediate term in Rolphton came right 

up against the long tail of Anthropocenic time at the smallest scale possible: 

that of splitting an atom. The Rolphton reactor, or Nuclear Power Demon-

stration (NPD), was constructed in 1955 and was Canada’s first nuclear power 

station, tasked with producing radioisotopes—that is to say, uranium—and 

producing heat and electricity (McConnell 2002). Today, the site houses indus-

trial buildings and a decommissioned reactor, the chimney stack of the nuclear 

power plant now being used not to ventilate the buildings but instead to provide 

roosting habitat to thousands of spring migrating chimneys swifts. Underneath 

the chimney stack in a space of “deep geological disposal” (World Nuclear Asso-

ciation 2020) lies the nuclear waste generated in the twenty- five years the plant 

was in operation, handling naturally occurring uranium in the Elliot Lake 

mines, four hours north of the reactor site. These underground radioactive 

isotopes, uranium- 235 and uranium- 238, sit underneath the 150- foot chimney 
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where thousands of swifts are known to gather and have a half- life of between 

704 million and 4.46 billion years (IEER 2012).

 As Michelle Bastian suggests, “this time of extinctions” marks a strange pres-

ent that plays with units of measure of linear time, when “our hours are mud-

dled, our dates disoriented, our counting confused” (2017, 159). My time in 

Rolphton was perhaps my strangest yet—a mad dash off the side of the high-

way as the sun descended in the rainy sky, knowing I had less than five minutes 

after sunset to try to find the chimney; depending on an aerial view of the loca-

tion to guide us (as addresses of nuclear sites are never specifically given); the 

drizzle kicking up thousands of mosquitos at dusk; scrambling down a grass- 

slicked power- line corridor to try to catch a glimpse of a chimney alongside 

dense Ontario bush; the beating of adrenaline- fueled hope and despair if this 

one chance didn’t work out until this time again next year. As I rounded down a 

curve in the path, panting from exertion, I stop when I’m greeted with the sight 

of five hundred birds chittering and careening their way into the round top of a 

tall chimney stack (see fig. 9). As I get closer to the bottom of the stack, which 

is attached to an abandoned trailer but still blinking with aerial antennae, my 

eyes and neck are trained on the black cyclonic mass of swifts circling the chim-

ney. I take frantic notes in the rain, my ink mixing with water on the page. I note 

how the chittering of hundreds of swifts completely blocks out the sound of the 

Chalk River, immediately behind them; how each time the swifts circle the 

chimney, ten to twenty disappear inside; how watching them roost is like watch-

ing the reversal of smoke going inside of a chimney. The entire spectacle, resis-

tant to any good camera angle because of the changing dusk and the movement 

of the birds, takes only thirty- five minutes, and then it is quiet and I am left 

feeling like I have just experienced a dazzling fireworks display but am not quite 

sure I’ve watched the end.

 The Rolphton chimney jumbles up the spaces that are occupied by bird bod-

ies, human bodies, brick columnar bodies, isotopic bodies. It drives home to me, 

once I am left empty by the last of the swifts disappearing into the stack but still 

thinking about radioactive waste deep underneath my feet, that each of the tiny 

black boomerangs I watched head into the stack were not on my time at all but 

on generational time, or, as environmental humanist Michelle Bastian suggests, 

“created year after year, [as] synchronies become a sequence” (2017, 162). These 

birds, who will leave this place in a few days to make the long journey south, 

are adapting as best they can to this strange present, finding the places left, the 

abandoned- by- humans places, the warm places, “seeking out gaps and openings 
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that might remake the rhythms that support their lives” (162). These chimney 

swifts, on their own time and deep in the Algonquin nation, have no use for 

artificial structures, no time for city life, no care for being seen or for commensal 

living with humans. Their curiosity, habitation, withdrawal are joyful practices 

of their own nestwork, not mine. They have turned otherwise.

Fig. 9 | Chimney swifts roosting at the Chalk River Nuclear Reactor chimney. Photo: author.
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 Of course, as Bastian reminds us, it is “easier to negotiate with the time of the 

living, perhaps, than with the time of ghosts” (12). It is easier to reflect on 

swifts’ agencies and capacities when I see them for myself. Yet this is a kind of 

cruel optimism, an attachment to a desire- object growing out of impossible 

conditions. It’s no wonder that those who have grown attached to swifts are 

also attached to the structures that fail to house them—such structures invite 

the promises of a world made whole. Naturecultural entanglements such as 

those represented by the kind of spaces chimney swifts do and don’t inhabit—

artificial chimneys, stand- alone towers, barn walls and decommissioned brick 

stacks—force us to try to reconcile, in our one- hundred- year human- scaled 

time, the irreconcilable: “not only the entanglements of phenomena across 

scales,” as Barad (2017) says, “but the very iterative (re)constituting and sedi-

menting of specific configurations of space, time, and matter, or rather . . . the 

(iterative re)making of scale itself ” (G109). It forces us to reckon with precarity, 

with death out of time, with the quickness of extinction and the slowness of 

radioactive decay. It shifts temporal orientations, reminding us again of Whyte’s 

(2017, 2) indictment of settler colonialism that has forced many Indigenous 

people to live their ancestors’ dystopian future now. The baselines of the Anthro-

pocene—a time to look back on—are rapidly changing.

 To find this strange present between these massively different timescales—a 

four- year bird’s life, or sixty years of birds’ lives, or one hundred years of a 

human’s life, or two hundred years of a derelict building’s life, or billions of years 

of the memory of the earth—is another kind of nestwork altogether. Instead of 

temporal reference points, we are left with monuments, hope- practices, legacies 

of violence, each defining precarity, each with the capacity to turn humans oth-

erwise, to perhaps allow for a letting go that will be much sooner than we’d like. 

Humans are faced with the proposition of the extinction of a species parallel 

with ourselves. Such a proposition shows clearly a particular linear Anthropo-

cenic future predicated on a present yoked to “commitments to modernity, that 

complex of symbolic and material projects for separating ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ ” 

(Gan et al. 2017, G7).

 It is possible, as Whyte (2017) contends, to be a different kind of human  

in the strange present, to model futures from Indigenous paradigms: “Our 

[Indigenous] conservation and restoration projects are not only about whether 

to conserve or let go of certain species. Rather, they are about what relationships 

between humans and certain plants and animals we should focus on in response 

to the challenges we face, given that we have already lost so many plants and 
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animals that matter to our societies” (2). Such futures and projects would 

require humans—most of all, settler humans—to do differently. Instead, we 

accept these premises: We are humans. They are birds. We build chimneys, we 

abandon them. We build precarity. They adapt. They stay with the trouble. We 

are running out of time. Is it possible to allow for these differences, to let the 

Other be as other, as a mode of resistance to or survivance of the modern project 

of the Anthropocene? Can humans listen, attune, and respond better to our 

own curiosity, melancholy, and failure by reconceptualizing our objects of desire 

toward changed and better relationships, a different cluster of promises, different 

practices of hope, different attunement to loss in the present and in the future? 

Perhaps, in time.



It is April in the second spring of the pandemic, and the province has declared another 

stay- at- home order, this time for six weeks. I look at the calendar and see that in six 

weeks, it will be the end of May, a time when many migrating bird species return to 

breed in southern Ontario. While my fieldwork on barn swallows and chimney swifts 

wrapped up the fall before, I am depending on this spring to travel to bobolink habi-

tat: patches of tall- grass prairie, or out- of- the- way hayfields. Each of these possibilities 

is dependent on friendly farmers and generous opportunities to shadow bobolink 

monitors out on spring breeding bird counts. The province, however, is adamant: do 

not leave your residence except to get groceries. With everyone working from home, 

monitoring programs skip years. Chances to meet specialists through naturalist and 

conservation group meetings have ground to a complete halt, though I continue to 

email strangers and talk to them on the phone. My field notebook is filled with poten-

tial leads, crossed off one by one as I hear the same refrain: “We can’t do that this 

year.” Yet looking at the calendar, I know that by late May, bobolink nests will be 

built; maybe they will already have eggs. I see that the earliest fledging date for bobo-

links is June 11; the latest, July 28. If the province lifts the ban, I will have twenty- two 

days to find bobolinks, maybe more if I’m lucky. Although the semester is over, I have 

never felt more stressed for time in my life. Whether I have a chance to look for or find 

them, by August the chance to encounter bobolinks will be lost. The calendar might 

as well be abstract art. I am on bird time.

This chapter is one that builds on the kinds of turning otherwise captured by 

barn swallow structures and human- swift hope- practices to examine another 

small, uncharismatic species at risk, the bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus), and 

the agentic entanglements of time. Rather than engage human- built structures 

as mitigative practices that engage species loss, I turn here to the ways that bird 

bodies themselves act as persuasive time- based arguments on violent human 

practices, mitigated by both solar time and the growing of grass. The massive 

Bobolink | Being on Bird Time

3
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decline in populations of aerial insectivores like the barn swallow and chimney 

swift and grassland birds like the bobolink tell us with their disappearances that 

they are messengers who compress time in the Anthropocene. This has been 

evidenced most clearly so far by my encounters with decades of bird bones at 

Queen’s, and chimney swifts who haunt abandoned nuclear power plants. Being 

in the presence of loss- in- process attunes us to new timescales of decline and 

forces us to reckon with present, past, and future, as I suggested in the last chap-

ter. While increasingly humans are called on to reckon with the ghosts of such 

losses—in part, by building and coming to terms with a variety of mitigative 

failures discussed in this book—too, we are called to consider time and its capac-

ity in new ways as we recognize the ways that Western temporalities are failing 

us. Current notions of linear and unitized time shape human conceptions of 

present and future in the face of extinction, as Randall (2009) suggests, creating 

a dystopic future but a hopeful now. Attuning ourselves to different, demanding, 

nonhuman temporalities—being on bird time—I argue, is one such way that we 

might move away from the arguments of the epochal, time- marking Anthropo-

cene, one way to think ecologically, one way for humans to turn otherwise.

 As Rose et al. suggest in the introduction to Extinction Studies: Stories of 

Time, Death, and Generations (2017), “The ways in which particular species 

make their lives depend on distinctive and often fragile synchronies and pat-

terns, speeds, and slownesses, interwoven temporalities increasingly interrupted 

by the disturbances of a species “out of time,” pursuing short- term profits or 

producing near- immortal products” (9–10). Humans, of course, are the species 

out- of- time here. Rose et al. suggest that we can’t ignore the ways that human 

perceptions of Eurowestern clock or atomic time—what we might call chro-

nos—privilege efficiency, production, and profit. And we also can’t ignore that 

such conception of time rubs up against—disturbs, interrupts, extirpates—

alternate nonhuman temporalities that do not concern themselves with those 

things. Yet as John Durham Peters (2015) points out, chronos (Χρόνος) tradi-

tionally dealt with astronomy and timing of the planets, giving rise to “cyclical 

and linear sky media such as clocks [and] calendars” (167). Peters contrasts chro-

nos with its partner, kairos (καιρός). Taken contemporarily to mean a kind of 

“right timing,” kairos is associated in ancient Greek with probabilistic, rather 

than predictive, variables in the sky: “weather, rain, hail, thunder and lightning, 

temperature, and clouds” (166).

 We might interpret that both common cyclical temporalities (chronos) and 

probabilistic ones (kairos) unite human and nonhuman perceptions of time—the 
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rising of the sun in the sky, for instance. Yet because astronomy became so 

coupled with knowing—documenting patterns, timings, cycles, orientations—

chronos- media associated with scientific prediction and linearity, like calendars 

and clocks, have become the primary Eurowestern way of perceiving time, as a 

way to measure human activity (and its efficiency, production, and profit). There 

is an almost complete separation in Eurowestern notions of clock time with, for 

example, the synchronies and slownesses and fragilities of nonhuman animals, 

ripe with attunement to kairos and embodied temporalities. Such a separation, 

it is easy to suggest, similarly bifurcates knowing from a knowing subject. It is 

not a difficult stretch of the imagination to see the ways that the speed of mod-

ern time—Virilio’s (2007) dromosphere of “Everything! Right! Now! hypercen-

tre of temporal compression” (100)—in every way works against zeitgebers or 

“time givers” (Pittendrigh 1981) of the body clocks so needed differentially by all 

species on earth, such as “light, temperature, eating, and socializing” (Bastian 

2017, 151). Within this push- pull of chronos- kairos, we might ask, as Bastian does, 

“How long does it take to learn how to tell time differently?” (166).

 While I cannot answer Bastian’s question definitively, I can substantiate 

Deborah Bird Rose’s (2012) claim that “embodied time is always a multispecies 

project” (131), and each of these projects tell a particular story—of hope, vio-

lence, and the times we are in. Every species on earth is already forced to con-

tend with human notions of clock time, “managing the timing of encounters, 

meetings, tasks and activities,  .  .  . seen through the wide array of calendars, 

schedules, timetables, and so on, that arise from social institutions, logistical 

systems, personal life, and communications systems” (Bastian 2012, 24). Yet as 

Bastian eloquently counters, despite humans’ slavish attunement to clock time, 

“far from being able to coordinate our actions with the significant changes our 

world is currently undergoing, we are increasingly out of synch” (24). This is a 

strange present. Clock time, and its attendant inclinations to humanism and 

efficiency, has been responsible for a speeding- up of environmental degradation 

with every cleared forest or belch of industrial machinery. Yet human response 

has been too slow. Bastian suggests that linear clock time “only affords certain 

relations, while obscuring others,” existing “as a powerful social tool for produc-

ing, managing, and/or undermining various understandings of who or what is 

in relation with other things or beings” (25). It is also worth acknowledging that 

human time has not always meant the same thing to every human—its value 

and human belief in its control varies across cultures (see Levine 1997). Yet 

Bastian, among others, argues for other ways of time telling that perhaps do less 
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damage than clock time, a time that often totalizes toward, as Rose (2006) says, 

a “will- to- destruction” (77). Alternate times offer possibilities of constructing 

middles between chronos- kairos, suggesting opportunities for different kinds of 

knowing subjects, in Braidotti’s (2019) terms.

 Bastian (2012) forwards the possibility of “turtle clocks” (42), noting that 

human attunement to leatherback turtles, in particular, “tell[s] us about the 

unstable time of an active Earth” while “tell[ing of ] the frustratingly slow time 

of human efforts to respond to recognized environmental threats” (44). In tell-

ing of the turtle clock, which is dependent on both fishing activity and govern-

ment policy, Bastian offers that it “tracks the changes in turtle populations 

alongside the lack of change in human shrimping techniques, enabl[ing] us to 

maintain an awareness of the intermeshing relations of turtles, governments, 

conservationists, and shrimpers. In doing so, it foregrounds the inherent diffi-

culties of coordination in a complex multispecies world, rather than hiding such 

work under the cover of a “universal” time” (44–45). Alternative models of time, 

like the turtle clock, point to a way of understanding rhetorical ecologies in a 

way that is attuned to complex times that push against the chronos- kairos ten-

sion while involving nonhuman agency, human- based policy, and environmental 

activity. Like the turtle clock, an attunement to bird time, I argue, is another way 

that we might tell time differently in the service of turning otherwise.

Other Times: Indigenous Knowledge, Pheno, and Turning  
Toward What Shines

To enable thinking about time differently today requires an attunement to alter-

nate temporal models, which are and have been abundant, by both human and 

nonhuman standards. While dominant thinking about temporality has been 

steeped in Eurowesten philosophies, scholars in feminist science studies, anthro-

pology, Indigenous studies, queer studies, disabilities studies, biology, and botany 

offer up possibilities that extend beyond clock time, many of which I detail here. 

Deborah Bird Rose attends to alternate temporal models by her call for “multi-

species knots of ethical time,” noting that ecofeminists such as Ariel Salleh argue 

that “complex time concepts are necessary to understanding ecological processes” 

(2012, 128). This complexity has always been available and possible; as Peters 

suggests, human conceptions of time might look very different if they had 

been led by the different attunements of metallurgists, musicians, or mariners 
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(2015, 168)—or, I might add, the Anishinaabe, Māori, or Eastern Cree, or turtles, 

salmon, or birds. Attunements to other times are attunements to other rhetorical 

ecologies: the paces by which life unfolds.

 As Julia Kristeva suggests in “Women’s Time” (Kristeva et al. 1981, 71), the 

nature of clock time is one that comes with its own particular masculinist logics, 

a progression of linear order that suggests one kind of time and thus excludes 

others (like cyclical or monumental time). Temporalities that exist outside of 

these linear, productive, and progress- based logics, in which time, as a commod-

ity, equals productivity or reproductivity, also tend to marginalize embodied 

alternatives, made abundant by feminist, queer, and disability studies scholars.

 Notions of “queer time” resist heteronormative reproductive and family- 

based timelines by forwarding their own “logics of location, movement, and 

identification” (Halberstam 2005, 1). As Freeman (2010) suggests, queerness 

itself emerges out of “a set of possibilities produced out of temporal and histori-

cal difference” (35), and such difference emerges out of the constant reminder of 

“do[ing] too much of the wrong thing at the wrong time” (Kafer 2013, 35). Simi-

larly, disability studies scholars push against normative notions of time, suggest-

ing its forward momentum depends on embracing notions of “crip time” 

(Samuels 2017). “Crip time,” according to Ellen Samuels, can lag and defy narra-

tives of progress and also change direction, locating a subject in “wormhole[s] of 

backward and forward acceleration” as the recalcitrant young body acts like that 

of an elderly one, or a full- grown adult is treated like a child (Samuels, 2017). As 

Kafer (2013) elaborates in a joining of queer and crip time, such embodied tem-

poralities recognize time “not just expanded but exploded; it requires reimagin-

ing our notions of what can and should happen in time, or recognizing how 

expectations of “how long things take” are based on very particular minds and 

bodies” (27). Feminist, queer, and disability studies scholars together offer up 

alternatives to clock time by basing them in disruptive embodied, physical phe-

nomenon and focusing on the generative disturbance such phenomenon offer to 

social and cultural norms. Such embodied time speaks clearly to multispecies 

sensibilities and resists, to an extent, the logic of clock time. It also reinforces 

Judith Butler’s (1993) observations of the problematics of clock time. She says, 

“The notion of temporality ought not to be considered as simple succession of 

distinct ‘moments,’ all of which are equally distant from one another. Such a 

spatialized mapping of time substitutes a certain mathematical model for the 

kind of duration which resists such spatializing metaphors” (244). Butler notes 

that Eurowestern philosophers such as Heidegger and Bergson, in trying to 
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undertake such mapping, do so primarily in terms of these spatial metaphors. 

This is borne out in the work of feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz (2004), 

who tracks Eurowestern philosophers Darwin, Nietzsche, and Bergson and 

their philosophies of time. Grosz notes that “philosophy, like other forms  

of knowledge, directs its focus to the movement of time, to duration, only 

extremely rarely and often under the influence of either scientific- mathematical 

or phenomenological- experiential models” (5). If we accept Grosz’s argument, 

then, we are left with temporal models that either, as Butler suggests, divide 

time up into mathematical chunks on clocks and calendars and timesheets—

what Reid, Sieber, and Blackned (2020, 2337) call the logic of widely accepted 

“spatio- temporal ontologies”—or models that divide time up by bodily experi-

ence and phenomenon (as queer and disability studies might have it).

 Grosz also notes that when philosophy turns its attention to duration—the 

passing and movement of time—it tends “to spatialize and visualize temporal 

movement in terms of the transformation of objects or subjects” (7). We might 

imagine such transformation in terms of decay and glitch or fertility and aging, 

often situated at the object/subject line. Such representations of time are also 

well documented by, for example, contemporary theory in mapping and geo-

graphical information systems in which material objects are perceived to have 

some kind of “temporal fixity” (Reid, Sieber, and Blackned 2020, 2349)—the 

idea of a mountain as an object fixed in time, or “endurant” is a common example 

that tends to stand in opposition to “perdurant,” or processual and event- based 

objects that “unfold” over time (2337). Whether philosophically or geospatially, 

however, often the study of time via transmutation of objects is bound by its 

presentist focus and its bifurcated subject/object, human/nonhuman differen-

tiation. Such a focus, emerging out of the privileging of Euclidian geometry and 

Newtonian physics and their attendant emphasis on observation in the moment, 

according to Reid, Sieber, and Blackned, thus “ignores nuances about the past 

and future  .  .  . [and] might explain why time is de- emphasized in geospatial 

ontologies and why temporality is often reduced to change” (2349–50).

 Scholars who study time both philosophically and geospatially have arrived 

at the conclusion that this presentist, change- based focus of current spatiotem-

poralities and their attendant linear logics faces real challenges. A mountain, 

after all, is both fixed/endurant and also a process and event/perdurant: it 

erodes and/or may erupt. A mountain, as in the case of Mount Taranaki in New 

Zealand, may also be a person (Roy 2017). Still, philosophers and geographers 

alike acknowledge that conceptions of bodies and space are far easier to define 
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and understand than conceptions of time and temporality (Reid, Sieber, and 

Blackned 2020, 2338). A potential middle way has long been forwarded by 

Indigenous spatio- temporalities, which not only reject notions of linear time 

but represent temporality neither entirely mathematically nor entirely phenom-

enologically but relationally. Such attuned time, largely ignored by Eurowestern 

philosophies of temporality, is nonetheless aligned with its contemporary call, 

as articulated by Grosz (2004): “We will not be able to understand its [time’s] 

experiential nature unless we link subjectivity and the body more directly to 

temporal immersion, to the coexistence of life with other forms of life, and of 

life with things, that is, until we consider time as an ontological element” (5). 

What Grosz calls for is a breaking with the traditions of the subject- object and 

human- nonhuman divisions when considering time ontologically. Yet these tra-

ditions have already been broken, as scholars in Indigenous studies, linguistics, 

biology, environmental science, and cognitive science that I discuss here note. In 

part, such oversight might be a product of Eurowestern philosophies of time 

also being, as Mark Rifkind (2017) suggests, settler time. Settler time forces us all 

to conform to colonial measures of a particular clock—unitized measures, a 

capitalist orientation, anachronistic thinking of Indigenous people, and a willful 

ignorance of longstanding Indigenous opposition to these frames. Rifkind 

argues for what he terms temporal sovereignty (179), which examines the force, 

trajectory, and harm of settler timescale and periodization on Indigenous peo-

ple and imagines an Indigenous, sovereign futurity that honors Indigenous 

temporalities. His work is echoed by that of Juno Salazar Parreñas’s work  

in Decolonizing Extinction (2018), who notes that the temporalities involved in 

extinction stories are fourfold: over “seconds and microseconds,” “years and 

decades,” the “longue durée” of human history telling “that entails a consider-

ation of multiple centuries of trade, mobility, and colonialism,” and “epochal 

time of thousands and millions of years” (8). Thus, to understand both infra-

structures and rhetorical capacities that undergird human and nonhuman rela-

tions in periods of species decline, as Parreñas notes, “a single timescale alone is 

insufficient” (8).

 Part of a move toward temporal sovereignty and embracing multiple time-

scales, I would argue, is offering up alternatives to spatio- temporal ontologies 

that honor Indigenous timeframes as alternatives to those called for by contem-

porary Eurowestern philosophy: not to engage in “taking” this knowledge out of 

context or from Indigenous peoples but as a reminder and an appeal to the ethi-

cal component of Rose’s call for “multispecies knots of ethical time.” To consider 
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a temporal scale beyond the mathematical- experiential, human- nonhuman, 

subject- object, animal- thing binaries requires an attunement beyond clock or 

body, beyond the linear past- present- future that marks consideration of the 

Anthropocene as a geological epoch. In part, I make such an argument in service 

of acknowledging what unequal impacts such a time- based designation has on 

earthly peoples in both the Global North and South—a stark reflection of 

Whyte’s (2017) reminder that, for many Indigenous people now across the 

globe, a dystopic and apocalyptic future has already come to pass. To this end, 

scholars such as Rangi Matamura (2021) point to Indigenous ways of decoloniz-

ing time, toward polychronic temporal systems that privilege “seasonal cycles, 

environmental relationships and traditions” (65) as one potential deviation from 

settler time. Arguably, such deviation is one that nonhuman bodies are already 

closely attuned to.

 Matamura situates local and specific tribal Māori traditions of combining 

environmental, ecological, and celestial phenomenon to define both time and 

season, acknowledging the creation of an “environmental calendar” (69). Such a 

calendar is perhaps best exemplified by the interrelationships between Māori 

planting of sweet potato (kūmara) with the appearance of long- tailed and shin-

ing cuckoos, and its harvest with both the birds’ departure and the appearance 

of the constellation Vega in the morning sky (70). Such notions of time are 

neither cyclical nor linear, as each element in the temporal consideration—star, 

bird, plant, person—exists on its own time, which changes from season to sea-

son, year to year. As Reid and Sieber (2016) point out, these layered notions of 

time are complex because of their interwoven nature; none of the activities of 

emergence of Māori time, for example, act independently. Reid and Sieber point 

not only to the interweavings of temporalities to acknowledge the value of 

Indigenous conceptualizations of time, but also to the interruptions such con-

ceptions make to contemporary Eurowestern ideas of linear, nonagential time: 

for the Eastern Cree, time is seen as a cycle and the relationship between past, 

present, and future triangulated; for the Māori, such temporality appears as a 

double spiral (249). Reid and Sieber note that for the Cree Nation of Wemindji, 

the past is seen to be living in the present. They complement this disruption of 

linear time with the Runa of Ecuador, for whom the future is similarly alive and 

exerting agency (250; see also Kohn 2013). They point to the ways that time 

intervals for some Indigenous people such as the Amondawa of the Amazon 

(who do not have equivalent terms for time and year as does English) are “not 

based on countable units but based upon the interplay between ecological facts 
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in the natural environment and social structures” (250; see also Sinha et al. 2011). 

These conceptions of time sit in the speculative middle, neither entirely math-

ematical nor entirely phenomenological.

 Such interplay, or a relational concept of time, is what interested me as I 

began the process of trying to “find” an endangered bird that I could not recog-

nize on a landscape I was unfamiliar with, trying to create relational partnerships 

with those who most know the land—primarily private property owners—and 

to do so on a compressed timescale that had migratory bird bodies and growing 

grass as its primary clocks. Of course, I wouldn’t be the first to tune in to what 

European scholars of astronomy and botany have called “phenology”—“the 

study of natural phenomena in relation to climate and plant and animal life 

cycles’ events” (Reid, Sieber and Blackned 2020, 2352; see also Demarée and 

Rutishauser 2011). However, neither strain of Eurowestern phenology, one 

climate- oriented and one plant- oriented, do justice to the complex interweav-

ing of environmental time cycles represented by what Trevor Lantz and Nancy 

Turner (2003) call “Traditional Phenological Knowledge,” or TPK. Thus, TPK 

differs considerably from the Eurowestern coinage of phenology. Lantz and 

Turner note that “TPK encompasses all knowledge of biological seasonality, 

including the observation of life cycle changes in specific plant or animal species 

to indicate the timing of the onset of growth stages in other species, linguistic 

references to phenological events, traditional conceptions of time as they relate 

to seasonal change, and spiritual beliefs about cause- and- effect relationships of 

seasonal change” (265). Lantz and Turner acknowledge that environmental 

indicators have long been symbolic of time, and that such phenological knowl-

edge is widely accepted today in a variety of places (perhaps the most common 

for readers might be The Farmers’ Almanac). However, Lantz and Turner pro-

vide more than a sense of overlapping environmental indicators in their close 

analysis of Indigenous British Columbia peoples in their example of the rela-

tionship between the Swainson’s Thrush (Catharus ustulatus) and the ripening 

of salmonberries.

 For the Haida, Squamish, Nuu- chah- nulth, Haisla, Oweekeno, Straits Salish, 

Tlingit, and Ditidaht people, the singing of the Swainson’s Thrush is thought to 

bring on the ripening of salmonberries (266). In the Ditidaht, Haida, Oweek-

eno, and Squamish languages, the name of the Swainson’s Thrush directly dis-

cursively corresponds to this relationship: in all four languages, the thrush is 

known as the “salmonberry bird” (268). While contemporary botany and zool-

ogy might time the arrival of the thrush with the ripening of the salmonberry, 
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the correlation is more than scientific phenology or ethnobotany. Instead, in 

this one example, we see overlapping ways of being- in- the world that give rise to 

a vibrant, moving ecology not beholden to one clock or one object lesson but to 

many (as Matamura [2021] would say, a polychronic temporality): a hungry 

people knowing when to collect fruit, a birdsong that ripens berries, a linguistic 

connection between the overlapping life and seasonal cycles of bird, plant, and 

human.

 Too, these times are embedded in nonhuman “people” and their relationship 

with humans, storied through bird- human narratives in which the salmonberry 

bird interacts with Raven to sing each color of the berry into being so that they 

may eat (Turner and Bhattacharyya 2016, 737). As Turner and Bhattacharyya 

note, these stories also dictate human protocol (in which the relationship 

between Raven and salmonberry bird is a telltale “bungling host” [737] story) 

and lessons about human- nonhuman interaction and kinship. In the case of the 

wsánec Straits Salish people, the name of the salmonberry bird’s song not only 

mimics its call (“wewelewelewelewe´s”), but it is this sound that calls the 

berries into ripening, color by color:

nenelk´ xelik´ . . . (“the little black / dark red–headed ones”)

nenelPkik´ . . . (“the little light- headed ones”)

nenelc/emik´ . . . (“the little red/ruby- headed ones”)

nenelPwik´ . . . (“the little blond/golden- headed ones”)

wewelewelewelewe´s! . . . (“Ripen, ripen, ripen, ripen!”) (736)

The salmonberry bird example, to return to Grosz, represents time as an onto-

logical element, a way of being in the world for bird, berry, and human that 

captures the relation between plant, animal, human, sound, ecosystem, climate, 

and ripening in which each part cannot be separated from the whole; where 

mind, body, and ecology unite. The salmonberry bird sits beyond Western sim-

plicities of a turtle clock.

 Similarly, in “Why We Fish: Decolonizing Salmon Rhetorics,” Cutcha Ris-

ling Baldy (2021), reflecting on the way the Hupa people live with the salmon of 

northwest California, notes that these human- nonhuman relationships are 

complex, “generative, and iterative” (171). Beyond simple naming of genus or spe-

cies classification, life cycles of salmon are tied to story, season, and other ani-

mals through the Hupa language. As Baldy documents, “Aside from denoting 

xulo:q’e’ [silverside salmon] as the “first part of the spring run of king salmon,” 
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their word for mockingbird or nightingale, ło:q’- chwo, is specifically tied to the 

story of “Salmon’s Grandmother” and explains how this yellow- breasted bird 

comes up the river in May with the first spring run of king salmon, which also 

marks a difference between the spring and fall runs” (172). In connecting the 

story of Salmon’s Grandmother with the Hupa words for salmon and mocking-

bird, Baldy is commenting on the implicit relationship between the yellow- 

breasted chat (Icteria virens), the ripening of the madrone berry (which bears a 

likeness to salmon eggs) on which it feeds, and the seasonal genetic change from 

fall to spring in Chinook salmon (Baldy 2021; see also Steinberg et al. 2000). 

Like the wsánec example of the Swainson’s Thrush, the migratory return of 

the yellow- breasted chat suggests a dependent polychronism of bird with the 

ripening of madrone berries, a genetic change in spring run salmon, and a time 

to fish. All of these happen all at once, as signals to be heeded and attended to 

in relation with the Hupa.

 As Vanessa Watts, Mohawk and Anishinaabe scholar of Indigenous studies 

coins, the ontologies shown here by the examples of the wsánec and Hupa may 

be known as “place- thought”: “the premise that land is alive and thinking and 

that humans and non- humans derive agency through the extensions of these 

thoughts” (2013, 21). This is not a simple ecological calendar or singular body 

clock but a way of paying attention, of capacious agency distributed in multispe-

cies knots. The berries and the salmon, in the case of the wsánec Straits Salish 

and the Hupa, are each on bird time.

 Joseph Pitawanakwat (2022), a plant- based educator, similarly comments on 

the role that Anishinaabemowin bird names reflect bird movement, timing, 

nesting strategies, weather, and ecological function. In part, such complex rela-

tion that allows place- thought is built into the language, in which bird names 

can contain conglomerates of actions, places, and shifting conditions. Pitawa-

nakwat offers a range of examples that speak to the ways that place- thought is 

embedded into Anishinaabemowin names: the winter wren (anaamisagada-

weshiinh), whose name translates to “underneath the floor” because the bird 

nests in trees that have tipped over; the common nighthawk (piyyaask), named 

after the time of one hears its call (dusk); the white- throated sparrow (kakiwa-

shikikishiki macitonishi) or “weather bird,” the length of whose song is associated 

with rain; the vulture (wiinaange), or “ugly bird,” with a preverb in the name that 

implies change, as in the vulture’s function of changing carrion, something ugly, 

into something else (Pitawanakwat 2022).

 It is this turn toward thinking about time differently, indebted to Indigenous 

peoples and place- thought, and positioned against settler time, that I wish to 
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posit as an alternative to the chronos- kairos tension that opened this discussion, 

and which I argue applies to the kinds of current mitigation measures currently 

proposed for conservation of the bobolink. Instead of chronos (measurable time) 

or kairos (opportune time), here I propose a consideration of pheno (from the 

Greek phaino, “to appear”; “to show”; “to shine”). Rather than either a moment 

that is either countable or right, pheno speaks to the moment as it appears, as it 

shines—to paraphrase Rose (2017), perhaps as it shimmers. It speaks to an 

attuned holding open to the whens of time that cannot be scheduled or broken 

into comprehensible units and linear trajectories but are beholden to what 

appears at what place- thoughts and when.

 Such a view of time is one that moves against what John Muckelbauer (2016) 

suggests are rhetoric’s “implicit paradigms” resting on Aristotelian time mea-

sures of chronos and kairos. Instead, pheno is resonant with Muckelbauer’s call 

for an ecological rhetorical model in which persuasion happens between and 

among humans and nonhumans, a heliotropic vision of a new material rhetoric 

that situates persuasion as a turning toward what appears (as in plants toward 

the sun), what shows itself in what time, what shines. Pheno also captures in 

itself the waiting to appear that characterizes so much of environmental and 

ecological time—for a leaf to unfurl, for water to wear down rock, for an egg to 

hatch—that is telltale of the natural world. It speaks to the inopportune time. It 

helps capture—more than kairos or chronos—the struggle in conservation 

action that characterizes, as Yusoff (2012, 579) suggests, “understandings of 

presence and making present those that are dead or soon to be dead.” It is a turn 

toward pheno that I suggest being on bird time and doing nestwork gives us, an 

alliostrophic turning otherwise toward that which shimmers that positions human 

attention, and our perceptions of time, differently. Pheno allows for timescales 

that are based on what captures the eye; what is beautiful, what happens in an 

ephemeral moment. Before I make that case, I turn first to a discussion of the 

bobolink and its rhetorical ecology, the ways that SARA has forwarded a mono-

chronic framework for this threatened species, and how key human attune-

ments to pheno may work to widen bird- person persuasion.

Bobolinks, Clock Time, and Rhetorical Ecologies

Like barn swallows and chimney swifts, bobolinks (a threatened species in Can-

ada) live, on average, between four and five years. A migratory bird that travels 

one of the longest routes on record, from North America to Argentina—twelve 
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thousand miles round trip—they are also a species of special concern in the 

United States. Unlike their aerial insectivore counterparts, the bobolink is a 

grassland bird, a passerine that might easily pass for a common blackbird (and 

thus has a nickname of “skunk blackbird,” or in Anishinaabemowin waab- 

signaak, or “white blackbird” because of the male bird’s white back and black 

undersides). Yet, the bobolink is a bird that is known to have twin lives, the first 

as a North American spring migrator with a sweet song who feeds primarily on 

bugs and weed seeds, and the second as a fall- arriving South American “rice 

bird” or “butter bird,” who feeds almost primarily on rice as the bobolink makes 

its way to warmer climates. The second life is one that has long caused tension 

between humans and birds as the bobolink eats cash seed crops—as one natu-

ralist recounts, “I can recall visiting millet farms in Oxford County, Ontario, in 

the late 1950s, and seeing farm hands with sawed- off shotguns firing into vast, 

swirling flocks of thousands of southward- bound bobolinks attracted by the 

field of millet grown for the pet shop industry” (MacKay 2005). The fattened 

fall bobolink is still known as the “butter bird” in Jamaica and some southern 

US states, as it has been historically hunted as a game bird and eaten as a deli-

cacy as it passes through its migratory flight.

 Yet because of the almost total decimation of tall- grass prairie (over 99 percent 

[NWF (National Wildlife Foundation) 2001]), the bobolink faces a threatened 

status primarily because of a decline in habitat and the destruction of nests and 

nestlings due to agricultural cutting, as well as pesticide use, habitat fragmenta-

tion, livestock overgrazing, and climate change (COSEWIC 2010; McCracken 

et al. 2013). Given the bobolink’s preference for nesting in now- decimated tall- 

grass prairie, they have settled on surrogate habitat in the form of agricultural 

fields, a commensality predicated on human colonization through agricultural 

shifts and migrant labor. Unlike the barn swallow that a passerby might still be 

able to see in the eaves of a human- built house or barn, or the chimney swift 

whose telltale swoops down an evening stack might clue an urbanite into its pres-

ence, the bobolink exclusively settles in agricultural areas that are surrounded not 

by forests or human development, but by other agricultural areas (USDA 2010). 

In other words, “most of the suitable habitat for grassland birds is held in private 

ownership” (2). What this means for humans interested in the bobolink and its 

conservation is that farmers and private landowners are the primary points of 

contact and experts on the birds. Yet, they also face scrutiny because of the threat 

farming choices and machinery have on bobolinks.

 The bobolink prefers to nest in forage crops—plants grown primarily for 

livestock to graze on—made up of at least three kinds of grass or broadleaved 
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plant, such as timothy, clover, Kentucky bluegrass, fescue, and of course, hay. As 

more and more farmers turn their cash crops into monocultured soy, corn, and 

wheat, or alfalfa (a crop that bobolinks don’t care for), habitat for the birds con-

tinues to decline. At the same time, forage crops—hay in particular—present 

their own challenge as a mitigator between bird and farmer. Because of increased 

pesticide and fertilizer use and changes in climate, hay cutting is not only car-

ried out two weeks earlier than it was in the 1950s, but often farmers are able to 

get two or even three cuttings of hay in one season. While a hay growing season 

is between thirty- five to forty- two days, a bobolink nesting cycle is fifty- two, 

inclusive of ten days needed for fledglings to avoid harvesting machinery 

(USDA 2010, 5). While the difference sounds small, modern farming practices 

wipe out 94 percent of any given generation of bobolinks in a traditional har-

vesting season (Bollinger et al. 1990, 148; see also Fromberger 2020). This leads 

many conservationists to conclude that “there is an inherent conflict between 

agricultural management and grassland bird conservation” (USDA 2010, 2).

 Certainly, there is a good reason for this interpretation of the relationship 

between bobolink and farmer. Bobolinks are as choosy about their habitat as 

chimney swifts: not only do they not care to nest in alfalfa, but they avoid heav-

ily grazed areas and prefer grass of a certain height (from nine to twenty inches 

from the start of the breeding season to the end). Within those parameters, 

they avoid fields with either too many litter layers of grass, a too- high forb1- to- 

grass ratio or too many patches of bare ground, or too many woody shrubs and 

saplings (McCracken et al. 2013, 20). They are particular about the size of their 

habitat grounds: smaller than about twenty- five acres, the birds aren’t really 

interested. They also prefer the centers of fields to the margins. In other words, 

although surrogate habitat of farm fields sounds like a generous descriptor of 

bobolink habitat, in fact the birds are much more particular, preferring only 

hayfields and grasslands of a certain size that have been regularly maintained—

that is, cut or burned—in order to keep out plant litter and growth of dense 

and woody brush (23). Like Robin Kimmerer’s (2013) observations of sweet-

grass or Anna Tsing’s (2015) accounts of matsutake mushrooms, bobolinks 

thrive in areas of farmed disturbance, not simple fields that are left fallow for 

years on end.

 One of the most useful human mitigations for the bobolink is a time- based 

one. It times the cycle of bird and hay, mandating an early first hay cut in order 

to allow a sixty- five- day gap before the second cut (in order to allow “14 days for 

regrowth, 42 days for a nesting cycle, and 9 days” for nestlings to learn how to fly 

[Strong and Perlut, n.d.]). Yet these mitigations are problematic for farmers. 
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The longer a farmer waits to harvest forage crops, the lower the protein qual-

ity of those crops. A delay in haying represents a significant decrease in the 

quality, and thus market value of those crops for feeding livestock also drops 

(USDA 2010, 4). This issue of time and timing with market mandates pres-

ents a fundamental quandary in timing: between segmenting time periods 

with human capital in mind (chronos), and acknowledging the phasal and pro-

cessual paces that both bird and hay need to grow (pheno). This conflict was 

well represented by initial reactions of farmers to COSEWIC’s recommenda-

tions to delay haying by popular press articles such as “Farmers Grapple with 

Balancing Agriculture and Protecting the Bobolink” (Riley 2012) in which one 

farmer queried, “Do people want to eat or not? .  .  . That’s what it is coming 

down to. They’re legislating farming right out of existence.” Yet such coverage 

of the issue was not one that pitted farmers against birds but, rather, captured 

tensions between private landowners, government bodies, the Species at Risk 

Act, and time itself.

 Thus, it might come as no surprise that when bobolinks’ protection provi-

sions of SARA were under consideration by the Ontario Endangered Species 

Act in 2011, farmers were given a three- year exemption from the policy in order 

to give them time to determine best management practices that might work for 

both the bobolink and their own livelihoods. This exemption was extended ten 

more years in 2015 by a government response statement (Government of 

Ontario). These extensions of time to implement the guidelines of SARA pro-

vincially take precedence over official SARA protections established for the 

bobolink in 2017. These time delays, alongside varied incentive programs for a 

variety of mitigations for the birds, have seemed to quell much of the initial 

unrest and outrage that characterized private landowners’ first responses to the 

bobolink being listed as threatened in 2010. Yet it bears an ironic [time]stamp 

nonetheless: an argument about delaying haying, an adjustment of as little as 1.5 

weeks in most cases, has resulted in a ten- year extension of acting on bobolink 

conservation. Unlike the building of a human- made structure to capture argu-

ments about species loss for barn swallows and chimney swifts, in the case of 

the bobolink it is clock time through SARA and other government policy—

chronos—that exerts the most agency in human- nonhuman persuasion. Yet the 

cases that you will read about below, while influenced by the bobolink being 

listed on SARA, are inclusive of decisions that as of this moment, have very 

little to do with SARA—at least until 2025. In this strange present, it is pheno 
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that rules decision- making about the bobolink in the cases I next present, an 

opportunity to be on bird time.

 The interruption of pheno into a discursive act of policy that tries to mandate 

bird, hay, and human behavior is an intervention into the kinds of present 

absences that are proffered by surrogate- grassland- as- hayfield habitat for a disap-

pearing bird, and a central tenet in thinking about turning otherwise in rhetorical 

ecologies. Time as pheno—following what appears, noticing what shines—in 

many ways is what now enlivens any conservation effort, whether in building and 

monitoring an artificial structure for disappearing populations of animals or 

attuning oneself to the loss of human- nonhuman relations. Allowing for poly-

chronic time, pheno, bird time, means thinking about 1.5 weeks as also 1.6 inches 

of hay growth as also 30 percent decline in protein content as also learning to fly. 

Attunements to bird time situate humans and nonhumans differently in rela-

tion to one another in ways that help us understand the persuasive capacity of 

lives lived in tandem; to, as Rose (2006) suggests, allow for the potentialities of 

a “future complexity of life,” or what she eloquently asserts is “our potential gift 

to the future” (77). Perhaps the potential of pheno lies in turning human atten-

tion toward small repairs in nonhuman relations that are still possible. Such 

action may help attune us to Parreñas’s (2018) four kinds of time at once in the 

service of greater ecological care; however, as the next three cases show, such 

persuasions are still bound by settler time.

The Hay Delay at Century Farm: When a Hundred Years  
Yields to Birds

Unlike sighting barn swallow structures at the side of the road or being given 

GPS coordinates for artificial chimneys by Birds Canada, when it came to “find-

ing” bobolinks, I was at first on my own, and certainly at a loss. As the epigraph 

to this chapter notes, it seemed like no matter what conservation body I called 

or who I spoke to, monitoring programs were delayed and volunteering slowed 

to a standstill. Thus, it was only serendipitously as I was gathering materials for 

the research- creation project discussed in the conclusion of this book that I was 

put in touch with David Gascoigne, former president of a regional field natural-

ist’s association, by a query to a local bird supply shop about barn swallow nest-

ing cups. Not only did David supply those nesting cups, but he worked as a kind 
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of birdy sponsor in the cases of both Century Farm and Sprucehaven. When I 

spoke to David about my interests in the bobolink, he knew exactly whom to talk 

to and where to go. “My friend Diane has bobolinks on her farm,” he said to me. 

“I’m sure she would be fine if we visited.”

 It was in this way I found myself finally free of lockdown restrictions and 

driving the fifty minutes halfway to Hamilton, Ontario, near Flamborough and 

a few miles from the Valens Lake Conservation Area, in the heart of Treaty 3 

territory. Traditional territory of the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation, 

the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, and the Huron- Wendat Nation, I learn that 

this land is covered with a historic trail system developed by these nations that 

have since been turned into major transportation thoroughfares, and their sacred 

lakes now home to dams and golf country clubs (Tidridge 2019). To me, it looks 

like the middle of nowhere—at least four maze- like turns off the nearest high-

way separated by miles, farmhouse after field after barn as far as the eye can see. 

I follow David’s car, and when we finally pull off onto a long dirt driveway and 

come to a stop, it is with some surprise that I am hailed by Diane, the farm’s 

owner, as my daughter’s mother. I am momentarily, again, as confused as barn 

swallows encountering a structure or swifts a fake chimney. I have only lived in 

my city of residence a few years, and at this point I haven’t seen anyone new for 

at least a year. As luck would have it, Diane Hood, Century Farm owner, is also 

Diane, a neighbor from down the street where I live who walks faithfully past 

my house weekly and whom my daughter regularly chats up in my driveway. I 

am strangely in two places at once to be recognized as a person in this utterly 

strange landscape.

 I explain my project to Diane and thank her for letting me observe her hay-

fields, then follow David on the gridlike path through calf- high hay spotted 

with bright yellow dandelions. As we walk, he points out tree swallows that zip 

across the fields and gives names to little brown birds I know I won’t be able to 

remember. Then, flying low over a field in middle distance, he points out a black 

and white bird whose song is one that I’ve never heard—the first bobolink I’ve 

ever seen. Its song is nothing like the melodic descriptions that I’ve been reading 

about; later I hear the bobolink called the “R2D2 bird,” and it is this moniker 

that most clearly captures the robotic beep- boop- plink of the male bird’s call. Yet 

once I hear it, I can’t not hear it; the field is now covered with bobolinks, most 

of which I cannot see, but that I hear everywhere. Pretty soon I am seeing bobo-

links on the power lines over the driveway, on tall trees bordering field property 

lines, zig- zagging across fields, landing in small brushy scrub near the footpath, 
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disappearing into grass, yellow heads mistaken for dandelions. They are never in 

one place for long, and there are so many. Seeing these bobolinks is enough to 

trick me, for a moment, into thinking they are abundant. Yet as Diane later tells 

me, she gets two to three calls a week from birder associations asking if, indeed, 

she does have bobolinks. This is uncommon abundance, a species presence that 

also stands in for the process of being lost.

 I learn that Diane has bobolinks on ninety- seven- acre Century Farm pri-

marily because she requests that the farmer who cuts her hay wait until the 

second week of July to do so and began making this request soon after she 

bought the farm from her father in 2002. She notes that this, along with her 

resistance to pesticide spraying, is an unpopular choice and gives me the history 

of Century Farm in a way that suggests that this tension between property 

owner and farmer has been one worth sustaining—certainly for the bobolinks 

involved. Century Farm gets its name because it has been in the Hood family for 

one hundred years, since 1892, when it was bought by Diane’s great- grandfather 

Peter, then passed on to his son Stanley, then passed on to Stanley’s son (and 

Diane’s father), Kenneth, before finally being taken on by Diane, the second 

oldest of seven children. Yet the farm itself is on “hardscrabble” land, prone to 

drought and full of bedrock, resistant to only but the hardiest of choices. Cen-

tury Farm used to have pigs, cattle, and chickens, but as Diane acknowledges, as 

her own father aged and the farming grew no easier, farm fields were converted 

into pastureland, eventually to hay alone. A moniker that hearkens to the span 

of one human life, it is time that has changed Century Farm into a small oasis 

for bobolinks among factory farms and estate severance lots with huge houses 

on them. And it is the past that shapes Diane’s decision to keep it that way.

 When I talk with Diane and her sister, Doreen, who owns a farm a few miles 

away and takes care of Century Farm when Diane is in the city, I ask what first 

interested Diane in the plight of bobolinks. She says that they have been on the 

farm as long as she can remember, though comments that, as far as she knows, 

there are only bobolinks on about three farms in the area now. She recalls that 

their song was one that has always stuck in her head as a bringer of the warm 

weather of spring. As Diane speaks, her sister interrupts to tell the story of 

Diane catching pneumonia as a baby, and being put in an incubator before doc-

tors knew to cover babies’ eyes. As a result, Diane had deeply reduced vision that 

was only realized around the age of ten. As Doreen tells it, Diane was the child 

who was always attuned to birdsong when her sisters and brothers were oblivi-

ous. She says she thinks that is why Diane has paid such attention to all the 
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birds on the farm, and bobolinks in particular because their song is so very 

unique. Diane says she supposes that could be true but that she also remembers 

reading a pamphlet after taking a veterinary course on pigs about the decline of 

bobolinks due to the cutting of hay. Reflecting on Century Farm, she decided to 

implement a delayed haying to help keep the bobolinks on her property, realizing 

that they—and hands- off hayfields—were something special. The sisters’ stories 

complement each other, family lore blending with conservation discourse, a 

double- time in trying to remember both moments and seasons and decades with 

what has brought us here now, listening to bobolinks overhead.

 Because Diane keeps the family farm but has enjoyed a career in the city, she 

is technically more landowner than farmer. As a result, she gives the hay on her 

fields away to the farmer who cuts it—as she says of requesting a delay in haying, 

“If I’m giving hay away, I can wait a couple of weeks.” When I ask how long she 

waits to cut the hay, expecting to hear the oft- cited date of July 15 in conservation 

literature, she surprises me with her answer. She says instead that she has learned 

over time by the bobolinks’ song that when it fades to nothing in the fields, it is 

safe to cut hay. “One day they’re there, the next they’re gone,” she says. Their song 

is how they show themselves, and it is this song, too, that persuades Diane into 

timing the cut of hay. I realize that the July 15 date that I’ve seen echoed in so 

many places is supported by the biology of bird bodies, days carefully counted 

from observations of birds nesting, mating, laying eggs, incubating, hatching, 

feeding, fledging. But it is also a date very much in accordance with settler time—

a “dominant periodization scheme,” as Rifkind (2017, 179) might say, that eclipses 

so many other possible ways of seeing, of listening, of turning.

 As we wind down our conversation, talk turns to the future of Century 

Farm. Because Diane doesn’t have children, she wonders what to do with the 

farm—her many nieces and nephews, starting careers and families in nearby 

cities, have little interest in farming life, nor could they afford to take on the 

costs of burgeoning land prices in the area. Of course, she could sell it outright, 

she muses, but the thought of watching Century Farm become another factory 

farm or developer’s dream is not one that she relishes. Besides, she offers, nei-

ther of those choices would do much in the way of helping the refuge for bobo-

links that she’s created. “As my father used to say,” she discloses, “you can make 

more money. But you can’t make more land.”

 Diane’s reflection on the end of a farming generation resonates with the 

ways that birds themselves measure time with their bodies, time that is cap-

tured only so much in the conservation literature or dates on the calendar. At 
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Century Farm, the bird’s success is clear: Diane notes that she has heard them 

on the farm all of her life. Yet that success has clearly come at the price of a prof-

itable, working farm, one that faces an uncertain future. To choose to be on bird 

time and not to conform to the pressures of market capitalism is to resist settler 

time in a way that is not recognized nor supported by the times we are in—it is 

an unfamiliar frame of reference. “I wonder what will happen to this farm,” 

Diane says. “Who will take care of it after I’m gone?” I can tell that this is the 

question that sticks to our conversation and leaves it on a wistful note—it is not 

just the farm’s fate that is precarious, it is also the bobolinks. We have no answer. 

Instead, as we close our conversation, she remarks confidently on what she has 

learned from Century Farm over time: “You have to enjoy these beautiful things 

for as long as you can.” Our attention turns to ephemera over durée or epoch.

 There is much in my experience with the bobolinks of Century Farm that 

resonates with pheno. I had anticipated in advance of my visit to Century Farm 

a cut- and- dried explanation of hay delaying with, perhaps, some representation 

of the agricultural- conservation conflict, as represented by pamphlets by the 

USDA. Yet what I instead received, in part experiencing the present abundance 

of bobolinks on Century Farm and in part reflecting on their cohabitation with 

generations of the Hood family, was an echo of bird time: a conversation in late 

spring in the fleeting moments of a short breeding season, a lesson in birdsong, 

a worry about bird and human futurity. It is neither calendar- based nor only 

experiential phenomenon that guides decision- making about haying at Century 

Farm. It is, instead, an ontological noticing that has emerged over human life-

times—decisions to move from farm to pasture, from one generation to another, 

from an agrarian to a city- based life. The decision to delay haying on Century 

Farm is a decision made not by the clock but by the shimmer of the persuasion 

of birdsong, its presence and its absence, and the privilege of settlement. Like 

the salmonberry bird, it is the bobolink’s song itself that predicts when the hay 

should be cut on Century Farm, combined with a landowner who listens and 

acts as a hope- practice, who honors her own attunements to the nonhumans 

that she has grown up with, and in so doing, has grown to love.

 Such attunements to pheno, to what appears and shows itself, are bound by 

both a generational past and an unknown future. To delay haying in one season 

is also to situate that season in relation to all that have come before and all that 

will come after, beholden to the generational time of birds (whose nesting 

refuges have gotten smaller and smaller over the years), hay (which requires 

reseeding and thus human management to flourish), and damaging agricultural 
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practices over time. The past of Century Farm is bound by one hundred years, 

four generations of settler humans and hundreds of generations of Indigenous 

ones, and at least twenty- five documented generations of birds. Its present 

seems to be holding at bay the pressures of the Anthropocene, acre by acre, bird 

by bird. Its future will be beholden, too, to what shows itself, not on the clock 

but in place- thought: a continued decline in bird numbers, the absence of bird-

song confusing the time to harvest and making it harder to listen, the silence of 

a landscape, the loss of a family farm on top of the hundreds of drawn- out 

losses of land unfairly ceded to settlers. As I sit on a boulder at Century Farm 

and listen to what I now recognize as bobolinks overhead, a few weeks given to 

delay haying seems like so much more. It blends into the long spring of a pan-

demic, the haste of trying to find a vanishing bird on a strange landscape, the 

brief and small life of a bird soon to fly six thousand miles. It seems like the time 

that it will take to enjoy beautiful things for as long as I can.

When Bird Time Is Also Dog Time: Late- Cut Refuges  
on Handy Dog Farm

What sticks with me in leaving Century Farm is the privilege it has in suspend-

ing haying decisions no matter the cost; this is not the case for most working 

farms, who have to balance needs of livestock, hay prices, and keeping farms run-

ning smoothly on a day- to- day basis. Agriculture is on seasonal time, but it is 

also dictated by pressures of market capitalism and thus beholden to settler 

timetables, as its histories of labor cement. Such is the case of Handy Dog Farm, 

147 acres of hayfields owned by Victoria and John Lamont in St. Agatha, Ontario, 

a fifteen- minute drive west from the heart of the city and only a five- minute drive 

away from the barn swallow structures at Ladyslipper Drive, where subdivisions 

slowly creep into farmland. Located on the Haldimand Tract and settled on land 

“sold” by Thayendanegea to Amish and Mennonites in the late 1700s, St. Agatha 

is still primarily farmland and still farmed by large Mennonite families. It’s com-

mon to see horses and buggies on the township roads that crisscross the area; the 

land is both arable and suitable for pasture.

 Thus, it is quite a surprise to find myself in the lushness of hip- high hay  

in early June alongside Victoria, who is, of all things, one of my colleagues in 

the English Department who also happens to breed border collies—hence the 

“Handy Dog” moniker of the farm’s name, which is an homage to working 
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sheepdogs. While I had once in the past been to Victoria’s farm to watch sheep-

dog trials, I had not otherwise put together that the farm itself might have been 

home to other creatures until Victoria had commented about bobolinks on 

social media. Following up with her, I learned that she had begun to see bobo-

links on her hayfields and was trying to figure out a way to keep them safe while 

still meeting the mandates of her farm, set out by both a nearby farmer who 

harvests half of her hay for his own organic beef and lamb, and she and her 

partner John, who harvest the other half for their sheep. The other forty- seven 

acres of the farm are wetland, woodlot, and grazing pastureland. They bought 

the farm in 2007, and Victoria tells me that originally, most of the fields in 

production were alfalfa. When I ask her why she converted to hay, a less profit-

able crop than alfalfa, she replies, “for the sheep.” And why sheep? I inquire. 

“For the dogs,” she says, and I realize for the first time that Handy Dog Farm 

emerges out of not only responsivity to market but also responsivity to the 

hay- sheep- dog relation. But not only that, which is of course why I am sitting 

quietly in a hayfield.

 When I ask about bobolinks, Victoria tells me that she first started noticing 

them a few years ago flying over her fields, and a close friend helped her iden-

tify them. This year, however, she says that it seems like there are more in her 

fields than ever before, though she admits that she doesn’t know if it’s the lush, 

dense hay in the fields this season or the attunement of a pandemic that has 

created birding as a worldwide phenomenon (Glotzer 2021). Whichever the 

reason, Victoria says, it is the movement of the bobolinks in the fields that has 

her attention: not only the males flitting about and jostling for mates, the way 

I had seen them at Century Farm, but the females doing nestwork among the 

flights of males in the dense grass. The females, which I get to see for the first 

time, are nondescript, robin- sized dun- colored birds, with a short, peeping 

song. Victoria tells me to watch not only where the females land in the grass 

from their posts on the tree- lined field border but where they hop to from 

there, as they often land near their nests but make their way over to them in 

short bursts to throw predators off the track. I squint at the birds in the dis-

tance, the now- familiar “R2D2” sound easily recognizable, counting out five 

females and at least a dozen males. Yet it is nearly impossible to figure out 

where they are landing in a sea of yard- high grass. Are they fifty feet away? One 

hundred? I settle on watching a general area and try to note the amount of 

activity in nearby spots, giving an imprecise finger- point as to where I’ve seen 

some disappear into the dense grass.
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 Victoria has been watching bobolinks in her hayfields for weeks, trying to 

suss out where their nests are, in a race against the two- week “best cutting” win-

dow of late June. She knows that if they cut hay now, these nestlings will not 

survive. She tells me she has been hoping for rain, because farmers won’t cut wet 

hay, as it increases the likelihood of mold. If we get three sunny days in a row, it 

is likely neither the nearby farmer who leases half the fields nor her partner John 

will wait to cut hay. Which is, in part, why I am here. Given that Handy Dog 

Farm must keep these fields in production, Victoria has settled on trying to 

create late- cut refuges in her fields. Because bobolinks tend to nest in the center 

of hayfields, it is possible to cut hay around the periphery of fields for the first 

cut, letting the birds fledge young before harvesting the middle of the field dur-

ing the second cut in late August.

 The “late- cut refuge” is one grassland bird protection recommended by con-

servationists (USDA 2010, 4), especially for farmers or private landowners who 

may have more productive land than they need to harvest, or better and poorer 

growing hay on different parts of their property. While Victoria doesn’t fall 

into either of these categories and thus has had to lobby both her partner and 

their neighboring farmer to allow late- cut refuges on the fields, she is nonethe-

less adamant. We sit in the field with four- foot fluorescent orange plastic spikes. 

After an hour of watching where we think the birds are congregating, we place 

the spikes in a line in the middle of the field, one that Victoria will later wind 

caution tape around and tell both farmers to leave a wide berth of uncut hay 

around the bright yellow stripe on the landscape. My jeans grow damp at the 

top of my boots from the morning- wet grass as I see what we are doing as its 

own kind of hope- practice. This is a nestwork unlike any I have yet undertaken 

for this project, activity seamlessly blending in with metonymy: I observe, I lis-

ten, I walk, I hold tape and stakes, I reflect, I write. I see no nests, but there is 

nestwork going on all the same.

 To turn to pheno on Handy Dog Farm is to allow for observation and hope 

to sit at the heart of relational time, and to let energy and motion—the building 

and tending to of an unseen nest, the time it takes for nestlings to fledge—be 

the guide of what practices to embrace, and when to act. Helping Victoria create 

space for a late- cut refuge was in part an act of being persuaded by the motion 

of bird bodies—neither she nor I had seen nests (they are often extremely dif-

ficult to find because of the denseness of the hay) but were following the guid-

ance of bobolink bodies in motion to help create small patches of protection. 

This right time was not the same time as last year, nor will it be the same next 
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year. Truthfully, neither of us could stop the cutting of the hay, driven by a two- 

week window and the pressures farmers face to earn a living on its sale—we are 

in this case, like so many others, beholden to settler time. But there is still some-

thing unique happening here, a turning differently in the face of cohabitation 

with nonhuman others. Bobolinks on Handy Dog Farm now contribute to its 

relational ecology—from hay- sheep- sheepdog to bobolink- hay- sheep- sheepdog, 

a recognition of the tangle of multispecies knots. There is room to be persuaded 

by what appears, room to change violent farming practices ever so slightly for the 

plight of an endangered species, room to engage hope as a practice.

 There is also room here to reflect on temporality in a “late- cut” refuge for 

birds, as late takes on a relative meaning among birds, grass, farmer, sheep, and 

dog. It may be too late for the farmer’s ideal product, but it is just in time for 

bobolinks to fledge, and probably good enough for most of the sheep. Perhaps 

“late” gets new symbolic meaning when we adjust from chronos to pheno. Instead 

of late meaning “too late for an economic good,” it is instead a reminder of the 

slownesses of environmental synchrony that can allow for the relational success 

of grass, bird, and human to emerge. Perhaps late suggests a kind of time- based 

reciprocity that allows for all to flourish, acknowledging that, in this case, pre-

carity is the ultimate guiding force. As Yusoff (2012, 584) notes, such an approach 

reconfigures what Serres (1995 [1990]) calls the “natural contract,” part of which 

includes learning with nonhuman others. Rather than dominion over the natu-

ral world, Serres stresses a contract that privileges “admiring attention, reci-

procity, contemplation, and respect” (38). Yusoff (2012) clarifies that “This 

learning with can also be part of learning to pay attention to different kinds of 

violence and danger that are uncovered through practice and being attentive to 

the impact and interference of our own practices on the lives of other subjects. 

It can be a way of testing and experimenting with relations, firming them up or 

letting them go, while being alert to the performative function of bringing the 

contractual into being through iterative acts” (585).

 It is this acknowledgment of the violence of contemporary farming prac-

tices in the midst of still needing to engage in them that has shaped practices 

on Handy Dog Farm. This late- cut refuge is a material act that showcases the 

tension between capitalism and species precarity. It is not, yet, needing to con-

tend with the bureaucracies of government bodies in implementing SARA as 

they work out how to negotiate with farmers about the birds they share land 

with. Instead, this is a material argument showcasing rhetorical capacity that 

depends far more on the coemergence of relations. It is an opening to seeing 
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what is possible when one chooses to live in reciprocity, attuning oneself to 

what shows itself in (bird) time (or what one needs to squint to see)—and asks 

whether, in time, such action will allow for a firming up or a letting go.

 As I leave Handy Dog Farm, I ask Victoria what she would like to see hap-

pen to it in the future. She says if it was totally up to her, she would take the 

fields out of production and reseed them with native plants. But since it isn’t, 

she says that she hopes to experiment in the future with different kinds of hay 

that have different, later cutting seasons. In the meantime, she will continue to 

stake off areas of refuge from now on and believes that many farmers would be 

willing to do what she has done. “It’s not much,” she says, “but it’s better than 

nothing.” I think about what it means to approach growing grass in terms of 

birds, and sheep, and dogs, rather than only dates on a calendar. And I think 

again about Rose’s (2006) assertion that to live is to participate “in three lives: 

the given, the lived and the bequeathed” (74). Rose says that to fight against 

man- made death is to honor the third kind of life—the life that we bequeath to 

others (74). Thinking about the border collies on Handy Dog Farm, I muse on 

the title of Rose’s essay: “What If the Angel of History Were a Dog?” Perhaps 

the angel of history is the dog- sheep- grass- bird relation instead. I am in the 

middle of writing this chapter, trying to contend with all of the field notes I’ve 

collected about bobolinks in the compressed time I now have until a book dead-

line, when I get an email from Victoria. “I’m happy to report that there are bob-

olinks in the refuges we left,” she writes. “Saw some fledglings this morning.”

Sprucehaven: An Offset Futurity

Three miles away from Handy Dog Farm lies the 119 acres of Sprucehaven, 

marked off Highway 12 by a huge red barn replete with a white smiley face high 

up on the gambrel roof. It is in this barn where I first meet David Gascoigne, 

who walks me around Sprucehaven and shows me the large colony of barn swal-

lows living in the barn, checks the bluebird houses that span the northern prop-

erty line, and points out the plywood squares in the eastern woodlot indicative 

of the salamander monitoring program going on there. As we walk, he names 

each area of Sprucehaven: the huge pond near the farmhouse, the New Forest, 

the newly created wetland Swale, and what I’ve come to see, fifty- eight- acres of 

a big grassland field that I will watch throughout the late spring and early sum-

mer turn from gold to green. David is a steward of Sprucehaven, monitoring the 
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goings- on of many of the critters there, as part of his work with the regional 

field naturalist’s association and also his longstanding friendship with Spruce-

haven’s owners, David Westfall and Sandy and Jamie Hill.

 I have come to Sprucehaven quite by accident—in service of trying to find 

nesting cups for barn swallows, which Sprucehaven has a few of in their barn as 

part of their participation in a government study that was seeking whether or 

not barn swallows used them in “natural” surroundings (Heagy et al. 2014). 

While I came to Sprucehaven for their nesting cups, I am enchanted by the rest 

of what I see during the tour: not only newly arrived barn swallows but tree 

swallows, bluebirds, vesper sparrows, savannah sparrows, eastern meadowlarks, 

moths, butterflies, salamanders. On the day of my first visit to Sprucehaven, we 

see a snapping turtle—David excitedly tells me it’s the first—at the Swale, a 

newly made wetland just to the east of the farmhouse that used to be not much 

more than a dirt pit, from what I gather, but, thanks to partnering with Ducks 

Unlimited, is now beginning to host its first wetland creatures.

 Still, it is the grassland that I am most interested in, rolling hills bordered by 

farm roads, a neighboring alfalfa field, and a huge cell phone tower. The field was 

taken out of alfalfa production only a few years ago; in 2018 it was replanted 

with native grasses and plants. I get the planting list from David Westfall; what 

has looked to me to be a sea of grass and weeds is instead sixty- six different 

native plants, among which are Canada blue joint, wild rye, Canada anemone, 

fox sedge, sand dropseed, blazing star, beard- tongue, wild bergamot, six kinds of 

milkweed. It is a field created for grassland birds, and it waits for them.

 I learn this from sitting down with the owners of Sprucehaven, which over 

time has become a meeting point for all kinds of local nature enthusiasts, from 

educators, to scientists, to young naturalists (Lammers- Helps 2016). David 

(Dave) Westfall and Sandy Hill, brother and sister, together took over running 

Sprucehaven from their parents, who bought the property in 1977. Then, it was 

a working alfalfa farm on which stood a small farmhouse and pond, with a shel-

terbelt of spruce trees acting as a wind break on the property line, giving the 

farm its name. When Dave and Sandy took the property on in their own 

retirement, they did so as a family project, building a new house large enough 

for both families, enlarging the pond and installing oxygenating plants, plant-

ing over three thousand trees with the help of the local conservation authority 

and creating a wildlife corridor through the center of the farm—as well as put-

ting up scores of bird and bat houses, and leaving the barn doors open for barn 

swallow nesting season. Much like the Boothbys of Fairnorth Farm, it is clear 
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that both Dave and Sandy are passionate about this land, about the changes 

they’ve made to it over time, and about the relationships that they have formed 

with dozens of members of the community by letting others share in it.

 When I ask about the newly planted grassland, they relay a story of partner-

ing with the regional naturalist’s association, of which their friendship with 

David Gascoigne was a key part in having them think about stewardship  

in new ways. While they had looked to lend stewardship over a few acres— 

perhaps one or two that could sponsor native plants—it wasn’t until a devel-

oper had spotted an eastern meadowlark on a golf course five miles away that 

the owners of Sprucehaven were contacted about potentially providing an off-

set to that 108- acre development. The development touted itself as one that 

would provide the suburbs of Ladyslipper Drive with a “future employment/

industrial campus” known as the West Side Employment Lands (Dillon Con-

sulting 2021). The golf course was razed to make way for this development, but 

as part of a mitigative measure on SARA, was required to supply as much 

habitat for the eastern meadowlark as it was destroying. One of the main miti-

gations to such habitat destruction is in the creation of “offsets,” land proffered 

in substitution for critical habitat being destroyed by development (much like 

the barn swallow structure stands in for a barn). The eastern meadowlark and 

the bobolink, both threatened grassland birds, have identical mitigation mea-

sures. Even though no bobolinks were sighted on the golf course, the creation 

of any grassland habitat would have about the same chance of attracting them 

as meadowlarks. Thus, the required forty- three- acre offset for the development 

was established at Sprucehaven, in the form of a newly planted field of native 

plants and grasses taken out of alfalfa production.

 Of course, just as a barn swallow structure is not a barn, or an artificial chim-

ney is not a chimney, a newly planted offset field is not an established grassland 

nor a conventional hayfield. As I learn from talking to conservation biologists, it 

takes bobolinks, on average, three years to establish themselves in a field and 

another five to breed, or eight years total to measure their established “success” 

in any one area. Yet bobolink monitoring programs on restored habitat them-

selves cap at five years, not long enough to measure one way or another whether 

bobolinks will successfully inhabit an environment. This is a complicated rhe-

torical ecology, dominated by money and time on behalf of the nonhuman body. 

It first relies on the metaphorical idea of equal substitution—that one site of 

grass is equal to another five miles away. It also assumes that in such a trade, 

land can be bought and sold on a human schedule. For developers, this is the 
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time it takes to break down buildings and country clubs, rezone land to com-

mercial uses, get city permits, and build more buildings. For conservation biolo-

gists and government programming, this is not even enough time for birds to 

scout and decide to settle: five calendar years.

 If one might learn anything from nestwork, it is how wrong these assump-

tions are, how choosy small aerial nonhuman beings are about where they might 

live, fly to, find one another, raise and fledge young. Development offsets are 

merely a way of doing business by the capital clock, of ticking a conservation 

box in order to be able to move forward in time. They do not take into account 

the preferences of birds, how long it takes grass to grow, the generational time of 

seeking out familiar landscapes of those who have come before you. One might 

frame them as a stopgap measure, but even that is incorrect. They are not get-

ting us from here to there; they are simply removing the burden of conservation 

and placing it elsewhere.

 And those elsewheres have their own stories, as private landowners like Dave 

and Sandy suggest. Although they were happy to take the oddly shaped and 

topographically difficult acreage out of production, their farmer neighbor was 

not, thinking it both a waste of land and a messy endeavor. Besides, they assert 

when we talk together about the offset field itself, “the timing was absolutely 

wrong.” They talk about the time that fields take to grow, and the fact that the 

golf course was destroyed long before any of the seeds could even take root in 

their field. In the meantime—the time we are in now—they say, the birds five 

miles away had nowhere to go. “In a couple years, the field will be fabulous,” 

Sandy intimates. The spaces and nows of an offset are not quite lining up, not 

quite place- thought—they bump up against the wrong scale, against settler 

time, over and over. They suggest seconds at the expense of years, years at the 

cost of considerations of trade and human history. The wrong time, the wrong 

place in trying to persuade nonhuman others. Yet with us in this strange pres-

ent, in which we are surrounded by a field of grass that has yet to host any bobo-

links—or eastern meadowlarks, for that matter—is the overhang of the future, 

a time when birds will come if we can wait long enough. At Sprucehaven, it is 

pheno strung out over an indefinite period, plant- animal- ecology cycles out of 

tune despite the persuasive potential such flora might have in calling birds to 

attendance, to settlement. And I can’t help but think that the choices made about 

Sprucehaven are also those that come from thinking about invisible and unknow-

able futures; it was upon retirement from work that the Westfalls and Hills 

were able to make many of the changes that the farm has seen in recent years. 
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Dave talks not only about the grassland field but about the trees they have 

planted, in part to combat the loss of many of the property’s ash trees due to the 

emerald ash- borer beetle. “We’re not going to be around another forty years,” 

Dave says.

 During our conversation, there is this hint of things done now for an unknown 

later, a recognition of the finitude of human life and also of ongoing nonhuman 

generations. Sprucehaven’s owners recognize that many of these plans for the 

future they may not see out to an imagined fruition, but they also have seen 

the ways that Sprucehaven’s naturalizing activities have invested the community 

around them. As we talk, they reel off lists of names of folks—from scientists, to 

beekeepers, to monitors of their Motus radio telemetry tower to track migratory 

birds, to citizen bat watchers, to creators of moth and butterfly atlases—all of 

whom they have gotten to know because of their choices to both renaturalize the 

landscape and to open their property up to others rather than to revel in its pri-

vacy. When they talk about the land, they agree that Sprucehaven has brought 

people together in ways that that they never could have imagined, and those are 

all predicated on the nonhuman others that occupy Sprucehaven with the West-

falls and Hills. Their collective choices are hope- practices predicated on an imag-

ined better future, even if they may not be around to see it. “We pay it forward,” 

Dave says.

 Throughout the spring and early summer, when I am visiting Century and 

Handy Dog farms and experiencing the thrill of seeing bobolinks for the first 

time, then recognizing their sounds as they form indelible imprints in my mind, 

I think about the grassland field at Sprucehaven. I wonder if it will have any 

success, and when it might come, whether SARA species will be compelled by 

the arguments of the little bluestem, the yarrow, the fox sedge, the boneset.

 I think about the costs of paying things forward, where that must locate you 

in the here and now and relative to the past, and who has the resources to make 

that debit. It is the middle of June when I get an email from David Gascoigne, 

who monitors the goings- on at Sprucehaven multiple days a week. “I am sure 

you will be pleased to know,” he writes, “we saw our first Bobolink at Spruce-

haven last week. We always thought that Eastern Meadowlarks would arrive 

before Bobolinks but that has turned out not to be the case.” While I know now 

that the presence of one bobolink does not mean a negation of its absence, nor 

does it mean that the offset has been successful, the flyby is a whisper of a prom-

ised future, a glimmer of pheno, of bird and field coemerging. To think about the 
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plight of the bobolink in the context of a conservation offset is also to think of 

that single bird as one with, as Rose (2006) suggests, “a multispecies history— 

it came into being through its own forebears and through others. Each individ-

ual is both itself in the present, and the history of its forebears and mutualists” 

(136). The one bobolink at Sprucehaven is now past, present, and future—

starting the clock anew, a reset of perhaps eight more years of well- managed 

grasslands to see the first nests emerge—on bird time.

Limits to Turning Otherwise: Settler Time

The cases of Century Farm, Handy Dog Farm, and Sprucehaven all suggest 

alternative temporal orientations to clock time: the embodied and generational 

time of Century Farm, the relational dog- bird time of Handy Dog Farm, the 

reciprocal time of Sprucehaven. As Mark Rifkind (2017) suggests, “being tem-

porally oriented suggests that one’s experiences, sensations, and possibilities for 

action are shaped by the existing inclinations, itineraries, and networks in which 

one is immersed, turning toward some things and away from others” (2). Such 

attunement suggests “ways of inhabiting time that shape how the past moves 

toward the present and future” (2). In illustrating the different ways that humans 

attune themselves differently to time through their being- with bobolinks (or 

their absences) and drawing on the concept of pheno to offer up a different kind 

of temporal orientation, I hope to have complicated rhetorical- ecological mod-

els that situate kairos as a primary circulating force in considering nonhuman 

agencies and their places of persuasion. In so doing, it is my aim to open up 

conversations about affective and imaginative potentials such a reframing might 

offer to rhetorical ecologies.

 Yet as the framing to this chapter suggests, and the three cases of bobolinks 

I’ve discussed bear out, the stories of these sites also tell us something else. Even 

those most attuned to different temporal orientations are limited by the logos of 

market capitalism, the legacies of settler colonialism and private land owner-

ship, and the privileges of whiteness. Each of the farm cases represented here is 

a settler story, and the decisions made in each case point to the links between 

conservation action and privilege: in the case of Century Farm and Spruce-

haven, the privilege of retirement and the space and time to make choices that 

do not impact one’s economic livelihood; in the case of Handy Dog Farm, the 
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privilege to negotiate farming practices on private land. These cases all depend 

on the privatization of land and the specter of land- as- future- capital, whether 

in imagining land passed on to another human generation, dog- eared for more 

human development, or “gifted” in perpetuity through conservancy. Settler time 

stops bird time in its tracks.

 Even as those who are closest to precarious nonhuman others help us see the 

possibilities in different temporal orientations—listening for birdsong, watch-

ing motion in fields of hay, waiting for grass to grow—they are still bound up in 

a system that simultaneously stymies such possibility. While those who live in 

proximity to precarious species are those best positioned to listen closely to 

them (and to teach us all how to do better ourselves), it is hard to say definitively 

if the listening is created by that proximity or by the leisure time and space to 

pay attention. Such attention is cultivated, then, not only by attunement but 

also by the free market, by land as capital as opposed to relation, and by a belief 

of entitled settlement—that if land is “yours,” you get to make decisions about it 

and all the creatures who live there. In these ways, even as pheno shines different 

possibilities for how we might be persuaded by nonhuman others, we are all still 

on settler time, a time that dissociates land from its treaties with first peoples, 

asserts its economic value, and thus must comply with what Rifkind terms 

“dominant periodization schemes” (180). One might think of this dominant 

schema within something as simple as the recurring tax year, and the govern-

ment mandate that to enjoy the tax break of the label of a “working farm,” the 

land itself must net at least $7,000 in a calendar year. Admittedly, then, there is 

no escaping this framework for land and chronos as a dominating force on all of 

us on settler time.

 I close with this limitation because it is central to thinking about the ways 

that power circulates in conservation action and decision- making. It is not only 

the tension between development action and conservation action that domi-

nates the persuasive capacities of humans and nonhumans in these specific 

entanglements. Settler time, and its attendant interruption of a variety of 

vibrant relational temporalities, underscores the contemporary damaging limits 

of the Anthropocene in which we are all living, under which we all suffer 

unequally, and under which hope- practices cease to flourish. This matters all the 

more as the people whose ways of knowing—Indigenous people—are becom-

ing increasingly central to thinking through conservation action while their 

tribal and treaty rights continue to fray (see Pinchin 2021; Parsons and Taylor 
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2021). In these precarious spaces, I acknowledge that it is not enough to be on 

bird time, or to tell ghost stories of hauntings by disappearing creatures. Nest-

work is not enough. But I would like to think that it is a start, as is fashioning 

different, creative spaces to help us think through this strange present and its 

attendant entanglements between zoe and bios. What this might look like I take 

up next.



As I write this final chapter, I have lived through two years of paying attention to 

birds differently, of seeking out the relationship between their disappearances and 

time and human infrastructure, of pondering whether or not these relationships are 

ones filled with care or filled with hubris. These two years have also been those of the 

first mass pandemic since 1918 and have led to a sweeping uptick of birdwatching as 

people of the Global North try to find entertainment from being forced into lockdown. 

I vacillate in my reading between Jenny Odell’s How to Do Nothing and Thom van 

Dooren’s Flight Ways: Life and Loss at the Edge of Extinction. Somewhere in the 

middle I settle on Christopher Cokinos’s Hope Is a Thing with Feathers. As I read 

the stories of the Carolina parakeet (Conuropsis carolinensis), the ivory- billed 

woodpecker (Campephilus principalis), the heath hen (Tympanuchus cupido 

cupido), the passenger pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius), the Labrador duck (Camp-

torhynchus labradorius), and the great auk (Pinguinus impennis), I wonder if, in 

my lifetime, we will add Hirundo rustica, Chaetura pelagica, and Dolichonyx 

oryzivorus to the list of those no longer with us. I think about the ways that paying 

attention to birds’ disappearing has changed the way that I pay attention to the land 

around me, has allowed me to think differently about occupation, settlement, and 

land management. In this final long hot summer, wildfires rage across the country 

and millions of sea animals wash up dead along shores because of soaring tempera-

tures, a testament to the IPCC’s most recent report on climate change. Across Canada 

and the United States, ground- penetrating radar uncovers thousands of unmarked 

graves of Indigenous children at the sites of residential schools. I think about these two 

years as lost to bird time, lost to the effects of bird- induced delusion, Hirondelusia, 

its paces dictated by feathers and disease and generational loss and plights for sover-

eignty over the meaning of home. I think about the ways that I am and will always 

be on settler time. How much time has it taken to learn bird preferences, to know 

intimately their songs and hold their nests in my hands, to mourn, to fall in love? It 

has taken my lifetime, and two springs, and countless generations. I wonder whether 

Conclusions for Irreconcilability | Making Attention
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this book is a practice of hope or despair. I wonder if, all this time, I have been writing 

extinction stories.

I end this book with a turn to making and a turn to care—a turning toward 

relationships—on rhetorical- ecological landscapes. Perhaps such turns repre-

sent, for some, a simple telos of the rhetorical enterprise: observe, analyze, do. 

Yet as posthuman projects, making and care not only extend the idea of an 

imagined end goal but also help humans come to terms with their relations with 

nonhuman others, be they biotic or abiotic, in this complicated present moment. 

Human activities of making and care encourage engagement with the unknown 

potentials of species decline and engagement with the agency of nonhumans to 

respond to human intervention that do not always depend on nonhuman pres-

ence. They also mimic the rhetorical capacities of nonhumans by joining the 

material and discursive together while attentive to pheno, what appears. As final 

pieces of nestwork, making and care extend possibilities and allow for unknowns 

in moving toward change and ethical accountability, allow for a stocktaking, 

even as humans continue to wreak havoc on ecological systems. They bring non-

human presences nearer so that we may be touched by their absences. They are 

hope- practices in a time of little hope, a way to mourn and to stay with our col-

lective troubles as we navigate losses of the past, loss in the present, and loss in 

the future. They are also part of the posthuman project, a way to map the space 

between analysis and critique in ways that reach beyond the page, toward specu-

lative contact filled with the risk of disappointment.

 They are also ways to hone ecological attunement. Throughout this book, I 

have engaged—and I hope readers have—not only with the barn swallow, the 

chimney swift, and the bobolink but also with each of their ecological milieus. 

Not only does each species have its own patterns of flight and family, respon-

siveness to environment and weather, choosiness of habitat, interaction with 

infrastructure, and expertise of terrain, but each is also tangled up with human 

ways of being. Human destruction of habitat, human politics of land ownership 

and stewardship, human privileging of capital over the lives of nonhuman oth-

ers, and Eurowestern bifurcations of relational whole- being into dualisms each 

exert pressures on the livelihoods of these nonhuman creatures. To ask what 

rhetorical ecology is at work with each of these specific creatures is to invoke not 

only their natural worlds and chosen landscapes but their material relations 

with humans—power to shape human policy and discursive legislative acts, to 

help frame better and worse human decision- making over time, to guide human 
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dwellings and development decisions, to bear human violence, and to reflect the 

ways that privileged humans treat those with less power, privilege, and agency.

 These relations are mimicked by human interconnections with these birds: 

their longstanding codwelling in and among urban buildings and agricultural 

fields, their disregard as nuisance or pest and thus insubstantial, their tie with 

human stories. The barn swallow is tied to myths of eloquence, while the chim-

ney swift is known as the “thunderbird” because of the sounds they make in 

buildings (Moore 1946). The bobolink and its song characterize the pastoral 

poetry of Emily Dickinson and William Cullen Bryant (Freedberg 2018). These 

intimate entanglements of humans, nonhumans, and things, together, represent 

what one must attune oneself to when considering ecological matters for pre-

carious species, admitting both the ways that “humans infect nature,” in Jane 

Bennett’s (2010) terms, as well as “nonhumanity infect[ing] culture” (115).

 Joseph Pitawanakwat (2022) suggests that one way we might better concern 

ourselves with these entanglements is through knowledge of the interconnections 

of plants and animals, landscapes, and ecosystems by familiarizing ourselves with 

Indigenous linguistic names that better make these links. Pitawanakwat’s areas 

of expertise are in health sciences and plant medicine, but as he noted in his 

dealings with plants, they required developing expertise with fauna and land-

scape to better understand—plants could not be separated out from their rela-

tion with other living things. For example, the Anishinaabemowin name for 

wild bergamot (Monarda fistulosa), is “elk medicine.” Where you find the elk 

medicine, you are likely to find the elk, and vice versa. Because Anishinaabemowin 

bird names so often invoke landscapes and plant relationships, Pitawanakwat 

(2022) suggests that this traditional ecological knowledge has the potential to 

close the “bottleneck” in data collection around species at risk—for example, the 

king rail (Rallus elegans) is known in Anishinaabemowin as manoominikeshiinh, 

the “bird who harvests wild rice,” drawing attention to its habitat as a marsh bird 

as well as its diet. Pitawanakwat offers an exemplar for how Western conserva-

tionists might listen more closely to Anishinaabemowin linguistic knowledge. 

Such knowledge might help them more quickly monitor the presence of disap-

pearing species by following Indigenous phenological clues to hone in on par-

ticular ecosystems that might contain them. Pitawanakwat offers up one option 

for how we might contend with naturecultural absences.

 Yet even such attunement shows clearly the imbalance between humans and 

nonhumans in that these entanglements cannot escape the fact that humans are 

the ones setting most of the guidelines for engagement, no matter how vital the 
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agentic capacities of our nonhuman kin. Still, as humans move closer to and are 

more widely affected by ecological catastrophe, we might think more, engage 

more, care more about the other as ourselves because increasingly, the distance 

between the plight of nonhuman others in the face of environmental crisis is 

being closed as our own. Thus, a turn in this final chapter from stories of precar-

ity to both making and care are ways to both map and engage ways forward for 

precarious species, to, as Parreñas (2018) has it, recognize “mutual but unequal 

vulnerability in an era of annihilation” (177).

 Too, these rhetorical ecologies tell stories that humans—primarily Eurowest-

ern humans—tell stories with. While each case of precarity has differing details, 

we might see that together, the barn swallow, chimney swift, and bobolink chron-

icle particular accounts of human- nonhuman relations. An examination, not just 

of the stories we tell about individual bird species—narratives—but about the 

stories we reproduce about those species losses—the stories those narratives 

tell—offers the posthuman project a rhetorical sensibility that allows for closer 

exploration of the communicative potentials between humans and nonhumans 

in the face of ecological crisis. The first story that is told in the relation between 

humans and species at risk here is one that defines the parameters of precarity—

who and what counts as “in decline” or “at risk” on a species- reduced landscape. 

Precarity is yoked to legislated action, inclusive of both guidelines for develop-

ment and behavioral changes, as well as guidelines for punishment for non-

compliance. Such action is entangled in layers of bureaucracy—documents, 

committees, petitions, timelines, monitoring programs, adjudication—as well as 

layers of development capital—offsets, subdivisions, bridges, mitigation struc-

tures. It is also infused with power: not only does it privilege human agency in 

defining precarity, but it also privileges a settler system that frames land as some-

thing that can be owned, thus also privileging land owners over both sovereign 

nations and long- dwelling nonhuman inhabitants. In linking precarity with 

bureaucracy and capital, the story that is told is one that also stories the Anthro-

pocene, in which the longue durée supports the epoch, in which the quest for 

never- ending growth is supported with conservation action that is caught up in 

settler time with few options to free itself. As nonhuman others decline, they 

story human definitions of precarity. Or as Helen Macdonald (2016) eloquently 

states in H is for Hawk, “the rarer they get, the fewer meanings animals can have. 

Eventually rarity is all they are made of ” (181).

 The second story that we are telling stories of precarity with is one that privi-

leges the metaphor: the story that accepts substitution, similarity, and surrogacy 
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as viable options for contending with species decline. For all three species con-

sidered here, surrogacy is the starting place. For the barn swallows in chapter 1 

and the chimney swifts in chapter 2, logging of old- growth forests and the com-

mensurate use of those materials were what first drew those species to inhabit 

human- built structures as surrogate habitat for caves and trees. For the bobo-

links in chapter 3, inhabiting hayfields exists as a surrogate habitat for the deci-

mation of 99 percent of tall- grass prairie in North America. Here, there is no 

“going back” to some predetermined, “natural” time of precontact in which these 

species might somehow function in a way that is not entangled with human 

beings. Thus, similarity has become the overarching story of these species’ 

adaptability: they have been able to avoid extinction because of their willingness 

to inhabit similar spaces to those no longer available: barns, chimneys, farm 

fields. Yet as humans move toward ever- more encompassing development and 

mass production—of space, of monocrop agriculture—the similarity that these 

nonhumans rely on has become interrupted. There are fewer barns and more 

steel agricultural buildings. There are capped chimneys and buildings that no 

longer need the same kinds of heating systems. There are corn fields where hay-

fields used to be. The storied human response, then, has become one of an 

addressivity of nonhumans by substitution: a barn swallow structure for a barn 

as seen in chapter 1, an artificial chimney for a historic chimney stack as repre-

sented in chapter 2, a late- cut patch of hayfield for tall- grass prairie as discussed 

in chapter 3. Yet each of these dependencies on similarity is one that closes off 

possibilities for difference, for letting the Other be as other.

 Perhaps to their credit, it is when nonhumans are forced to contend with 

human preferences for similarity that they most exhibit their own rhetorical 

capacities. Like de Castro’s (2004) conception of “controlled equivocation” 

between cultures, the relationship between nonhumans and humans in these 

cases of precarity that depend on substitution reveal their alterity and our own 

fundamental misunderstanding. Nonhumans may admire the prospects of 

these substitutions. They may engage with them. They may refuse. They may 

find neighboring spaces. They may disappear. Throughout these entanglements, 

even when “misunderstandings are transformed into understandings,” in de 

Castro’s words, “such understandings persist in not being the same” (12). While 

the nonhumans may turn otherwise, engage the alloiostrophic, they do so in such 

a way that also shows humans the boundaries and limits of our own human 

imaginations and reveal again the Other as other. To that end, even these failed 
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infrastructures stand as their own kind of nestwork, opening up possibilities for 

staying with relations that are shifting, precarious, or only partially visible.

 The third story that these cases reveal to us is one of human failure in the 

face of nonhuman difference. In each case, there a story of a singular, misplaced 

hope: if we build it, they will come. Failure is told through SARA, through build-

ings, through structures, through materials, and through landscapes. Because 

this misplaced hope operates within capitalist narratives of progress at all costs, 

however, it obviates the more fundamental need for change to business- as- 

usual. In the face of unchecked development in which an artificial structure or a 

reseeded field is expected to entice choosy and particular nonhuman species 

with delicate and evolved sensibilities about where they want to live, breed, and 

die, this hope is the cruelest of optimisms. And it is an optimism propagated by 

contemporary media that, for example, highlights swallow structures alongside 

a highway (CBC 2016), or features an artificial chimney as an ecofriendly feature 

in a newly built school (Sheikh 2019), or exhibits the arguments about hay 

delaying as only between farmers and government agencies (Riley 2012). This is 

a dystopic future predicated on an optimistic now. Despite such public opti-

mism, humans with a stake in substitutive habitat—field biologists, engineers, 

developers—know that no fake structure or tiny field will actually stop species 

decline. This is a failure both hidden and known. Such failure becomes an 

acceptable partner of substitution—both humans and nonhumans know miti-

gations are not good enough. Yet without public acknowledgment and human 

accountability of such failure, possibility for other options that might better act 

on species decline is closed off—for new ways of thinking and relating, for alter-

nate stories, for resistance to development-  and market- driven ways of navigat-

ing cohabitation with nonhuman others on earth.

 The final story that the stories of the precarity of these three species tell is 

one of the pressures of settler time and the ways that current decision- making 

around precarity, which relies on similarity and substitution, sits in resistance to 

temporal orientations. As Rifkind (2017) reminds us, to be temporally oriented—

that is, attuned to timeways that might offer resistance to a unitization and 

capitalization of being—means that “possibilities for action are shaped by the 

existing inclinations, itineraries, and networks in which one is immersed” (2). 

While nonexpert individuals may attempt small acts of resistance and attun-

ement to pheno, as witnessed in chapter 2 by the Boothbys of Fairnorth Farm 

and chapter 3 by the owners of Sprucehaven, Century Farm, and Handy Dog 
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Farm, such acts are still bound by settler time. Experts know the inclinations 

and itineraries of nonhuman others that tell weightier stories of loss over time— 

thousands of pages of reports on aerial insectivore and passerine biology, as well 

as environmental impact assessments attest to that. Yet the mandated building 

of substitutive habitat miles away from where migrating swallows remember 

and return, simply because the land might be purchased cheaply; the choice of 

material chimney- tower blueprint and the fiction that one can import a surro-

gate habitat from place to place; the erection of slapstick structures or seeded 

fields in a breeding season and the expectation that a bird would take any inter-

est after being displaced or violently dislocated—these actions show a resistance 

to a temporal orientation that would allow for a responsivity and holistic sense 

of relation and tempo between human and nonhuman, subject and object, ani-

mal and thing. These are misunderstandings not even trying to imagine them-

selves otherwise.

 These stories—of precarity, substitution, failure, and denial of temporal ori-

entation—matter. They matter because they are the stories that each swallow 

encountering a structure instead of a barn, each swift ignoring an artificial chim-

ney tower, each displaced bobolink are telling with their bodies, over and over, 

generation after generation. They matter because they are offerings for turning 

otherwise: for thinking differently about conservation, about nonhuman capac-

ity, about ecological relations, about hope- practices, about the time of the 

Anthropocene. Thus, my final turn to both making and care here, I hope, offers 

some potential to answer back to the stories that we are currently telling, to 

open up opportunity for truth- telling in the face of deep loss. I consider mak-

ing and care ways to bear loss—ways to hold it close, ways to articulate the 

connection between loss and story by speaking them through other things and 

relations, ways to make the work of words visible in things that cross species 

boundaries. Instead of cruel optimism, they are moves toward an affirmative 

ethics, hope- practices, moves toward joy. As Braidotti (2017) notes, such joy is 

not synonymous with personal and psychologized affect, or “feeling good,” but 

instead, affirmation and joy are “geometrical sets of relations. Joy or affirmation 

is the mode of relation that increases your ability to relate to the world. That 

you can take in more of the world, more difference, more challenges. More. It is 

an ethology. It is a question of energy and forces. The opposite of joy, which is 

sadness, is whatever shuts you down, makes you afraid of taking in more.” In 

this present moment where extinction stories are the most available stories to 

tell, it is crucial that humans create modes of relation that increase, rather than 
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decrease, our ability to take in more difference and more challenge, to open 

ourselves up to the world. Attunement to alternate linguistic forms that 

describe more comprehensive relations than those captured by English or Latin, 

as through Anishinaabemowin, as Joseph Pitawanakwat (2022) notes, is one 

such mode. Joy through this lens is an opportunity to examine our limits, rather 

than blithely ignore them. It is critical that we move beyond personal sorrow 

and scenes of fantasy that shut down the capacity for relation and survivance, 

and instead toward thinking and being that open us toward irreconcilability: 

hope and despair, growth and extinction, violence and love, zoe and bios. Thus, 

in this final chapter, I offer up two such joyful moves that return readers to the 

beginnings, to barn swallows. These moves of making and care offer up rela-

tion with nonhuman others as a culmination of the research, writing, and 

analytic moves of nestwork, as ways of turning otherwise with precarious spe-

cies. I close with speculations of other promising extensions of such care for 

rhetorical- ecological being.

Research Creation and Making: Hirondelusia

In some ways, the guidelines for mitigations put forward by SARA represent 

humans’ “best”—most convenient, most proximal—attempts at guessing non-

human needs under a settler system already designed for failure. A chimney, 

structure, or field does not tackle larger problems of human development, 

pollution, impact on climate, or destruction of insect ecosystems that contrib-

ute meaningfully to problems of aerial insectivore and grassland bird precar-

ity. While SARA speaks to its main audiences—developers and capital 

stakeholders—in a way that presents a problem- solution format (if you build it, 

they will come), the 105- page document and attendant processes of defining lev-

els of species precarity through oversight committees and reports is not one that 

apportions spaces that actually allow for considerations of species loss. Through-

out my fieldwork I was so often met with human puzzlement in the face of 

SARA mitigations—What is this thing for?—that it seemed that the larger 

question—What are we losing?—had been overlooked. Mitigation structures 

seem ripe for echoing Randall’s (2009) findings that we prefer to ignore loss, 

projecting it into the future. I needed other ways to make loss real and present.

 Too, I knew when I began writing this book that its messages about rhetori-

cal ecologies, nonhuman capacity, and species decline—the ways that humans 
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and nonhumans communicate with and through objects in a time of ecological 

crisis—were likely not going to be taken up in a Malcolm Gladwell–esque way 

by readers of the New York Times bestseller lists, though certainly such argu-

ments might be well received by those working in rhetorical, posthuman, and 

ecological studies. Nor would its critical message be necessarily well received by 

those doing their very best to make headway in difficult conversations poised 

between issues of conservation and development. In these ways, the discursive 

materials that circulate and determine precarity and the stories humans tell 

about it, whether in government documents or academic treatises, are not those 

that really allow for public uptake and considerations of those stories. Nor are 

they accessible spaces that account for the ontological and material dimensions 

of loss: losses of being, losses of relations. Missing from both kinds of texts are 

those “moments of rupture” (Head 2016, 77) for public audiences that emerge out 

of the disjuncture of human growth at the cost of nonhuman others that might 

then prompt different kinds of public action and reflection. While humans con-

tinue to grapple with Anthropocenic pressures of our own making, we simulta-

neously have no real way in to public rituals that might create the space for 

human truth- telling about species loss, bearing its attendant anxiety, and increas-

ing human capacity for taking in—and caring for—more of the world.

 Thus, part of what I knew nestwork must do was to move toward other ways 

of making meaning through making something, something that might encour-

age public audiences to reflect more concretely on the question What are we 

losing? In part, such a response was one borne out of the frustration that comes 

with watching human- nonhuman miscommunication when the stakes for 

humans may be the loss of capital but the stakes for nonhumans others are 

the losses of lifeways. After reading government mandates and traveling across 

and getting to know this land that I have settled on through its first peoples 

and its nonhuman inhabitants; after reading popular press documents celebrat-

ing human ingenuity in the face of species loss; after sitting for hours in tall 

grass or dun scrub or mud puddles, waiting for a glimpse of a flash of feathers; 

after talking with those individual humans who live in the closest proximity to 

swallows, swifts, and bobolinks, I wanted a way to move outward with this 

research that did not just recreate business- as- usual. I wanted to reflect my own 

love and loss for these creatures I had come to know that did not simply rest on 

a taxonomic recognition and let their absence speak through objects. I wanted 

to more fully allow for anyone touched by those objects to be touched by what 

presences and absences they are near, bringing into closer view the crisis of species 

loss, and open up the capacity for such individuals and communities to become 
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differently knowing subjects. I wanted to turn otherwise, and to do so with 

attentive care to what had already come before. For me, doing the research that 

informed this book, traveling across the land with my body, being touched by 

birds in their presences and their absences, situated a practical knowledge about 

species decline that would have been otherwise impossible. It seemed impera-

tive to share this knowledge in a different way.

 It is this inflection of mētis that Owen Chapman and Kim Sawchuk (2012) 

reflect on as the impetus for research- creation projects, or what are also known 

as arts- based research in the United States. While often associated with new 

media or multimodal projects, research- creation projects encompass the pro-

cesses of both “traditional” research activities that are citation and text- based, as 

well as arts- based making that seeks to respond to a clearly established problem 

emerging from that research (10). As I documented the alloiostrophic “problem” 

of the erection of barn swallow structures in various locations, the bigger ques-

tion of What are we losing? was made central to my inquiry, yet the answer wasn’t 

one that these structures, speaking as they did to barn swallows at the sides of 

highways, could answer. Instead, I saw the possibilities of letting a structure 

speak to humans about barn swallow decline as one potential possibility for 

making a different kind of attention when it came to thinking about and griev-

ing precarious species. Hirondelusia was born.

 Working with a collaborator of critical design and new media, Marcel 

O’Gorman, as well as Christopher Rogers, a research assistant to the project, I 

conceptualized Hirondelusia as a making- based response to the question of 

what we lose when we lose one more species, and how we might tell the truth 

of human failure to mitigate species loss through the design of a mitigation 

structure itself (see figs. 10 and 11). While following the basic design specifica-

tions of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, the aim of Hirondelu-

sia was to create a barn swallow structure that spoke to humans instead of 

swallows: not only to answer what is this thing for, but to also allow a place for 

both a realization of and a reflection on species loss. As such, its design was 

critical in that the impetus of the project was not only creation but also critique 

(see Malpass 2017).

 Chapman and Sawchuck (2012, 15–21) note that arts- based research proj-

ects like this establish four differing articulations of research and creation:  

(1) research- for- creation, which involves gathering materials, collaborators, 

data, observation, and traditional research practices together to prepare to make 

a particular project; (2) research- from- creation, a phase of iterative design and 

testing that involves the participation of others; (3) creative presentations of 
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research, which packages traditional academic research in evocative and creative 

ways; and (4) creation- as- research, in which the process of the making itself 

feeds back in to the theoretical premises that undergird its making, in a kind of 

“Mobius strip” (Loveless quoted in Chapman and Sawchuck 2012, 20) of theory 

and practice. The creation of Hirondelusia, and the life that it continues to have 

beyond the life of this book, has engaged with all of these articulations in a way 

that speaks not only to the alterity of the barn swallow but also to the slowed- 

down temporality of research in its material circumstances. By considering the 

work of writing and reading as fundamentally part of the circuit of creation- as- 

research, nestwork presents a rhetorically attuned version of research creation 

that emphasizes the role of the discursive, which may be often overlooked by 

designers and artists who advocate for arts- based research methods.

 Hirondelusia (Rogers 2021; see also Pender 2021) is a four- by- eight- foot 

barn swallow structure designed for human beings, and borne from the kinds of 

research- for- creation activities that I’ve written about throughout this book: 

conversations with bird experts; in- depth reads of government acts and subdivi-

sion plans; calls and conversations with planners, farmers, citizen- scientists, and 

property owners; hours spent observing, notetaking, and sketching monuments 

to species loss; miles traveled over the province of Ontario; time spent reading, 

researching, and writing about birds and extinction (see figs. 10 and 11). Hiron-

delusia was first exhibited as part of an urban art festival and later was moved to 

a local charitable land trust where it spent six months as an educational feature 

for humans before being retrofitted to suit barn swallows in a permanent loca-

tion on the land trust’s property. In working with Marcel O’Gorman, an expert 

on critical design and media theory, it became clear to me that I wasn’t and 

couldn’t erect a modified barn swallow structure without critical making and 

design, a process that not only highlights the creation of an object- to- think- 

with as an overt form of material critique but also emphasizes the processual 

and collaborative nature of designing- with: with barn swallows, with farmers, 

with biologists. In the planning process of Hirondelusia, we engaged in research- 

from- creation, meeting with a program scientist from the land trust, a farmer, 

a citizen- scientist, and a research assistant with a background in journalism to 

help inform the design of the structure itself. We wanted Hirondelusia to serve 

not only as an object and as an argument but also potentially as an improved, 

more appealing (to swallows) thing- in- the- world. From these meetings, we gath-

ered from participants material ideas (using old barn board donated from a local 

barn rather than the plywood common to OMNRF structures), design ideas 

(making creative openings in the boards’ slats that would appeal to both humans 
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Fig. 10 | Hirondelusia exterior. Photo: Christopher Rogers.

Fig. 11 | Hirondelusia interior. Photo: Christopher Rogers.
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and birds, such as stars and stained glass windows), and research ideas (allowing 

for participant surveys for those engaging with the structure via QR code that 

gauged their level of familiarity with the barn swallow as a species at risk).

 The design and building processes of Hirondelusia were a kind of making 

attention (O’Gorman 2021). Positioned opposite of paying attention, which 

“implies a financial transaction that reflects our current attention economy, 

making attention describes a more deliberate and productive act” (78). Not only 

was the process of critical design a way of making attention for those of us 

engaged in the process, but it also helped us create Hirondelusia as a way to 

think through, more slowly and carefully, momentarily and ephemerally, the 

questions that come with the creation of a mitigation structure: Who is it really 

for? Who does it appeal to? Who will use it? Who will refuse it? In creating 

Hirondelusia first as a human- based art object- to- think- with, we called upon 

public audiences interacting with the structure to examine it through their 

sensorium. We chose aesthetically pleasing materials found in bourgeoisie 

condominiums (antique tin tiles, reclaimed barn board, vintage stained- glass 

windows). We framed eight cultural iconographic images of swallows,1 from 

those appearing on ancient Greek vases to cigarette boxes to contemporary Cree 

artists. We mounted nesting cups from Sprucehaven no longer in use by swal-

lows but filled with the construction of prior years’ mud nests. Finally, we invited 

humans in to the structure by sound, wiring a motion sensor into the tin ceiling 

that would play a classical piano piece ( Jef Martens’s Hirondelle, or “Swallow”) 

until it sensed movement, at which point it would play an audio recording of 

barn swallows recorded at Townsend Road. In these ways, we invited humans 

into a beautiful space where they could behold cultural relations with barn swal-

lows, engage in a fantasy of presence—an icon, a chirp, a nest—all the while 

being made aware that the structure itself was instead filled with their absence. 

In these ways, all the nestwork that I had been doing from the spaces and places 

of the prior two years of this project were bound together in one temporal 

moment, in one material- discursive thing. After reading and listening to so 

many structures during the course of this project, Hirondelusia offered a chance 

to compose another, different kind of story.

 The making of Hirondelusia and the decisions to move from research to cre-

ation, from text to media, were those that both engaged creative presentations 

of research and encouraged creation- as- research in ways filled with care. Touch-

ing barn boards, changing out daily speaker batteries, seeing a twelve- foot struc-

ture in the middle of a busy urban intersection rather than the side of a rural 
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highway, observing the way swallows from years past put every mouthful of 

mud into a nesting cup, then carefully lined that cup with grass and feathers, 

brought me closer to articulating here these ideas about why making is a central 

part of care- full rhetorical- ecological work. Too, Hirondelusia brought a life 

beyond the academic to considerations of species precarity, which simply cannot 

remain on the page.

 Hirondelusia spent two months on an urban corner, inclusive of a multimedia 

virtual tour that explained that barn swallow structures are, by and large, a 

human failure (see CAFKA 2.1 2021, for a link to an educational video that 

provides a brief overview of the goals and outcome of the project). In that time, 

I was asked by passersby of Hirondelusia if barn swallows actually lived in it, or 

if they would find it. Some were fooled into thinking there were birds already in 

the structure by virtue of hearing their song upon approach. I listened to many 

people talk about when they were young and lived on or near a farm and would 

see barn swallows every day, and then their pause before admitting that they 

don’t see them anymore. I heard people say that they had always wondered what 

the structures were on the sides of roads. I heard people remark that they thought 

that what they were walking to from afar was a tiny house. I watched people set 

up picnics, write, and blow bubbles underneath Hirondelusia. A woman who 

had been through the structure emailed me, asking if I wanted to be part of a 

bird- friendly city initiative. Every person who experienced Hirondelusia was 

persuaded to visit it by its looming presence, and upon engaging it momen-

tarily was faced with the confusing problem of swallows’ differential presence—

swallows were here but not- here. In this disjuncture, public audiences were 

given an opportunity to think about what it is we are losing when we substitute 

structures for relations, what it means to face human failure in the face of spe-

cies decline, and how humans cope with species absence when their presence is, 

and has been, so compelling and so tied with our own.

 Despite what Hirondelusia offered to those who made and engaged with it, it 

bears consideration that making, in and of itself, is not the answer of how we 

might and should respond to rhetorical- ecological problems. In fact, unless 

making contains a critical component that establishes its being as part of the 

rhetorical ecology in which it intervenes, making can risk reproducing narrow, 

anthropocentric, gendered, and technocultural assumptions about who and 

what should be made, as well as contribute problematically to various kinds  

of environmental waste (see Foote and Verhoeven, 2019; Riley Mukavetz and 

Powell, 2022). Beyond simply being made of reclaimed materials, Hirondelusia 
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also was built with the intention of materially entering the circulation of swallow- 

human- environment as a way of speaking between, at each hyphenated break: 

swallow and human, human and human, swallow and environment, human and 

environment. It was built as an effort to speak to the aesthetic shift of bir’yun, to 

move from static building to dynamic object- to- think- with, from dullness to 

shimmer.

 After Hirondelusia’s stint as an urban art installation, it became part of edu-

cational programming at RARE Charitable Reserve, a regional land trust. As 

part of that programming, Marcel and I gave an interdisciplinary public talk 

about barn swallows and species precarity. We were joined by Murray Burgess, 

a wildlife biologist conducting research on barn swallow nestlings, and Mara 

Silver, founder of Swallow Conservation, a nonprofit organization seeking to 

protect swallows in the North American Northeast. When the next spring frost 

has passed, we will move Hirondelusia again, this time stripped of sound and 

image, affixed to taller posts that we will bury deep in the ground, and inclusive 

of predator guards to imagine swallows- to- be safely tucked in its rafters. There 

it will sit, long past the time you have put this book away. It may again fail. We 

will wait to see if they come.

Acts of Care: Ray Lammens and Spearit Farms

Readers may recall my impromptu meeting of chimney swift nestlings after 

visiting the Fairnorth Farm in chapter  2, where I first met Ray Lammens, 

owner of Spearit Farms. Spearit Farms has been in the Lammens family since 

1955, and though the signs outside claim it propagates asparagus and Belgian 

endive, whenever I talk with Ray it seems like there is a new crop to be tended: 

soybeans, corn, pumpkins. It is not only that Ray hosts a family of chimney 

swift nestlings in his barn that makes his work of special note here, as I con-

clude this book with reflections on nestwork, on making and on care. The 

other two outbuildings of Spearit Farm are just as noteworthy. There are two 

additional steel barns on the property, the first an equipment machinery shed 

longer than it is wide, with a roll- up garage door that Ray leaves open all year 

because cliff swallows have taken up residence in the corrugated ceiling entry. 

The other outbuilding that Ray walks me through is a huge steel airplane- 

hangar- like barn that seems like an endless space, inclusive of a large lower 

central loading area with a conveyor belt for produce, multiple tractors, a lofted 
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ceiling with wooden trusses, and smaller enclosed office- like rooms for the work-

ing business of the farm.

 When I first encounter this large barn, I can’t figure out why the interior ceil-

ing is draped in what looks to be canvas or thick plastic. Ray explains to me as I 

look up that he has had a custom- made seventy- foot by fifty- foot tarp created 

for the ceiling of his barn because there are thirty to forty nesting swallow pairs 

that inhabit the barn in any given year, and because, he says, “they’ve been here 

for at least fourteen or fifteen years and I didn’t feel like it was right to move 

them.” Because this major barn is where Spearit Farms processes and packs its 

produce, however, it had to pass food safety inspections, something swallow 

guano would prohibit. So rather than exterminate the birds, Ray settled on 

tarping the barn, leaving the trussed roofline the property of the barn swallows, 

and doing his work in the space below (see fig. 12). Examining the ceiling, it is 

clear to see the care by which the tarp was installed. Pieced together from large 

industrial tarps that have had rivets punched into all sides and laced together 

like a large quilt, the tarp, reminiscent of circus- tent draping, separates the loft 

space (which Ray leaves open with a small access door to the outside) from the 

Fig. 12 | Ray Lammens’s tarped barn. Photo: Marcel O’Gorman.
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barn below. As I navigate the space, I hear a loud whirring sound. “Oh, that’s a 

fan,” Ray says. He explains that he has set up a temperature- controlled fan for 

the swallows so they don’t get too hot, which turns on at 26ºC/79ºF, and has 

dug a shallow three- by- fifteen- foot pond out back with a pump so that they 

have mud with which to build throughout their breeding and nesting season.

 Considering that many farmers believe barn swallows to be messy pests, I am 

astounded as I come to understand that this man has tarped a 3,500- square foot 

space, dug a waterway, and created a temperature- controlled attic, all so that he can 

live harmoniously with barn swallows. Like the Boothbys of Fairnorth Farm, 

his actions speak clearly to me of a care and of a different ability to stay with the 

trouble than government- mandated structures, as a creative intervention that 

helps stay with human stories of loss and precarity without substitution or tem-

poral denial. Lammens, to the extent that any human on this landscape can, has 

rejected surrogacy as a mode of relation. Instead, he has enacted care. Yet this 

conception of care, I would argue, is one that Fisher and Tronto (1990, 40) 

define as “a species activity,” rather than a simple individual act of caretaking or 

caregiving in human social worlds. It speaks to me of Serres’s (1995 [1990] 38) 

natural contract, an ability to sit in relation with swallows that allows for “admir-

ing attention, reciprocity, contemplation, and respect” by cultivating care- full 

and ethical spaces to live- with nonhuman others’ presence.

 Both care thinking and care ethics come out of a feminist tradition of the 

ethics of care that depend upon conditions of mutuality and interdependence 

(Tronto 1993), and this tradition has been extended by ecofeminist thinking, 

which moves outward from human relations of care to extensions of care to 

nonhuman others (see Plumwood 1993; Mallory 2009; De la Bellacasa 2017). As 

those who write about ethics of care note, such ethics emerge out of the aware-

ness of power imbalances and inequalities that lay at the basis of questions of 

care, as well as spatial relationships that separate out who and what may be 

cared for and cared about at any given time, or at any given distance (see Massey 

2004). They extend care out from the human and into the ecological, noting 

that practicing care “enable[s] the conditions in which we can live well (or as well 

as possible) individually and together” (Barnes 2012, 5).

 Ray Lammens’s demonstrations of care articulate one version of what it 

might look like to try to live well with nonhuman others in a spirit of mutuality. 

Lammens is well aware of the OMNRF guides to construct barn swallow struc-

tures and isn’t surprised at all that they don’t work. He talks to me about how 

he thinks that the birds are social animals, how they probably don’t like small 
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structures out in the country, how they need to be close to water and people, 

how they need to have openings, like windows, that are high up near the peaks 

of buildings, how the timing of appealing to where they might like to be before 

the nesting season is so key. He tells me that his grandfather is the person who 

first got him interested in barn swallows, as he had a farm five miles away from 

Spearit Farms when Lammens was young. “He told me how good they were for 

the environment as well as their beauty,” Lammens writes me. He continues, “I 

remember my dad firing a worker and telling [him] to get off the farm for trying 

to shoot barn swallows with a BB gun.”

 Lammens not only admires the barn swallows that have long held dominion 

over Spearit Farms. He also shows an acute knowledge of, and reflection on, the 

violence that characterizes human- nonhuman relations that has long caused 

species to decline and offers some alternative for thinking with such violence 

for a more care- filled present. Through his anecdotes and actions, Ray shows 

me that he has lived a life with barn swallows and shown temporal attunement 

by bearing witness to the generational parallels of swallows and humans. In 

doing so he has not only shown an understanding of their imminent decline and 

respect for their life cycles but has made choices that emerge from the space of 

considering mutuality and interdependence between humans and nonhumans. 

This is a care borne from ordinary life.

 The tarping of the barn is another way to respond to barn swallow decline 

that stems out of the persuasive capacities that living- with nonhuman others 

grants, in both flying bird bodies and messages passed through human gen-

erations, through Ray’s grandfather, his father, and himself. Here, three genera-

tions of farmers are clear recipients of barn swallows’ munificent care for their 

crops in the form of pest control, each bird eating nearly nine hundred insects a 

day off of their crops for over sixty- six years. It sits in stark relief—in both scale 

and thinking—from Ministry recommendations to create artificial habitat  

as the response to species decline. Rather than substitution, the tarped barn is 

about relationships: the relation between swallows’ diet of insect pests beneficial 

for farming, the relation of barn swallows to human buildings and human 

industry, and the relation of generations of men to generations of birds. As the 

past speaks through him, Lammens demonstrates what interspecies care might 

look like, a kind of “care thinking” (Barnes 2012, 12) and care ethics (Lawson 

2007, 2) that both moves away from expected demonstration of relation between 

swallows and farmers, and toward, as Lawson advocates, “the construction of 

new forms of relationships, institutions, and action that enhance mutuality and 
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well- being” (1). It is a joyful option for living with precarious species’ presence 

and their inevitable absence in a strange present, allowing humans and swallows 

to take in more of the world. Yet it is not a naïve joy, nor a cruel optimism: Ray 

and I both know that Spearit Farms will not change the fact that barn swallows 

are a species in decline. Yet somehow this kind of care resists the stuckness of 

empty hope based in some imagined future, instead offering a small promise of 

what it might look like to think with violence (see Yusoff 2012) for a more peace-

able loss- in- process during a strange present. Such thinking and doing are prac-

tices of care, and practices of hope that reclaim a space for reciprocity, for dignity, 

for the giving of a gift, for an interweaving of bird and human time.

Ecological Care: What Matters?

In emphasizing making and care as ways to attune ourselves to ecological think-

ing, I also have drawn attention to the persuasive power of objects and places to, 

as McGreavy et al. (2018) note, “demonstrate a rhetoricity that exceed[s] the 

symbolic work of human agents” (19). There are “enveloping ecologies of human 

and nonhuman forces” (21) at work in each of these stories of making and care, 

research creation and living- with, negotiation of nonhuman absence and pres-

ence. Yet each is a settler story and would not be fully told without a recognition 

of the privilege at work: to have the time, space, money, tools, and contacts with 

which to make Hirondelusia; to have generational wealth and property that 

allows for the modifications of outbuildings for swallows. There has been privi-

lege at every step of the way. Yet each chapter of Nestwork has also tried to cul-

tivate a critical relation to this privilege by acknowledging how it has worked in 

the specific places of nonhuman and infrastructural encounter, to see such land-

scapes as also contemporary Indigenous spaces, as spaces of treaty rights with 

long histories—and presents—of violence and settlement.

 It is the rhetoricity of place, in particular, that cannot be ignored when con-

sidering the rhetorical- ecological alongside the posthuman and new material, 

especially as we consider the role of unique landscapes in shaping decision- 

making about nonhumans over time and the concomitant delinking of peoples 

from land (and thus culture from nature). Put simply, extinction cannot be dis-

entangled from colonialism (see Parreñas 2018). The colonial enterprise has 

propagated Enlightenment thinking that doubles down on both hierarchy and 

the universal man as the exceptional measure and determiner of all things. Such 
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an enterprise is richly embedded in conversations about new materialism and 

ecological care, as the colonial capitalist narrative as a way of life—progress, 

commodity and consumption, and settlement at all costs—ignores a rich his-

tory and contemporary attunement of Indigenous peoples who consistently 

remind Eurowestern voices what their science is only beginning to wrestle with: 

water has memory (Awume et al. 2020); plants can see (Wohlleben 2021; Kim-

merer 2013); birds can use fire (Nicholas 2018). If new material and posthuman 

scholars wish to do the work of ecological care, I argue that much of that work 

is also the work of reconciliation with Indigenous and Black people, and that 

much of the work of the care for ecologies, global and local, rest on care for the 

realities of colonial legacy—dispossession of land, for example, or the enslave-

ment of Black bodies to agriculturalize land, or the overuse of resources by 

primarily white settlement (see Wells, in press). Without an embeddedness  

in these truths, and work toward restoring Indigenous sovereignty, it is nearly 

impossible to unpack the entanglements between humans and nonhuman 

ecologies.

 To that end, a wrangling of any rhetorical- ecological problem must attend 

itself to human power differentials in place and space that continue to wrongly 

propagate ecological expectations and realities that bandy between euphoria 

and apocalypse while they story the Anthropocene on a scale of linear time. 

Critical making and practices of care will only ever go so far as policy decisions 

are shaped, which is why an awareness of their limits—and the limits of current 

“best management practices” by humans for nonhuman species—is key to 

thinking through human responsivity to ecological crises and possibilities for 

reconciling the irreconcilable. These are situations of unequal risk, even as they 

involve mutual vulnerability, to use Parreñas’s (2018) terms. As Philip Catney 

and Timothy Doyle (2011) note of “green (post) politics of the future,” post- 

materialist approaches that often conflate all people into one ignore colonialist 

realities—not only of settler- Indigenous relations in the global North but also, 

as they maintain, in the “colonialist realities of the Global South, where people 

wrestle with massive environmental debts incurred upon them by centuries of 

exploitation by the North (the past and the present), rather than trading in 

sustainable environmental footprints (the present and future)” (176). A new 

materialist rhetoric for precarious species is an anticolonial one.

 Perhaps if rhetorical and posthuman scholars examine our own relation to 

our specific, local, and peculiar places of ecological change, we might also exam-

ine the “circuits of power and privilege that connect our daily lives to those who 
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are constructed as distant from us,” as geographer Victoria Lawson (2007, 7) 

notes of the responsibilities of care ethics. Whether distanced by systems of 

exploitation, racialization, and privilege, disproportionate suffering from impacts 

of climate crises, or continents that independently determine definitions of spe-

cies precarity, researchers would do well to shrink such distances by noting their 

entanglements and patterns across global divides and work to listen more closely 

both to where they diverge and where they creatively live- with. Such a grounded 

ethic might frame where scholars choose to turn toward or to turn otherwise 

and is echoed by McGreavy et al.’s (2018) claims for ecological care, in which 

the authors suggest that in order to embrace change in “ontological, affirmative, 

and hybrid terms,” we “experiment[t] with how to protect, and occupy, and 

matter” (22).

 To do this work, I argue, we must all amplify those currently doing this labor 

on the front lines, Black and Indigenous allies whose fights for treaty rights and 

racial justice are also those fights for water, for land, for equity, for nonhumans, 

and for home. We might see, for example, the connections between Indigenous 

people, land, and nonhumans to be the places and place- thoughts that are the 

most available for conservation action and rhetorical examination. Such work is 

embodied by the return of twenty- one bison in 2021 to the Poundmaker Cree 

nation after a 150- year absence caused by being “hunted to near- extinction by 

white settlers” (Mamers 2021), or the reintroduction of the California condor 

(extinct in the wild but bred in captivity) into Northern California after a con-

certed twenty- year effort by the Yurok people (DeFranco 2022). Actions such as 

these recognize “the possibility of creation in the future, of making life in scarred 

landscapes,” of “hold[ing] together a world of relations” (Mamers 2021). These 

actions open worlds, give rise to stories that we can honor, showcase a joy that 

sits outside of white supremacy and ecological exploitation.

Speculative Turning, Speculative Futures (Now):  
A Call for Nestwork

When I try to tell people about this book, it sounds like I am describing fic-

tion: a world that houses fake chimneys and artificial nesting kiosks, a world 

that mistakes a hayfield for a tall- grass prairie, all in service of communicating 

with nonhumans. Although I’ve only analyzed the ecologies that surround 

three species at risk and their attendant human- made infrastructures, other 
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stranger- than- fiction facts could easily be added to our Anthropocenic present: 

the creation of artificial islands for nesting habitat for the common tern, the royal 

tern, and the black skimmer due to rising sea levels (Audubon 2021), for example, 

or concrete “reef balls” that stand in as artificial reef for fish and algae species in 

oceans from Alaska to the Caribbean to Nova Scotia (Smith 2019; Hylkema et 

al. 2020; Reynolds, Bishop, and Powers 2007). Facing a future (now) in crisis, 

humans are finding new ways to imagine what it might mean to engage in infra-

structural conservation action or “ecological engineering,” even as we recognize 

that doing so is an act predicated in a present in which humans already have failed.

 Because, as Joanne Nucho (2017) reminds us, “failed infrastructure is failed 

politics.” The disappearance of species at risk is not only an environmental cri-

sis; it is also a human failure to stay with the trouble in ways that meaningfully 

engage with governing systems that protect our most vulnerable. Of course, it is 

possible, as barn swallows prospect and settle in a few human- built mitigation 

structures, or Texan chimney swifts find homes in fake chimneys, that there is 

some reason to believe that infrastructural mitigations at least hold steady as 

hope- practices in the world. Yet forwarding them as human “best management 

practices” is a misnomer, and embracing them wholeheartedly by ignoring their 

shortcomings as a matter of making good policy only retells our stories of pre-

carity, substitution, failure, and denial of temporality with a gilded tongue. We 

must do better.

 As I have been arguing throughout this book as I examine these practices—

and the attendant practices of settler time—what they reveal, in many ways, are 

human limitations to stay with the troubles they have created. Yet in the time 

that it has taken me to write this book, small acts of survivance in the face of 

these limitations have emerged: in June 2021, barn swallows were officially 

redesignated by COSEWIC from “threatened” to a species of “special concern,” 

in part because of their abundance in the province of Saskatchewan (Davidson 

2021). During that same time in late June, developers in Caledonia, Ontario, at 

1492 Land Back Lane sent letters to all homebuyers in the McKenzie Road 

subdivision development explaining that, “having exhausted their legal options 

and with no prospect of the occupation ending, the company was scrapping the 

planned subdivision and cancelling all purchase agreements” (Antonacci 2021). 

These two happenings, both explored in chapter 1, are not related, except when 

they are. Nestwork privileges this kind of relational thinking, an attentive 

engagement that sees clearly how disparate realms are close, how barn swallows 

and fights for sovereignty are thoroughly entangled.
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 While the infrastructural and time- based mitigations I’ve examined here are 

not fundamentally bad ideas, they also do not represent what such options 

might look like if generated with higher degrees of care and a sense of building 

relations with nonhuman others, of allowing nonhuman others more capacity 

for agency in human decision- making. What if mitigations were built with 

more attention to mētis? What if ecological care was reconceived speculatively 

and new materially as rhetorical capacity, or, as De la Bellacasa (2017) maintains, 

“as a generalized condition that circulates through the stuff and substance of the 

world, as agencies without which nothing that has any relation to humans 

would live well” (122)? What if every infrastructural mitigation was attended, 

not only with a review of environmental assessments and government reports—

traditional notions of research—but also with a firm conviction that being 

through there matters? In order to move beyond substitution and into specula-

tive realms that embrace a turn otherwise, as Dunne and Raby (2013) encourage 

in Speculative Everything, we must also look at the probable, plausible, possible, 

and preferable (2) when it comes to thinking through circulations of ecological 

care with nonhuman others—including, as De la Bellacasa (2017) reminds us, 

the possibility that nonhumans might care back. We might build bigger and 

more careful conservation worlds by acknowledging the possibility that the 

strange present in which we are already living carries with it a particular kind of 

past that has long been with us, and a futurity that may also live in and through 

us and our nonhuman kin. We might allow, in thinking about what is probable, 

plausible, and preferable, to think with nonhuman others and ask again, Who is 

human here, who is human now? We might engage in nestwork ourselves. Only 

by thinking beyond cruel optimism—our attachment to a healed, whole world 

and its creatures—and allowing for hope as a practice that emerges out of rela-

tion might we be able to honor the alterity that shows itself at every turn of 

human and nonhuman thinking. “It matters what stories we tell other stories 

with,” as Haraway says (2016, 12), and now that we know our stories of precari-

ous species, we can work to tell others.

 I’m not sure what this might look like where you are. As I’ve documented 

this project, possibilities for other kinds of being- with the nonhuman creatures 

I’ve written about here seem all around: a move to uncap a large chimney in a 

nearby urban center and the letter- writing campaign that attends it; possibilities 

for gathering together all of the people I have met during this project to advocate 

for getting “Bird Friendly City” designation (see Nature Canada 2021); being a 

public ally for Indigenous- led ecological initiatives, such as those sponsored 
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through the Conservation through Reconciliation Partnership, learning Anishi-

naabemowin names for animal species; planning for more public spaces of ritu-

alized mourning for nonhuman others. In getting to know bobolinks, chimney 

swifts, and barn swallows, in caring for them and being with their presences and 

absences, the stories they tell have grown far more complex, and my own curios-

ity and sense of loss—about these species, about other species who may be 

defined as precarious—has blossomed. I see nestwork not only as birds’ work, or 

my work, or posthuman work. Instead, I see it in every push for joyful material- 

rhetorical intervention, every small yearning by our species and our nonhuman 

kin for relational world- building, for eco- oikos, for home.





Introduction

 1. This project received ethics approval through the University of Waterloo’s Research 
Ethics Office, #40630 and #43228.
 2. Both the barn swallow and bobolink were listed as threatened in those years but were 
not afforded legal protection by SARA until 2017.

Chapter 1

 1. The Red List is a shortened form of the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s 
(IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species, the guiding document on species decline in the UK.
 2. Both “other- than- human” and “more than human” are phrases long associated with the 
work of Alfred Irving Hallowell (1960) and David Abrams (1996).
 3. It should be noted that the Crown acquired these lands—nearly one million acres—from 
the Mississauga people for the amount of £1,180 and later claimed that they had misjudged 
the size of the valley. The Mississauga then ceded two million more acres to the Crown in the 
Between the Lakes Treaty (Treaty 3). The misinterpretation of Treaty 3 has resulted in a 
variety of historic and contemporary legal land claim disputes.
 4. Because I am not Anishinaabeg, I do not retell Pinesi’s story here, although it has been 
published and is otherwise commonly available.

Chapter 3

 1. A forb is an herbaceous, nonwoody flowering plant that is not a grass.

Conclusions for Irreconcilability

 1. Images used in Hirondelusia can be found at https:// hirondelusia .wordpress .com  
/hirondelusia -artwork/.
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